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Camp Randall Stadium
Processional
University School of Music Band
Professor Michael Leckrone, M.M.

The audience is requested to rise as the procession of officials enters.

National Anthem
Performed by Anna A. Whiteway
Bachelor of Music, Vocal Performance

Presiding Officer
Provost Sarah C. Mangelsdorf, Ph.D.

Welcome and Introduction of the Official Party

Welcome from UW–Madison Chancellor
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank, Ph.D.

Welcome from UW System Board of Regents
Regent President Regina M. Millner

Introduction of Keynote Speaker
Bill Mulligan, Senior Class Secretary

Charge to the Graduates
Russell Wilson

Recognition of Honorary Degree Recipients
Honorary Degrees were awarded on Friday, May 13.

Conferral of Law Degrees
Doctor of Juridical Science
Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law)
Master of Laws
Master of Laws–Legal Institutions
  Dean Margaret Raymond, J.D.

Conferral of Master’s Degrees
Master of Accountancy
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Master of Engineering
Master of International Public Affairs
Master of Music
Master of Professional French Studies
Master of Public Affairs
Master of Science
Master of Social Work
  Dean William J. Karpus, Ph.D.

Introduction of Alumni Association Speaker
Dixon Chan, Senior Class Treasurer

Remarks on Behalf of the Alumni Association
Dave Florin, Chair, Alumni Relations and Engagement Committee
Wisconsin Foundation and Alumni Association Board

Remarks on Behalf of the Graduates
Bhupinder Manhani, Senior Class Vice President

Recognition of Honors Graduates

Conferral of Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Agricultural Business Management
Bachelor of Science–Biological Systems Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Dietetics
Bachelor of Science–Landscape Architecture
  Dean Kathryn A. VandenBosch, Ph.D.

School of Business
Bachelor of Business Administration
  Dean François Ortalo-Magné, Ph.D.

School of Education
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Science–Art
Bachelor of Science–Art Education
Bachelor of Science–Athletic Training
Bachelor of Science–Dance
Bachelor of Science–Education
Bachelor of Science–Kinesiology
Bachelor of Science–Physical Education
Bachelor of Science–Rehabilitation Psychology
Bachelor of Science–Theatre and Drama
  Dean Diana Hess, Ph.D.

continues on next page
College of Engineering
Bachelor of Naval Science
Bachelor of Science–Biomedical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Mechanics
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Physics
Bachelor of Science–Geological Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Industrial Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Materials Science and Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Nuclear Engineering
  Dean Ian M. Robertson, Ph.D.

School of Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Community and Nonprofit Leadership
Bachelor of Science–Consumer Affairs
Bachelor of Science–Human Development and Family Studies
Bachelor of Science–Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Interior Architecture
Bachelor of Science–Personal Finance
Bachelor of Science–Retailing and Consumer Behavior
Bachelor of Science–Textiles & Fashion Design
  Dean Soyeon Shim, Ph.D.

College of Letters & Science
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts–Journalism
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics
Bachelor of Science–Journalism
Bachelor of Social Work
  Dean John Karl Scholz, Ph.D.

School of Nursing
Bachelor of Science–Nursing
  Dean Katharyn A. May, Ph.D.

School of Pharmacy
Bachelor of Science–Pharmacology and Toxicology
  Dean Steven M. Swanson, Ph.D.

Closing Remarks
Chancellor Blank

Varsity
Varsity! Varsity! U rah rah! Wisconsin,
Praise to thee we sing!
Praise to thee our Alma Mater,
U rah rah! Wisconsin!

Recessional
Graduates should remain seated until marshals release them.

Please note: Professional photographers will be taking individual photographs of candidates before and after the ceremony. Parents and friends should not try to gain access to the candidate seating area (field) to take photographs before, during or after the ceremony.

#uwgrad

Badgers are social creatures. Capture your 2016 Spring Commencement memories and share them on #uwgrad
The senior class officers of the Class of 2016 have selected Russell Wilson, former Badgers quarterback and Super Bowl-winning leader of the Seattle Seahawks, to address degree candidates during spring commencement exercises.

“Russell Wilson’s time at UW-Madison has inspired us before, and his community engagement continues to inspire us today,” said Bhupinder Manhani, senior class vice president. “He exemplifies leadership, hard work and philanthropy, making him the ideal speaker for the Class of 2016.”

Wilson attended UW-Madison in 2011 as a graduate student in educational leadership and policy analysis before joining the National Football League.

Originally from Richmond, Virginia, Wilson graduated from North Carolina State University in three years with a bachelor’s degree in communication, then took graduate business courses during the 2010 football season. He was a two-sport star drafted by the Colorado Rockies before dropping baseball to focus on his football career.

As a Badger, Wilson compiled an NCAA record 191.7 pass efficiency rating, led the Badgers to the Rose Bowl and was named the MVP as the Badgers won the inaugural Big Ten Championship Game. Named first team All-Big Ten by both coaches and members of the media, he won the Griese-Brees Big Ten Quarterback of the Year Award.

Wilson became the first rookie in NFL history to lead his team to an undefeated home record. The following season, he became the third youngest quarterback to win the Super Bowl. He has been named to three Pro Bowl squads and finished the 2015 regular season with the highest passer rating in the NFL.

Off the field, Wilson focuses his philanthropic efforts on causes related to children and health. He created the Why Not You Foundation to honor his family, especially his father Harrison Wilson III, who passed away from diabetes in 2010. He is a regular visitor to the Seattle Children’s Hospital and hosts the Russell Wilson Passing Academy in multiple cities, including Madison, each summer. He is also the national ambassador for the CR3 Diabetes Association, which assists people with diabetes who cannot afford essential supplies.
Rebecca M. Blank became chancellor of the University of Wisconsin–Madison in July 2013. Since then, she has presided over a major effort to expand and improve educational opportunities, both inside and outside of the classroom, to better prepare students to succeed in a rapidly changing economy. At the same time, she has worked to maintain the university’s position as a global leader in innovation and research and has emphasized the role of the University in nurturing entrepreneurship and driving economic development.

Blank is an internationally respected economist who has also spent time in Washington, D.C., working in three different administrations. Most recently, she served as Deputy Secretary and Acting Secretary of the U.S. Department of Commerce under President Obama.

She also brings strong academic credentials to the position of chancellor. She served as dean and professor of public policy and economics in the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan from 1999 to 2008. In her role as dean, she launched such innovations as interdisciplinary graduate programs and an undergraduate public policy major. Earlier in her career, she was a member of the faculty at Northwestern University and Princeton University.

A native Midwesterner, Blank earned an undergraduate degree in economics from the University of Minnesota and a doctoral degree in economics from MIT.

In 2015, Blank was awarded the Daniel Patrick Moynihan Prize by the American Academy of Political and Social Science. The prize honors individuals who use sound analysis and social science research to inform public policy while also contributing to the public discourse on society’s most pressing issues.

Blank is a frequent speaker on the importance of public research universities. She has been part of a vital national conversation about ways in which to keep these institutions thriving and strong.

Her leadership has reinforced UW–Madison’s position as one of the world’s top 25 universities — a center for education, discovery and research, committed to sharing knowledge and innovation that improves lives in Wisconsin and around the globe.
Sarah C. Mangelsdorf is the provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. She began serving as provost in August 2014.

Mangelsdorf came to Madison after serving six years as the dean of the Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences at Northwestern University, where she was also a member of the Department of Psychology. Prior to Northwestern, Mangelsdorf served from 2004 to 2008 as the Henry E. Preble Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign — the first woman to hold that position. She joined the University of Illinois Department of Psychology in 1991 and served as associate provost from 2001 to 2003 and head of the psychology department from 2003 to 2004. Previously she served four years as an assistant professor of psychology at the University of Michigan.

Mangelsdorf’s scholarship focuses on social and emotional development in infancy and early childhood, and she is the author of numerous articles on developmental psychology. At the University of Illinois, she was honored several times for her teaching. She won the Mabel Hohenboken Teaching Award in 1997 and the William Prokasy Teaching Award, the college’s highest award for teaching, in 1998.

She has served on the editorial boards of five academic journals, including the editorial boards of *Child Development* and *Infant Behavior and Development*, and is a fellow of the American Psychological Association. She chaired the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) Arts & Sciences Deans Group and serves as a trustee of the Erikson Institute in Chicago.

Mangelsdorf earned her undergraduate degree in psychology from Oberlin College in Ohio and her doctoral degree in child psychology from the University of Minnesota. In 2012, she received the Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award from the College of Education and Human Development at the University of Minnesota.
Lynsey Addario is an award-winning photojournalist whose assignments have largely involved documenting global conflicts, often at great personal risk. She received her bachelor’s degree in Italian and international studies from UW–Madison in 1995.

Addario’s assignments have taken her to Latin America, Africa, South Asia and the Middle East for publications including the *New York Times, National Geographic, Time Magazine, Newsweek, Harper’s, The Associated Press, Los Angeles Times* and *The Boston Globe*. She was kidnapped in 2004 in Iraq, then again in 2011 in Libya alongside fellow UW–Madison alumnus Anthony Shadid and two other journalists.

Addario’s professional experiences and her witness to the abuses of women and children in war-torn or male-dominated societies have compelled her to harness her professional skills in service of public advocacy. She has assembled major gallery exhibits and photographic essays “to mobilize the international community to act on human suffering.” The impact of her work has won her recognition well outside her professional circles.

Named one of the five most influential photographers in the last 25 years by *American Photo Magazine*, Addario received a Pulitzer Prize as part of a *NYTimes* team working in Pakistan and Afghanistan. For her ability to harness her profession to humanitarianism, she received a MacArthur Fellowship in 2009.

Addario’s bestselling memoir *It’s What I Do: A Photographer’s Life Of Love And War* has been optioned by Warner Bros. to be adapted into a feature film directed by Steven Spielberg.
William J. Rutter is a pioneer in the field of biotechnology. His connection to Madison began in 1952, during a postdoctoral appointment in the laboratory of Henry Lardy at the Institute for Enzyme Research.

Rutter held faculty positions at the University of Illinois and the University of Washington before arriving at the University of California-San Francisco in 1968. His vision of coordinated research in human biology, allied with his ability to identify and attract leading young scientists, resulted in UCSF quickly becoming a pivotal center in molecular and cell biology and biochemistry.

Epochal breakthroughs by Rutter’s research group included the first cloning of genes for insulin and other growth hormones, as well as the hepatitis B virus. In 1981, seeking to maximize the real-world impact of his research, Rutter established Chiron Corporation, a pioneer in the emerging field of biotechnology. Under his leadership, Chiron created procedures for producing insulin from yeast, methods that are used for making most of the world’s insulin, and a recombinant DNA vaccine for hepatitis B (with Merck), as well as decoded the genomes for HIV and discovered the hepatitis C virus. This led to sensitive diagnostic tests for HIV, HBV and HCV, used to eliminate virus contamination from worldwide blood supplies.

Although no longer affiliated with UCSF, Rutter is an adviser to UCSF’s Global Health Sciences, expanding health care capacity in the United States and the developing world. He is also the founder of Synergenics, a consortium of biotech companies oriented to prevention and treatment of infectious and metabolic diseases.

Rutter earned a bachelor’s degree from Harvard University, a master’s degree from the University of Utah and a doctorate from the University of Illinois, all in biochemistry.
HONORARY DEGREE

Tommy G. Thompson

Tommy G. Thompson is the longest-serving governor in Wisconsin history, serving from 1987 until 2001. Subsequently, he served as Secretary of Health and Human Services under President George W. Bush from 2001 until 2005. Currently, he is the chairman and chief executive officer of Thompson Holdings. He received two degrees from UW–Madison, a bachelor’s degree in 1963 and a law degree in 1966.

During his years as governor, Thompson introduced sweeping reform in areas such as welfare, with the Wisconsin Works (W-2) program and the BadgerCare initiative, which extended health care to thousands of previously uninsured low-income individuals and families. Both programs served as models for similar reforms in other states and for the Clinton administration in the mid-1990s.

At both the state and federal level, Thompson championed the university’s transformative work in biotechnology, including groundbreaking stem cell research that elevated UW–Madison to international prominence.

Following Thompson’s term in public office, he has continued to build on his efforts to develop innovative solutions to health care challenges facing American families, businesses, communities, states and the nation as a whole. These efforts focus on improving the use of information technology in hospitals, clinics and doctors’ offices; promoting healthier lifestyles; strengthening and modernizing Medicare and Medicaid; and expanding the use of medical diplomacy around the world.

Thompson has also served as chairman of the National Governors’ Association, the Education Commission of the States and the Midwestern Governors’ Conference. He served in the Wisconsin National Guard and the Army Reserve. Additionally, he is currently a member of the Council on Foreign Relations.
University of Wisconsin System Regent Regina M. Millner, of Madison, Wisconsin, was elected president of the Board in June 2015. She was appointed to the Board in 2012.

Millner’s career as a lawyer and consultant in commercial real estate spans more than 30 years. She has served in leadership positions on the boards of many for-profit and not-for-profit corporations, including MGE Energy, CG Schmidt, the Wisconsin Alumni Association, the UW–Madison Athletic Board, the Wisconsin Real Estate Alumni Association, the Chazen Art Museum Council and the Chancellor’s Advisory Board. She is also very active in the Madison community, having served on the boards of the Rotary Club of Madison, Meriter Hospital and Health Services, Madison Symphony Orchestra and the Madison Children’s Museum, among others.

A proud Badger alumna, Millner earned her law degree from the University of Wisconsin Law School and her master’s degree in real estate and urban land economics from the Wisconsin School of Business. She also earned an undergraduate degree in education from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Dave Florin is a member of the Wisconsin Foundation & Alumni Association Board of Directors and is a past chair of the Wisconsin Alumni Association Board of Directors. Florin is president of Hiebing, an 80-person marketing agency based in Madison, recently named Small Agency of the Year by Ad Age. Florin has been an invited speaker for organizations such as the National Retail Federation, the Retail Advertising and Marketing Association, the International Institute for Research and the Investment Council Institute. He has taught courses in marketing planning at UW–Madison’s Fluno Center for Executive Education and has served on the Boards of Directors for organizations including the United Way of Dane County, Boys & Girls Club of Dane County and Wisconsin Center of Education Products and Services (WCEPS).

Florin, a resident of Middleton, Wisconsin, received his undergraduate degree in international relations from UW–Madison in 1992.
Senior Class Officers

Officers for the Class of 2016 were elected through Associated Students of Madison (ASM) spring elections prior to beginning their service in the fall of their senior year.

Part of the Division of Student Life, the officers also partner with the Wisconsin Alumni Association (WAA) and the UW Foundation. The Senior Class Officers plan spring and winter commencement as well as senior social events and senior week events in cooperation with WAA.

Andrew (AJ) Hipke, president

Hipke, of White Lake, Wisconsin, majors in finance and economics. At the Wisconsin School of Business, he served as president of the Finance & Investment Society. He also served as a freshman representative for ASM and vice president of advocacy for BBA Gov. He interned this past summer at Fisher Investments in Portland, Oregon. After graduation, he plans to take the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) exam and work full-time.

Bhupinder Manhani, vice president

Manhani, of Verona, Wisconsin, majors in biology and political science. He served on the executive board for BadgerThon, a student organization that aims to support and raise money for patients of the American Family Children’s Hospital. Throughout his time as an undergraduate, he has enjoyed volunteering at St. Mary’s Adult Day Center and spending time with older adults in the Madison community. After graduation, he is attending the University of Minnesota to earn a Master of Health Care Administration degree, with the goal of working in the field of health administration.

Dixon Chan, treasurer

Chan, of Evanston, Illinois and Hong Kong, majors in economics with a certificate in criminal justice. Nominated for the Center for Leadership and Involvement’s Outstanding Freshman Award, he has served as secretary for ASM’s Finance Committee and vice president of the UW Pre-Law Society. In addition, Chan is on the leadership team for his campus ministry group, the Navigators. Off campus, he has interned at the Chicago Office of the Mayor and currently interns in Pretrial Services for the U.S. District Court in Madison. After graduation, he plans to earn a law degree along with certification as a CPA.

Bill Mulligan, secretary

Mulligan, of Lake Mills, Wisconsin, majors in biochemistry. On campus, he served as the Director of the Distinguished Lecture Series and Vice President of Program Administration for the Wisconsin Union. He has competed nationally for the UW Cycling Team and is a two-time Wisconsin State Cycling Champion. Selected as a Barry Goldwater Scholar, he has also spent countless hours in his research lab, co-authoring two publications and presenting at a national conference. He was selected as a finalist for both the Rhodes and Marshall Scholarships. After graduation, he will be pursuing a Master of Social Science of the Internet at the University of Oxford.
The University of Wisconsin–Madison

The University of Wisconsin–Madison and its alumni have a rich tradition of national and international leadership in teaching, research, entrepreneurship and public service. We regularly rank near the top in research dollars and are rated among the strongest in the world in international reputation. And, as any visitor can readily attest, our beautiful lakeshore campus is considered to be among the nation’s most picturesque.

This university has existed for as long as Wisconsin has been a state, tracing its roots to a clause in the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin decreeing that the young state should have a prominent public university. In 1848, legislators passed a bill that formally created the University of Wisconsin. Its first class, with 17 students, met in Madison on February 5, 1849.

From these humble beginnings, the university has grown into a large, diverse community with more than 43,000 students representing every county in Wisconsin, 50 states, and 123 countries.

Across campus, the words “sifting and winnowing” often appear when describing UW–Madison’s intellectual life. They date back to an 1894 Board of Regents statement on academic freedom:

“Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great state University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.”

Inspired by this spirit, scholarly inquiry has fed a steady stream of discoveries. From vitamins, agricultural techniques and wildlife ecology to stem cells, biofuels and economic well-being, the university continues to foster ideas and research that change lives.

UW–Madison is the oldest and largest campus in the University of Wisconsin System. Its mission is to provide “a learning environment in which faculty, staff and students can discover, examine critically, preserve and transmit the knowledge, wisdom and values that will help ensure the survival of this and future generations and improve the quality of life for all.”

The university strives to achieve these ends through the continual advancement of its teaching, research and public service programs. Throughout its history, the university has sought to bring the power of learning into students’ daily lives through innovations such as residential learning communities and service learning courses.

We are motivated by the “Wisconsin Idea” — articulated a century ago as the principle that the university’s influence should benefit everyone in the state. Today, this principle has expanded to a global scale. The Wisconsin Idea continues to permeate everything we do, helping to forge close partnerships between faculty, staff and students, and people, communities, and industries around the world.
Program Notes

The school and college flags used in today’s ceremony were commissioned for Commencement by Chancellor Rebecca Blank. They are used in this and other similar ceremonies, including the Chancellor’s Convocation for incoming students — the complementary celebration to Commencement that begins students’ university careers.

The flags’ background wave design reflects the university’s location along Lake Mendota. Colors on each flag reflect the traditional academic colors for the courses of study within each school or college. The Graduate School, School of Education and College of Letters & Science are multicolored, representing their varied disciplines. Flags also feature the year in which each school or college was founded, from 1848 for the Law School and School of Medicine and Public Health (authorized in the charter for the newly created university) to 1983 for the School of Veterinary Medicine.

Flag bearers in the opening procession were selected by the dean of each school and college to represent their fellow students:

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Logan Wells
  B.S., Forest Science; Certificate in Business

School of Business
Connor W. Braun
  B.B.A., Finance and Management & Human Resources; Certificate in Leadership

School of Education
Brianna Blue
  B.S., Elementary Education

College of Engineering
Carla Valle
  B.S., Industrial Engineering

Graduate School
Thirunavukkarasu Sivappha
  Master of International Public Affairs

School of Human Ecology
Timothy Larson
  B.S., Personal Finance

Law School
Claudia Harke
  Juris Doctor

College of Letters & Science
Bill Mulligan
  B.S., Biochemistry

School of Medicine and Public Health
Abigail Zellner
  B.S., Human Development and Family Studies. Abigail will attend the UW-Madison School of Medicine and Public Health in Fall 2016.

School of Nursing
Rebecca M. Breitlow
  B.S., Nursing

School of Pharmacy
Eyad Helwany
  B.S., Pharmacology-Toxicology

School of Veterinary Medicine
Kelsey Rayment
  B.S., Biochemistry and Wildlife Ecology. Kelsey will attend the UW-Madison School of Veterinary Medicine in Fall 2016.
Academic Attire
Formal academic attire is an important component of the pageantry of the commencement ceremony.

Gowns
Gowns represent the three principal levels of academic achievement. The bachelor’s gown, symbolizing the first degree, is made of black material and has a closed front and long, pointed, open sleeves. Master’s candidates wear a black gown with a closed front and long, closed sleeves. The gown worn by doctoral candidates has an open front with bell-shaped sleeves. Doctoral gowns are further embellished with velvet trim in the form of crossbars on the sleeves. These are generally black but may be colored to represent the profession or major field of interest. Some doctoral gowns are colored to represent the distinctive identity of a particular institution. The latter types of gowns are generally worn without the hood.

Hoods
Academic hoods are used as a further means of identifying the level of degree attainment. The bachelor’s hood, worn only by those who have previously received a baccalaureate degree, is rather short with a narrow velvet edging the color of the appropriate discipline and a lining in the color of the institution—cardinal at Wisconsin. The master’s hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging and exposes more of the lining. Doctoral hoods have the widest velvet edging, wide panels at either side, greater length and a fully exposed lining.

Caps and Tassels
Candidates for the bachelor’s degree wear the black mortarboard cap with tassels of their course color. The tassel is worn on the right side until the formal conferral of the degree. At that time, the tassel is moved from the right to the left side. Candidates for all higher degrees wear black mortarboard caps with black tassels on the left side. Some holders of degrees from other countries or institutions wear special hats which are distinctive to their degree. Graduates displaying the red and white philanthropy cord have chosen to make a financial gift commitment of support to the university.

Honors
Bachelor’s degree candidates with distinctive scholastic achievement (the top 20 percent within the school or college) wear cardinal stoles over the fronts of their gowns. Bachelor’s degree candidates participating in an honors program wear white stoles with cardinal bars. Law degree candidates who have been awarded the Dean’s Academic Achievement Award are similarly distinguished by cardinal stoles.

Academic Colors
Graduate and Professional Hoods
Doctor of Audiology: Green
Doctor of Juridical Science: Purple
Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law): Purple
Doctor of Medicine: Green
Doctor of Musical Arts: Pink
Doctor of Nursing Practice: Apricot
Doctor of Pharmacy: Olive
Doctor of Philosophy: Blue
Doctor of Physical Therapy: Green
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine: Gray
Master of Accountancy: Sapphire
Master of Arts: White
Master of Business Administration: Sapphire
Master of Engineering: Orange
Master of Fine Arts: Brown
Master of International Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Laws: Purple
Master of Laws-Legal Institutions: Purple
Master of Music: Pink
Master of Physician Assistant Studies: Green
Master of Professional French Studies: White
Master of Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Public Health: Salmon Pink
Master of Science: Yellow
Master of Science-Business: Sapphire
Master of Science-Engineering: Orange
Master of Social Work: Citron

Undergraduate Degree Tassels
College of Letters & Science
Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics: Yellow
Arts (including Humanities, Letters): White
Chemistry, Science: Golden Yellow
Journalism: Crimson
Music: Pink
Social Work: Citron

College of Engineering
Orange

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Maize

School of Education
Art, Art Education, Fine Arts: Brown
Dance, Kinesiology: Sage Green
Education, Rehabilitation Psychology: Light Blue

School of Business
Sapphire

School of Pharmacy
Olive

School of Nursing
Apricot

School of Human Ecology
Maroon
This list of graduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar and to the Graduate School as of April 1, 2016, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

Doctor of Philosophy

Ephrem Abebe Aboneh
Social and Administrative Sciences in Pharmacy
Cory Andrew Adams
Mechanical Engineering
Navid Adnani
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Visar Ajeti
Biomedical Engineering
Nevzat Akkurt
Mechanical Engineering
Ziyad Mohammed Aloqalaa
Biomedical Engineering
Desiree Alva
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Saylin Alvarez
Spanish
Bryan Christopher Ampey
Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology
Laura Ann Amundson
Animal Sciences
Kristen Anne Andersen
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
Sean Edward Andrist
Computer Sciences
Mohammed Hidayath Ansari
Computer Sciences
Amir Arshadi
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Richard Aviles
Sociology
Mieke Baan
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Giovanni Baez Sandoval
Dairy Science
Ashley Marie Baltes
Chemical Engineering
Xiaoping Bao
Chemical Engineering
Christopher Michael Bard
Astronomy
Jayson Barr
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Kenneth Lester Bates
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Kelly Lynn Beisenstein-Weiss
Kinesiology
Natalie Lauren Belisle
Spanish
Galina Belokurov
Political Science
Erica Ehlers Bennett
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Abigail Elizabeth Besemer
Medical Physics
Anand Nageswaran Bharath
Mechanical Engineering
Vedant Bhatnagar
Economics
Tonmoy Bhattacharjee
Electrical Engineering
Shyamomree Bhattacharya
Chemistry
Devesh Bhimsaria
Electrical Engineering
Uttie Bickham-Wright
Cellular and Molecular Pathology
Jenny Lisseth Bolivar-Medina
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Ewa Karolina Bomba
Neuroscience
Andrew John Bottomley
Communication Arts
Hannah Elizabeth Bowman
Chemistry
Merve Gizem Bozkurt
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kenneth Steven Brandenburg
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Elizabeth L. Brey
Psychology
Eric Michael Curtis Britigan
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
Mack Spenser Brittelle
Mechanical Engineering
Christina Lewis Brunnquell
Medical Physics
Jack Hale Buchanan
Environment and Resources
Madelaine Alyse Burkert
English
Cynthia Faith Burnson
Human Ecology
Charles Keith Cahill
History
Kai Cai
Biochemistry
Phillip Caldwell II
Curriculum and Instruction
Rachel Ann Caloia
Curriculum and Instruction
Russell Cannon
Educational Policy Studies
Robert Ward Carlsen
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Nicole Elisabeth Carner
Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies
Marisa Joann Carpenter
Spanish
Jose Antonio Carrasco Novoa
Economics
Angel Manuel Casanova-Torres
Microbiology
Ruben Casas
English
Jeffry Paul Casey
Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies
Andrew Gerard Cassini
Zoology
Mayra Cerda-Gomez
Comparative Literature
An-Chieh Chang
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Tzu-Hsuan Chang
Electrical Engineering
Preeda Chaturabong
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Shiyu Chen
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Yiyu Chen
Social Welfare
Alexandra Rae Chesney
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology
Erin Chiou
Industrial Engineering
John P. Chisholm
Astronomy
Minkyu Cho
Electrical Engineering
Namsuk Cho
Industrial Engineering
Gilsu Choi
Electrical Engineering
Koeun Choi
Human Ecology
Cynthia Chow
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Laura Cladek
Mathematics
Jess Clayton
Political Science
Weiwei Hu  
*Physics*

Kui Huang  
*Economics*

Mingwei Huang  
*Biochemistry*

Rikki Alyce Hullinger  
*Neuroscience*

Bilal Ali Humeidan  
*African Languages and Literature*

Alexander Brandon Lee Hyun  
*Philosophy*

Megan Alice Hyun  
*Medical Physics*

Timothy Abiola Idowu  
*Statistics*

Fahima Ife  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Kuniaki Inoue  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Viorel Andrei Iosub  
*Chemistry*

Juan Antonio Iso  
*Spanish*

Brittany Lee Jacobs  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Lalit Kumar Jain  
*Mathematics*

Nathan James Jandl  
*English*

Christopher Janjigian  
*Mathematics*

Christine Rebecca Jeske  
*Anthropology*

Qi Jiang  
*Statistics*

Jose Antonio Jimenez-Torres  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Emily Marie Jobe  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Michael G. Johnson  
*Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology*

Michael Robert Johnson  
*Geoscience*

Bradley Mark Jones  
*Political Science*

Kyle Matthew Lauer Jones  
*Library and Information Studies*

Gregory Robert Jones-Katz  
*History*

Emil Juni  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Mashitah Jusoh  
*Horticulture*

Maureen Cristin Justiniano  
*History*

Attapon Kamlangdee  
*Comparative Biomedical Sciences*

Byunghoon Kang  
*Economics*

Donghyeon Kang  
*Chemistry*

Yunsik Kang  
*Genetics*

Zachary Kann  
*Chemistry*

Pranav Karanjkar  
*Chemical Engineering*

Anne Karch  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Maciej Jerzy Kazula  
*Agronomy*

Redouane Khamar  
*French*

Andrew Joseph Kidd  
*Economics*

Ji-Hye Kim  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Jonghun Kim  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Keehyung Kim  
*Business*

Munho Kim  
*Electrical Engineering*

TaeWon Kim  
*Molecular & Environmental Toxicology*

Yoosik Kim  
*Mathematics*

Jessica Lynn Kirstein  
*History*

James Kiprotich Kirui  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Akira Kondo  
*Second Language Acquisition*

Kristina Beth Kosnick  
*French*

Jasmin Kristianto  
*Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology*

Jocelyn Lara Kuhn  
*Educational Psychology*

Arun Kumar  
*Computer Sciences*

Rahulkumar Kunwarsingh Lall  
*Food Science*

Arturo Lamadrid Contreras  
*Economics*

Chelsea Lancelle  
*Geoscience*

Katie Lanning  
*English*

Regina Carla Lapate  
*Psychology*

Scott Robert Larson  
*Entomology*

Michael John Lawless  
*Medical Physics*

Helene Le Mevel  
*Geophysics*

Eunjin Lee  
*Human Ecology*

Se Woong Lee  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Wan Mei Leong  
*Food Science*

Sarah Lessem  
*Sociology*

Patrice Michelle Leverett  
*Educational Psychology*

Sagashus Tracie Levingston  
*English*

Sean Christopher Lewis-Faupel  
*Economics*

Ao Li  
*Materials Science*

Daijiang Li  
*Botany*

Jinghao Li  
*Materis Science*

Jinglan Li  
*Statistics*

Qiyao Li  
*Chemistry*

Ronghui Li  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Wenting Li  
*Chemistry*

Yan Li  
*Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology*

Yaqiong Li  
*Industrial Engineering*

Ye Li  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yifei Li  
*Sociology*

Zhao dong Li  
*Materis Engineering*

Zhidan Liang  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Christopher Brian Lietz  
*Chemistry*

Fang Yun Lim  
*Microbiology*

Abigail Margret Maclay Lindemann  
*Counseling Psychology*

Joliene Rae Lindholm  
*Entomology*

Daniel Liu  
*History of Science, Medicine and Technology*

Dong Liu  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Melody Liu  
*Statistics*

Shuning Liu  
*Curriculum and Instruction*
Jenna Lynn Lorenzini  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Chenyen Lu  
*Economics*

Lanyue Lu  
*Computer Sciences*

Qianwen Lu  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Xiaomeng Lu  
*Biophysics*

Claire Luby  
*Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics*

Aliza Luft  
*Sociology*

Martina Ly  
*Neuroscience*

Nathaniel Andrew Maddux  
*Spanish*

Shahirah Mahmood  
*Political Science*

Michele Marjorie Mahr  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Reid Matthew Maier  
*Entomology*

Sheida Malekpour  
*Electrical Engineering*

Shirzad Malekpour  
*Electrical Engineering*

Tirupan Mandal  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

David Marburger  
*Agronomy*

Bjorn Onen Markeson  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Ryne Marksteiner  
*Economics*

Marcos Martinez  
*Electrical Engineering*

Nathan Benjamin Marwell  
*Economics*

Kristin Maxwell  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Owen Mays  
*Electrical Engineering*

Tammy Lashell Mays  
*Library and Information Studies*

Hammad Mazhar  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Brian Bathe McLoone  
*Philosophy*

Daniel James Melanz  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Zenon Humberto Melgarejo Pinto  
*MATERIALS Science*

Max Allen Mellmer  
*Chemical Engineering*

Xianwei Meng  
*Economics*

Luisa Adriana Meyer  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Hongyi Mi  
*Electrical Engineering*

Zachary David Michels  
*Geosciences*

Todd Michelson-Amabelang  
*Scandinavian Studies*

Soilman Mikael  
*Electrical Engineering*

Eli Samuel Miller  
*Chemistry*

Hannah Kathleen Miller  
*Sociology*

Katherine Terese Miller  
*Educational Psychology*

Melissa Lynn Miller  
*Slavic Languages and Literatures*

Katelyn Elise Milliman  
*Astronomy*

Sookweon Min  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Yao Ming  
*Physics*

Benjamin Minkoff  
*Biochemistry*

Leah Sinsheimer Misemer  
*English*

Paige Lauren Mission  
*Educational Psychology*

Kaitlin Faye Mitchell  
*Cellular and Molecular Pathology*

Mankah Mitchell  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Nathan Mitchell  
*Computer Sciences*

Dijana Mitrovic  
*Special Graduate Committee*

Seyed Mohamad Amin Momeni Hasan  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jason Michael Morgan  
*History*

Gregory Mosby  
*Astronomy*

Peter Powell Mueller  
*Mathematics*

Eiman Mukhtar  
*Comparative Biomedical Sciences*

Sarah Anne Murray  
*Communication Arts*

Ilana Deborah Nankin  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Nicholas James Neal  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Corey Nemec  
*Biochemistry*

Joshua Charles Neuman  
*Nutritional Sciences*

Robert William Newberry  
*Chemistry*

Eric Huy-Dang Nguyen  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Xiaoy Nie  
*Statistics*

He Niu  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Cherrie Anne Nolden  
*Animal Sciences*

Amanda Kay Ochsner  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Stephanie Olarte  
*Educational Psychology*

Lena Elizabeth Olson  
*Computer Sciences*

Michael Olson  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Patrick William Otim  
*History*

T. Clinton Otte-Ford  
*German*

Alireza Ousati Ashtiani  
*Electrical Engineering*

Tolu O. Oyesanya  
*Nursing*

Zekiye Ozgur  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Dennis Paiz-Ramirez  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Sankaralingam Panneerselvam  
*Computer Sciences*

Kristin Lee Papoi  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Dong-Wook Park  
*Electrical Engineering*

Gun Woong Park  
*Statistics*

Hyojun Park  
*Population Health*

Kwanghyun Park  
*Computer Sciences*

Matthew Brian Parlato  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Eleanor Joyce Patterson  
*Communication Arts*

Nicolette Pawlowski  
*Educational Policy Studies*

Rashmi Payyanadan  
*Industrial Engineering*

Tomislav Pejsa  
*Computer Sciences*

Zulmarie Perez Horta  
*Cellular and Molecular Pathology*

Sandy K. Peterson  
*Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies*

Joseph Shawn Pfaller  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*
Brandy J. Trygstad
  German
Tiffany Trzebiatowski
  Business
Wei-Mo Tu
  Rehabilitation Psychology
Venkatanathan Varadarajan
  Computer Sciences
Jorge Andres Vasquez Ortiz
  Economics
James Vasta
  Biochemistry
Javier Velasco
  Molecular & Environmental Toxicology
Vijay Velayudhan Pillai
  Computer Sciences
Patricia Eugenia Venegas
  Curriculum and Instruction
Madhav Venkateswaran
  Electrical Engineering
Vindhya Venkatraman
  Industrial Engineering
Jose Alejandro Vergara
  Slavic Languages and Literature
Amonsiri Vilasdaechanont
  Industrial Engineering
Elena Vinay-Lara
  Food Science
Sandeep Viswanathan
  Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas Ryan Walker
  Mechanical Engineering
Timothy Robert Wallace
  Geography
Pei Wang
  Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Yi-Cheng Wang
  Biological Systems Engineering
Yu Wang
  Sociology
Yukai Wang
  Mechanical Engineering
Kittikhun Wangkanont
  Chemistry
William Watkins
  Geoscience
David Brook Weisberg
  Physics
Jonathan Welburn
  Industrial Engineering
Lindsay Diane Wells-Hansen
  Plant Pathology
Barbara Ann Wendelberger
  Special Graduate Committee
Lindsay Adelman Weymouth
  Human Ecology
Kaitlin Stack Whitney
  Zoology
Julia Wildt
  Chemistry
Melissa Jean Wilking-Busch
  Cellular and Molecular Pathology
Hannah Kathryn Wilson
  Chemical Engineering
Steven Lloyd Wilson
  Political Science
Gabrielle Noel Winston-McPherson
  Pharmaceutical Sciences
Kaiho Tommy Wong
  Mathematics
Yat Yee Wong
  Pharmaceutical Sciences
Christiane L. Wood
  Curriculum and Instruction
Jed Woodworth
  History
Marites Woon
  Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
Ming-Yueh Wu
  Genetics
Sheng-Peng Wu
  Curriculum and Instruction
Xi Wu
  Computer Sciences
Yue Wu
  Business
Xun Xiang
  Electrical Engineering
Jie (Jay) Xu
  Industrial Engineering
Xiaojian Xu
  Mathematics
Rana Yaghmaian
  Rehabilitation Psychology
Shui-yin Sharon Yam
  English
Chen Yao
  Dairy Science
Shuyun Ye
  Statistics
Gihwan Yi
  Economics
Sunyee Yoon
  Human Ecology
Jae-Sung You
  Cellular and Molecular Biology
Emily Yu
  Mechanical Engineering
Mingwei Yuan
  Soil Science
Monica Sylvia Yue
  Molecular & Environmental Toxicology
Naja Zaman
  Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Zixian Zeng
  Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Grace Xin Zhang
  Statistics
Jiaxu Zhang
  Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Jincan Zhang
  Plant Pathology
Linghong Zhang
  Chemistry
Tan Zhang
  Computer Sciences
Wei Zhang
  Pharmaceutical Sciences
Junjian Zhao
  Electrical Engineering
Dongxi Zheng
  Civil and Environmental Engineering
Huifeng Zheng
  Electrical Engineering
Xiang Zhong
  Industrial Engineering
Yaoquan Zhou
  Geoscience
Megan Zuelsdorff
  Population Health

Doctor of Musical Arts

Sharon Chmura-Moore
Evan Engelstad
Sarah Louise Gillespie
Joseph Gray
Brian Frederick Gurley
Allison Kathleen Kelley
Youn-Jae Ok

Master of Fine Arts

Brian James Bartlett
  Art
Timothy Donald Brenner
  Art
Seth Michael Campbell
  Theatre and Drama
Diana Anita Cavallero
  Art
Julie Marie Copenhagen
  Art
Youn-Jae Ok
Nicole K. Craanen
  Human Ecology
Joshua James Duncan
  Art
Jessica Cristian Frantals
  Human Ecology
Jason D. Garcia
  Art
Ada M. Gonzalez
  Art
Angela Marie Johnson
  Art
Doctor of Medicine

LaCoubouh Ghislain Ade
Joshua Bakke
Arielle Elizabeth Bauer
Lauren M. Bauer
Kathryn Elizabeth Beaulieu
Robert William Bjerrregaard
Ermal Bojdani
Casey Bougie
Ryan Floyd Brower
Andrew James Brunk
Melissa Carr
Pan San Chan
Chih-Sheng Chiang
Shahzad Chindhy
Amanda Sue Delaney
Megan Lyn Dietze-Fiedler
Yi Ding
Anna Drewry
Katie Georgette Egan
Colin Ehlenbach
Alexandra A. Erdmann
Jonathan Erickson
Ellen Ficken
Kathryn Marie Fisher
Sean Natasha Fling
Christina Fok
Wesley Fox
Jonathan Fricke
Raymundo M. Garcia
Jennifer Gassner
Cristina Gaudioso
Max Duster Gehrman
Thomas Glenn Gessert
Matthew Michael Gevelinger
Paul Gregory Gill
Alexander Medhat Girgis
Brittney Allison Golbach
Katharine Marie Greenfield
Chad Michael Guenther
Jessica Gulliver
Emily Elizabeth Haas
Kevin Hanson
Maxwell Richard Henricks
Brian Hibler
John Holzhauer
Samuel Huang
Elizabeth Huffman
Jacob James Inda
Alonso Jalan
Kimberly Rene Johnson
Evan Joyce
Aos Said Karim
Samantha Knopp
Leah Krueger
Anna Rose LaRosa
Elise Ann Larson
Patrick Thomas Lee
James Ronald Lehman
Lucas Leonard
Jessica Suzanne Kim Lien
Patricia Liu
Carly Loner
Sara Anne Mamman
Jennifer Louise Mann
Erica Marsh
Elizabeth Malone Mathieu
Phillip Mercier
Yelena Sergeevna Mironova-Chin
Valerie Michelle Mok
Mark Molnar
Julian Motzkin
Sayyed Farshid Moussavi-Harami
Gajanathan Muthuvel
Jeffrey Nahn
Ashley Marie Nault
Hayley Neher
Sean Nelson
Conor Patrick O’Halloran
Katherine Omernick
Lilianna Maria Palencia
Rajarajan Panneerselvan
Matthew Thomas Peller
Charles Achu Penn
Trinh Pham
Olga Ponomareva
Alex Tyler Quilling
Lindsay Raab
Avinash Rao
Kunil Kaushik Raval
Caitlin Regner
Daniel Reikher
Christine Anne Ripp
Danica Elizabeth Rockney
Hannah Roeder
Caitlin Sayre Rublee
Anthony Edward Ruzga
Gregory James Schleis
Carlene S. Schleisman
Elizabeth Scholzen
Sepehr Shabani
Matthew Shanahan
Meenakshi Ranjani Shivaram
David Aaron Shlensky
Surbhi Singhal
Stacy Smrz
Michael Fredrick Sookochoff
Nayeli Arguelles Spahr
Nicholas John Stabo
Benjamin Aaron Sudolcan
Sarah Sweetman
Jacquelyn Marjorie Swietlik
Michael Szadkowski
Heather Taff
Lindsay Taylor
Joshua David Tessner
Shannon Denise Tomfohrde
Daniel James Tonellato
Benjamin Traun
Jordan Daniel Urbanek
Xia Vang
Hope Villiard
Jennifer Marie Wagner
Wint Su Wai
Alyssa Walker
Eric Weinlander
Elizabeth Virginia White
Jimmy Xu
Megan Elizabeth Yanny
Lauren Margaret Zager
Michael Jon Ziegele

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Tyler Allee
Cassandra Marie Bandow
Autumn Danielle Bonner
Jessica Lynn Brouwer
Carl Martin DeLuca
Tyler Douglass
Suzanna Marie Eddy
Rebecca Ann Engel
Alyssa George
Hayley Gerster
Caitlin Frances Glendenning
Kyle Hampton
John Heitzman
Mindy Anna Hoffman
Nathaniel Dean Hoover
Kaitlin Hamilton Klos
Elizabeth Renee Kremer
Micah Daniel Kust
Andrew Christopher Larson
Karen Lovely
Alec Martinez
Brandon Eric McMullen
Katherine Muehlstein
Krista Renee Nelson
Brittany Novotny
Kathryn Pearcy
Maggie Proulx
Nicole Ruegsegger
Adrienne Mary Rust
Jeffrey Schlesner
Nathan Forrest Seitz
Kayla Jean Sharpee
Abbey Smith
Nicole Shari Terrill
Michelle Tollakson
Nicole Elizabeth Waner
Chelsea Lyn Welles
Alex Wolfe
Nicholas Robert Yeutter

**Master of Public Health**

Chelsea Aeschbach
Elizabeth Althoff
Nayeli Arguelles Spahr
Lauren M. Bauer
Liga Blyholder
Ross Daniels
Chad T. Farley
Ellen Ficken
Jonathan Fricke
Nina Marie Gregerson
Karli Rae Hochstatter
Kendra Hogan
Kellie Holub
Madeline Kasper
Samuel Keepman
Jenni Kempf
Kelly Klingensmith
Anthony Krabey
Renee Kramer
Sara Anne Mamman
Ifreanyi Mbah
Kaitlynn Elise Meyers
Marlaine Morrissey
Caitlyn Rae Ngam
Wes Robertson
Ashton Elizabeth Rollings
Caitlin Sayre Rublee
Karissa Ryan
Nailah Smith
Emily Jane Wirkus

**Master of Physician Assistant Studies**

Lindsey Ellen Bowman
Anna Bulman
Richard Clark
Angela Clarson
Katie Coenen
Emily Drakas
Aaron Follensbee
Paige Lauren Hunter Fricke
Rebecca Fritz
Cora Gibbs
Jason Bernard Howards
Alex K. Joseph
Breah Klemp
Joanie Elaine Krabbenhoft
Molly Murphy Lohr
Amanda Rose Lopez
Caleb Mabis
Carly Jean McFarland
Alexandra Musial
Florence Neitz
Sheila Mae Opelt
Laura Guedes Ozkan
Mackenzie Patterson
Elzbieta Rapacz
Michael Richardson
Sarah Savengseuksa
Chelsea Schummer
Tara Erin Streit
Abigail Marie Studinger
Kelly Irene Van Dyke
Camilla Vargas
Lesley Blair Washatko
Gretchen Marie Winandy
Amy Lynn Zangl
Lauren Ziebol

**Doctor of Law (Juris Doctor)**

Sydney Adams
Sonal Agarwal
Kathryn Allen
Karl E. Anderson
Natasha Araya-Schraner
David Allen Ausloos
Christopher Emanuele Avallone
Fiona Frimpong Awe
Laura Bachmann
Katie Barglind
Kelsey C. Boehm
James Bonar-Bridges
Adam Bowers
Ketah M. Brown
Keyon Brown
Russell J. Brown
Zachary Brown
Michael Roman Bruno III
Melissa Caitlin Buckman
Erin Elizabeth Burns
Joseph Bryant-Henderson Calavenna
Lara Vogel Carlson
Alexander Reay Carson
Jose Castro
Nicholas W. Chang
Bryan Chinwuba
Lisa Claxton
Forrest John Crawford
Nicolas Del Campo
Virginia Del Campo
Justin Dreikosen
Lawrence Drewry
Patrick DuBois
Zachary T. Eastburn
Clinton B. Ebeling
David L. Edelblute
Emily C. Eklund
Miriam A. Eniolorunda
Mackenzie Jess Fagan
Daniel Leo Fahey
Chad T. Farley
Kathryn L. Farnsworth
Frederick J. Fassbender
Sean Fernandes
Caitlin Fish
Corydon James Fish
Neal Joseph Fitzgerald
Stephen Fozard
Carin Josephine Frank
Nolan Josephine Frank
Andrew J. Gayoso
David L. Gerbie
Brian P. Goodman
Jacob Grabinski
Joshua M. Greatsinger
Kenneth L. Gresham
Andrew Harding
Claudia Harke
Anthony L. Hatzilabrou
Madisson L. Heinze
Curtis Jason Hinca
Kellie Holub
Caitlin Irene Holzem
Alixandra Julieanna Jacobson
Xin Jin
Christa Elizabeth Johnson
Liana Mary Kapelke-Dale
Melissa Marie Kaplan-Pistiner
Alyssa L. Kempke
Matthew Klos
Kenton Knop
Trent Patrick Koerner
Amanda Kondo
Jenna Renee Konruff
Mary Jacquelyn Kotleski
Anthony Krabey
Katherine Rose Kratcha
Stephanie Kreager
Charles David Kreger
May Lee
Shin-Yen Lee
Kathryn Clare Llaurado
Bryce Loken
Alec J. Losh
Christopher D. Mackey
Anzal Malik
David Malkus
Eric Michael Markisen
Cameron Edward Ramsay Marston
Joseph McLeod
Oliver R. Merrill
Zachary Meth
Austin Matthew Miller
Jessica Miller
Sadie Minobe
Samuel Mark Mitchell
Olivia K. Mote
David Eric Murphy
Kilian Murphy
Elizabeth Ness
Gina DeAnn Nugent
Kelsey Aryn O'Gorman
Aissa Olivarez
Mitchel Lee Olson
Adam Richard Onkels
Konrad Robert Paczuski
Marc K. Pawlus
Qianwen Peng
Adrian Orlando Perez
Randy J. Pfum
Jimmy Phavasiri
Michael James Polich
Jeffery Pugh
Janelle Lynn Ramsel
Kahini K. Ranade
Marissa Anne Reynolds
Samuel Gus Robertson
Samuel Robins
Christopher Russell
William W. Rutherford
Bryan Sandford
Clorissa Nichole Santiago
Caleb James Saunders
Samantha Rose Schacht
Paul Schinner
Vaughn Schmid
Christopher K. Schuele
Micha Schwab
Danielle Scott
Margaret Leigh Seifert
Ronak Shah
Chase K. Shoemaker
Jesse Simpson
Justin Michael Sondalle
Charles Lowell Spector
Molly Stacy
Bailey Katherine Steffes
Tyler B. Stevenson
Jenny Suh
Veronica Sustic
Ian Tenderholt
Anne W. Terrien
Brandon Tillman
Jasmine Trimble
Kory A. Trott
Michael Ullman
Brett Valentyn
Loredana Valtierra
Ryan Vandehey
Crystal Alejandra Vera
Da Wang
Xinyi Wei
Julia Wells
Max Gerald Wessels
William Wetzel
Catherine E. White
Thomas Lloyd Wilson
Tiffany Elizabeth Woelfel
Nicholas Yurk
Zachary Zellner
Han Zhao
Yi Zhou
Sarah Zwach

Doctor of Juridical Science

Meng Chen
Bo-Shone Fu
Yongsung Kim
Prasit Pivavatnapanich
Yao Zhou

Master of Laws

Luona Hao

Master of Laws–Legal Institutions

Prapavarin Aphaiwongs
Xi Chen
Zhiwei Chen
Manuela Cross
Prin Ekmanochai
Jiajing Fan
Nan He
Xiaoling Hou
Mihao Jiang
Liuyu Liu
Yi Luan
Tamon Nakaprawing
Seo Yeon Park
Talita Millena Peixer
Patchara Satangmongkol
Anirut Somboon
Zhengzheng Tian
Siyi Wang
Haiming Xia
Tian Xiao
Ruoyu Yang
Yun Yang
Cheng Yu
Mengze Zhang
Chang Zhao

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Anna Elizabeth Baines
Lauren Ashley Baker
Lorene Need Bauernschmidt
Bradley David Beaumier
Ann Marie Rose Beine
Rebecca Berkowitz
Corie Borchert
Holly Rebecca Brown
Krista Jeanne Buckner
Timothy William Carlson
Rebekah Shilo Cavalcanti
Connie Z. Chuang
Allison Clarke
Katheryn Elizabeth Cooley
Sessaly Noelle Craft
Robert Thomas Deegan III
Nicole Marie Deekle
Katherine Ann Dunbar
Kathryn Mattson Emmer
Elizabeth Shane Fletcher
Kathryn Ann Guerriero
Erin Harris
Nora O’Neil Hickey
Alex Hoffman
Kelly Melissa Hopkins
Stephen Houk
Devin Taylor Hundt
Nicholas D. Huso
Samantha Jemilo
Mark Kafura
Kayla Kaminski
Kallie Rae Kapitanek
Samuel Keepman
Molly Meiggs Kelley
Anna Christina Kelton
Rima Kharbush
Steffani M. Koch
Kathryn Eileen Kornowski
Megan Nora Lantner
Daniel John Laurent
Jacob Stewart Leslie
Nicole Long
Mandy Luth
Amanda Rae Meagher
Paul Merkatoris
Carrie Lynn Mesiar
Kaitlyn Elise Meyers
Whitney Rae Miesbauer
Samantha Marie Moore
Joseph Mueller
William Alexander Mustas
Sarah Mae Oates
Sarah Marie Ozawa
Caroline M. Piskun
Aaron Prokoski
Maren Amanda Raab
Alexandra Victoria Radtke
Amy Ragoschke
Shannon Roska
Jennifer Rose Rowntree
Joshua Paul Schneller
Meghan Marie Schuh
Stacy Marie Sdano
Nora Katherine Sheehan
Sara Dianne Shohts
Kevin Cornelius Snyder
Kristina Leigh Sorenson
Sarah Springborn
Cassandra Stoddard
Peter Allen Strassburg
Benjamin Sukowaty
Cynthia Nicollette Sweet
James Carmine Tarrant
Anna Uhl
Eric Andrew Wright
Rheba Taylor Mahie Zimmerman
Brian Thomas Gibbs
Travis Gilbert
Kaia Lynn Gray
Torie Grover
Bohan Gu
Amanda Joy Hafer
Robert Chad Hakim
Connor Lynn Hanson
Lauren Hanson
Nicole Heinowski
Anthony Hennes
Joseph Franklin Henry IV
Jessica Ann Hietpas
Laura Ann Holcomb
Matthew Holicek
Heather Marie Hresko
Sade Isiekwene
Benjamin John Jacobi
Emily Marie Jacobson
Nathan Peter Jakowski
Landon Keegan Jennings-Stoyles
Karlee Ann Kamps
Bobbie-Jo King
Nora Kristine Krause
Sarah Kryka
Aejin Kwak
Catherine Lai
Thomas Herald Lamb
Nicholis Laporte
Rebecca Louise Lauscher
Jason Thomas Lawnczak
Emili Jeanne-Watts Leary
Curtis Daniel Leider
Christopher Leuenberger
Cole Robert Lightfoot
Kenneth Lin
Kelly E. Lindberg
Chelsea Lodge
Ashley Loethen
Robert Lor
Matthew Jacob Mazur
Danielle Marie McKimmy
Ivana Micanovic
Justyn P. Mileski
Jared Mills
Alex Graham Moreno
Michael Nagy
Rachel Ariel Nass
Amy Renee Nielsen
Sarah Jean O’Connor
Casey Alan Olsen
Kelsey Olson
Kristin O’Reilly
Scott Michael Florine Pearson
Stephanie Pennington
Mary Frances Picone
Josh Pluemer
Bryan Patrick Prahl
Lauren Beth Putterman
Courtney Marie Putz
Stephanie Rawson
Chelsea Reed
Shawn Reinen
Richard Rhode
Elizabeth Victoria Ridgway
Jodie Ritchie
Moath Sarsour
Samantha Ann Sattersten
Danielle Lane Schneider
Michelle Barbara Schroeder
Kathryn Helen Schultz
Lee Kendrick Severson
Charles A. Shea
Rebecca Lee Ann Skowronski
Joseph Smith
Justin Daniel Smith
Casey Spitzer
Kristin Jean Stawicki
Tucker John Stewart
Joshua Stine
Samia Tariq
Micah James Thill
Matthew Allen Trantow
Tiaha Evelyn Wagner
Renee Bethany Wanta
Kassandra Kay Weber
Anais Tompkins Webster
Melissa Weddel
Kristin Morgan Widmer
Chelsea Wigdal
Trista Marie Wills
Amber Woller
Quinn Eileen Wonders
Sara Lynn Worzella
Lindsay C. Zeihen
Peter Zepke
Thomas E. Zimmermann
Katherine Gayle Zinny
Stacy M. Zwiefelhofer

Jacob A. Stamas
Corey Alan Stoelb
Katherine Rechner Tiefenthaler
Lia Ziemann

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Crystal Bales
Susan Begley
Erika Bourdeaux
Paula Brady
Carissa Marie Dolens
Melissa Ann Fuhrmann
Liza Mary Gatley
Nichelle Jensen
Sarah Beth Kilen
Cassandra Marie Lovato
Megan Mary McGrath
Lisa McLennan
Melissa Mellum
Nicole Lynn Mendolla
Anne Palmer
Jessica Powell
Sarah Jane Roy
Maria Standiford

Master’s Degrees

Timothy Allen Abbott
Biomedical Engineering
Jessica Sarah Abrams
Occupational Therapy
David Philip Adam
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Emily Ann Adams
Social Work
Halle Christine Adamsheck
Medical Genetics
Inesia Adolph
Library and Information Studies
Tejaswi Agarwal
Computer Sciences
Ankit Agrawal
Computer Sciences
Nishant Agrawal
Computer Sciences
Brendan Ahern
Business: Accounting
Clarissa Ahlquist
Social Work
Dauren Akhmetov
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Dorcas Ayodele Akinniyi
Counseling
Eissa Alkindi
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Pramod Allani
Business: General Management
Ashley Kathleen Allen
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jane Allen
Business: Operations and Technology Management
Matthew Aaron Allie
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Alexandra Corbett Allweiss
Curriculum and Instruction
Eissa A. Al-Nasrallah
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Khulood Al-Otaibi
Curriculum and Instruction
David Alsippi
Engineering
Julia Amador
Food Science
Marc Andrew Amante
Agroecology
Ticiana De Aquino Amaral
Environment and Resources
Ellen Marit Amundson
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Petros Vassilios Anagnostopoulos
Business: General Management
Erika Andersen
Music: Performance
Katherine Leigh Anderson
Business: Marketing
Kristi Lynne Anderson
Human Ecology
Peter Andrews
Engineering
Julio Angeles
Business: Marketing
Lucas John Annear
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Timothy Annis
Business: Marketing
Daniel Antivilo
Business: Marketing
Alexander Geoffrey Antolak
Medical Physics
Vinod Aravindakshan
Business: Management and Human Resources
Christopher Ryan Argianas
Business: Accounting
Torrey Armstrong
Business: Arts Administration
Will Armstrong
Social Work

Doctor of Audiology

Dawn Ashe
Sarah M. Buchner
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Caceres
Ashley N. Getskow
Allison Kristine McMichael
Kaitlin Ann O’Brien
Kristin Nicole Arnold  
Social Work

Yash Arya  
Electrical Engineering

Brittany Elizabeth Asanovich  
Spanish

Ritwik Kamalakar Athalye  
Mechanical Engineering

James Robert Aubrey  
Business: General Management

Ragothaman Avanasi Narasimhan  
Business: Supply Chain Management

Christian Ayer  
Business: General Management

Efrem Ayichew  
Mechanical Engineering

Emma E. Babler  
Library and Information Studies

Angela Bahl  
Spanish

Nekhil Baid  
Electrical Engineering

Prashanth Balasubramanian  
Electrical Engineering

Samuel Patrick Balch  
Engineering Mechanics

Andrew John Baldwin  
Music: Performance

Riley Balikian  
Environment and Resources

Anna Marie Ballweg  
Social Work

Nicholas Edward Baltzell  
Educational Psychology

Robert Bamberger  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Ram Sai Manoj Bamudhamravuri  
Electrical Engineering

Bhargav Bandari  
Mechanical Engineering

Manish Bansal  
Computer Sciences

Lindsay Barcus  
Library and Information Studies

Matthew Allen Barker  
Engineering

Carl Barlett  
Business: Risk Management and Insurance

Eric Lee Barnes  
Engineering

Nichole Rae Barnes  
Library and Information Studies

Fatima Barry  
Business: Management and Human Resources

Jessica Lyn Bartley  
Business: General Management

Kevin Andrew Bartos  
Business: Accounting

Blake Bartter  
Business: Marketing

Aahnik Baruah  
Industrial Engineering

Dmitry Basavin  
Computer Sciences

Gopinath Baskaran  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Margo Alexandra Batie  
Medical Physics

Austin Allan Bauer  
Entomology

Michael Bauer  
Computer Sciences

Jeff C. Beers  
Engineering

Cassandra Begalle  
Business: Marketing

Rachel Ann Behneke  
Library and Information Studies

Sky Belcourt  
Counseling

Grace Bellinger  
Kinesiology

Allison Bender  
Social Work

Tracy Ann Bennett  
Social Work

Allison Jane Benton  
Biotechnology

Jaclyn Marie Benzine  
Business: Marketing

Sam Jon Beres  
Business: Accounting

Sarah Berger  
Social Work

Anna Marie Bergeron  
Social Work

Joshua Berman  
Business: Risk Management and Insurance

Sarah Johanna Betzler  
Environment and Resources

Chirag Bhargava  
Business: General Management

Deepthi Bhaskar  
Electrical Engineering

Amit Kumar Bhatia  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Paritosh Surendra Bhole  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Kristen Elise Bialik  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Corinne Billet  
Social Work

Elizabeth Jane Bintrim  
Library and Information Studies

Emily Binversie  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Jennifer Birstler  
Statistics

Subhankar Biswas  
Computer Sciences

Sarah Ann Bitant  
Medical Physics

Joseph Bittorf  
Business: General Management

Claire Shaller Bjork  
Environment and Resources

Travis Blackbourn  
Engineering

Ezra Samuel Blaize  
Curriculum and Instruction

Chelsey Marie Blanke  
Freshwater and Marine Science

Alexander Blass  
Engineering Mechanics

Stephanie Bluaya  
Social Work

Kenneth Alan Boals  
Curriculum and Instruction

Kristen Joy Bochenek  
Occupational Therapy

Christopher David Bodden  
Computer Sciences

Connor Bolan  
Business: Accounting

Kathryn Rose Booker  
Social Work

Jia-Shen Boon  
Computer Sciences

Adam Boone  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Elizabeth Claire Borkhus  
Business: Accounting

Guilherme Bornholdt  
Business: General Management

Alisha Bower  
Public Affairs

Benjamin Zadra Bradford  
Environment

Emily Braun  
Curriculum and Instruction

Michael James Braus  
Environment and Resources

Kevin Richard Brewer  
Electrical Engineering

Rachel Melissa Johnson Brewer  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Lauren Bricker  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Matthew William Brieger  
Biotechnology

Margaret Evelyn Briggs  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Brianna Brinckman  
Business: Accounting
Kirsten Brose  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*  
Christine Brotz  
*Engineering*  
Anne Bruckner  
*Business: Risk Management and Insurance*  
Jason Boyd Bryant  
*Social Work*  
Daniel Buck  
*Curriculum and Instruction*  
Jonathan Bucy  
*Business: General Management*  
Melissa Lynne Buddie  
*Social Work*  
Misty Budzinski  
*Social Work*  
Jeremy Buehl  
*Educational Psychology*  
Yoann Gerard Louis Buidin  
*French Studies*  
Tyler Burmeister  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  
Jason Brian Busack  
*Social Work*  
Marie Bush  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*  
Walter Zhen Cai  
*Computer Sciences*  
Yifan Cai  
*Food Science*  
Zhuowei Cai  
*Computer Sciences*  
Ziang Cai  
*Economics*  
Stephanie Marie Campeau  
*Business: Accounting*  
Brandon Cy Carlson  
*Engineering*  
Emma Chynoweth Carpenter  
*Social Work*  
Anthony L. Carr  
*Public Affairs*  
Alexandre Carrard Rodrigues  
*Engineering*  
Todd Anthony Carreno  
*Business: General Management*  
Kegan Renee Carter  
*Afro-American Studies*  
Gerardo Castillo  
*Engineering*  
Gloria Cecilia Castillo Posada  
*Environment and Resources*  
Matthew Castro  
*Biotechnology*  
Sarah Cater  
*Social Work*  
Kathleen Mary Cavanagh  
*Social Work*  
Austin Scott Ceaglske  
*Engineering*  
Duygu Celik  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*  
Emily Smith Celmer  
*Business: General Management*  
Melissa Joanne Ceveda  
*Business: General Management*  
Erin Chadwell  
*Environmental Conservation*  
Charlotte Chadwick  
*Biotechnology*  
Sukanya Chakraborty  
*Computer Sciences*  
Kelly Robert Chambers  
*Business: General Management*  
Sharan Chandahalli Srinivasan  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Abhinav Chandiwal  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*  
George Andrew Chandler  
*Mechanical Engineering*  
Jithin Chandran  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*  
Jagadish Kumar Chandrasekaran  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*  
Jamie S. Chariton  
*Social Work*  
Kari Lynn Chase  
*Social Work*  
Jesus Chavez Mees  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*  
Sai Prasanth Cheemalamarry  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Guangshan Chen  
*Computer Sciences*  
Jiahui Chen  
*English*  
Ke Chen  
*Mathematics*  
Qun Chen  
*Industrial Engineering*  
Shengqian Chen  
*Statistics*  
Wei-Chen Chen  
*Computer Sciences*  
Xiaoyang Chen  
*Business: Accounting*  
Yanshuo Chen  
*Economics*  
Yedan Chen  
*Business: Accounting*  
Yiyu Chen  
*Social Work*  
Yuhai Chen  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*  
Yu-Mao Chen  
*Statistics*  
Zhen Chen  
*Economics*  
Zhuangye Chen  
*Statistics*  
Yuteng Cheng  
*Economics*  
Calvin Cherry  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Nicole Chi  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*  
Nick Chiaro  
*Environmental Conservation*  
Katherine Elizabeth Chmielewski  
*Curriculum and Instruction*  
Zi Sen Chong  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*  
Gabe Chotzen  
*Business: Accounting*  
Ridhima Choubey  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*  
Liz Christenbury  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*  
Veronica Marie Christopher  
*Business: Accounting*  
David Cinquegrani  
*Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics*  
Stephen Cirillo  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*  
Raymond Harrison Claghorn  
*Engineering*  
Brannen Skyler Clark  
*Social Work*  
Megan Lee Clower  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*  
Sarah Vilas Clowes Candadai  
*Medical Genetics*  
Ashleigh Coaxum  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*  
Jeffrey Cohen  
*Business: Accounting*  
Erin Collins  
*Social Work*  
Nikhil Collooru  
*Computer Sciences*  
Kendra Jo Koehler Colon  
*Social Work*  
Gretchen Ann Conrad  
*Business: General Management*  
Jeffrey Conrad  
*Business: General Management*
Eugenia Contreras Zamora  
**Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics**

Andrea Rose Cook  
**Occupational Therapy**

Cameron Cook  
**Library and Information Studies**

Kirsten Rae Cottam  
**Engineering**

Natalie Cotter  
**Urban and Regional Planning**

Jessica Cozart  
**Counseling**

Anna Lucille Cramer  
**Business: Arts Administration**

Aimee C. Crittendon  
**Water Resources Management**

Elise Marie Crone  
**Business: Arts Administration**

Sarah Ann Crook  
**Occupational Therapy**

Kelly Eileen Crooks  
**Social Work**

Charlyn Cruz-Nunez  
**Social Work**

Cecilia Culp  
**Public Affairs**

Bret Culpepper  
**Engineering**

Justin Michael Cummings  
**Electrical Engineering**

Drew Curtis  
**Public Affairs**

Brian James Cwerenz  
**Public Affairs**

Molly E. Czech  
**Social Work**

Karole Dachelet  
**Public Affairs**

Priya Dalvi  
**Kinesiology**

Manasi Damle  
**Electrical Engineering**

Ross Daniels  
**Urban and Regional Planning**

Jacob Carl Darlington  
**Civil and Environmental Engineering**

Sanjib Das  
**Computer Sciences**

Laura Dattilo  
**Medical Genetics**

Angela Lynn Davies  
**Special Education**

Jonathon Davis  
**Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics**

Massiel de los Santos  
**Latin American, Caribbean and Iberian Studies**

Brian De Vere  
**Business: Accounting**

Andrew Debink  
**Business: Accounting**

Jeremy Deibert  
**Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis**

Kelly Del Ponte  
**Geological Engineering**

Shanti Castaneda Delima  
**Social Work**

Cong Deng  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Joseph Matthew Dennert  
**Engineering**

Pranav Prashant Deshpande  
**Manufacturing Systems Engineering**

Swapnil Satish Deshpande  
**Economics**

Will Deuerling  
**Engineering**

Joseph Louis Deutsch  
**Statistics**

Mahadharshini Devanesan  
**Manufacturing Systems Engineering**

Robyn Lynette Harding DeVries  
**Counseling**

Neelam Ghanshyam Dhadankar  
**Social Work**

Lynn Dickman  
**Horticulture**

Tianhui DiLuzio  
**International Public Affairs**

Yida Ding  
**Mathematics**

Eric Dinges  
**Biomedical Engineering**

Ryan Donahue  
**Business: Accounting**

Huijun Dong  
**Economics**

Vuong C. Dong  
**Educational Psychology**

Patrick Jameson Doty  
**Music: Performance**

John Wesley Draughn  
**Engineering**

Peter J. Droessler  
**Engineering**

Shimeng Du  
**Industrial Engineering**

Mary Duenas  
**Counseling**

Katherine Kirby Duggleby  
**Social Work**

Michael O’Shonessy Dunphy  
**Population Health**

Xavier Durawa  
**Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics**

Robert Joseph Durian  
**Business: General Management**

Asma Easa  
**International Public Affairs**

Kristoffer Max Eberle  
**Electrical Engineering**

Sarah Edbauer  
**Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis**

Emily Edelstein  
**Business: Accounting**

Jacqueline Edmunds  
**Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development**

Ashley Ann Effa  
**Social Work**

Taylor Grace Eggert  
**Social Work**

Elizabeth Anne Eitel  
**Communication Sciences and Disorders**

Steven Tyler Ellefson  
**Medical Physics**

Jordan Michele Elliott  
**Medical Genetics**

Christopher Robert Engelke  
**Business: General Management**

Jeff Engle  
**Clinical Investigation**

Harry Gregory Englehart  
**Agricultural and Applied Economics**

Tanner Engmann  
**Business: Accounting**

Nicole Marie Erickson  
**Occupational Therapy**

Stephanie Erickson  
**Communication Sciences and Disorders**

Meghan Brooke Ernest  
**Curriculum and Instruction**

John Erpenbach  
**Business: General Management**

Michelle Erskine  
**Communication Sciences and Disorders**

Samantha Evander Elmore  
**Occupational Therapy**

Kaitlin Marie Evans  
**Industrial Engineering**

Steven Evelhoch  
**Business: General Management**

Robinson Ewald  
**Business: Finance, Investment and Banking**

Brittany Anne Ewert  
**Occupational Therapy**

Guillermo Fajardo Sotelo  
**Spanish**

Tiffany Louise Falduto  
**Library and Information Studies**
Anja Falke  
Mechanical Engineering

Brian Todd Falkowski  
Business: General Management

Minjie Fan  
Statistics

John Jun Fang  
Business: General Management

Yihang Fang  
Geoscience

Laura Faricy Fay  
Public Affairs

Sara Feakes  
Social Work

Heather Marie Feltz  
Educational Psychology

George Feng  
Industrial Engineering

Yixuan Feng  
Mechanical Engineering

Yu Feng  
Mathematics

Brennan Heffernan Fentzlaff  
Mechanical Engineering

Derek Robert Ferguson  
Engineering

Stephanie Ann Ferguson  
Social Work

Jaime Fernandez-Olivas  
Kinesiology

Rex David Fernando  
Computer Sciences

Elizabeth Tatlow Finn  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Eli Jacob Fish  
Business: Marketing

Andrew Fishler  
Business: General Management

Zelda Fitriasih  
Business: Management and Human Resources

Rachael Christine Fleagle  
Pharmacy

Emily Flom  
Business: Accounting

Paulo Eduardo Florio  
Geological Engineering

Douglas Welter Floyd  
Business: Accounting

Katelyn Mary Forsythe  
Biotechnology

Elena Foti  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Cory Foxen  
Curriculum and Instruction

Jessica Susan Frain  
Social Work

Fernando Francia Escobar  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Michael Francis  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Jordi Tomeu Francis Clar  
Biological Systems Engineering

Ruben Franco  
Anthropology

Korin M. Franklin  
Water Resources Management

Russell Franks  
Engineering

Ellen Lyman Franzone  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Sean T. Frazier  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Elizabeth Freeze  
Landscape Architecture

Ruediger Friedel  
Engineering

Laura Anne Friedman  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Joshua Frischmon  
Business: Accounting

Ann E. Frisella  
Human Ecology

Matthew Frommelt  
Business: Accounting

Liyu Fu  
Business: Accounting

Ahrom Gaehn  
Curriculum and Instruction

David Eugene Gailey  
Business: Marketing

Chun Gan  
Mathematics

Feier Gao  
English

Qing Gao  
Mathematics

Yingxin Gao  
English

Lindsay Garber  
Public Affairs

Rosario Marie Garcia  
Curriculum and Instruction

Katherine Inez Garnier  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Jason James Gaulke  
Engineering

Amy Gauthier  
Library and Information Studies

Yiwen Ge  
Biotechnology

Michael B. Geiger  
Horticulture

Michelle Marie Geiger  
Social Work

Bennett Gerber  
Spanish

Nathan Gerlach  
Music: Education

Hrushikesh Niranjan Ghatpande  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Scott Gibel  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Erik Henry Gibelyou  
Music

Tia Gibson  
Business: General Management

Cameron Gilanshah  
Mechanical Engineering

Katrina Violafey Gilbank  
Environment and Resources

Anna Elizabeth Gilles  
Industrial Engineering

Kira Michelle Gillett  
Biotechnology

Nora Gilman  
Kinesiology

Melissa Marie Gilmore  
Environmental Conservation

Alexandra M. Gobell  
Social Work

Joseph S. Goering  
Engineering

Cecilia Goldschmidt  
Social Work

Kevin Goldsmith  
Engineering

Brittany Taylor Goldsworthy  
Business: Accounting

Sophie Eliza Goloff  
Occupational Therapy

Jonathan Gonzalez Gomez  
Biotechnology

Daniel Gordon  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Jess Gorzelitz-Liebhauser  
Population Health

Ann Marie Goth  
Social Work

Gautam Das Govardan  
Electrical Engineering

Ramesh K. Govindarajan  
Electrical Engineering

Rasiga Gowrisankar  
Computer Sciences

Edward William Goy  
Engineering

Olivia Goza  
Social Work

Jeffrey Grabowski  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Mark Graf  
Engineering
Robert Vincent Greco  
Business: Accounting

Nathaniel Lee Greenhill  
Music: Performance

Katya Guinebre  
Library and Information Studies

Theresa Claire Grosch  
Occupational Therapy

Scott Gross  
Business: General Management

Kayta Gruneberg  
Business: Accounting

Yi Gu  
Mathematics

Junyan Guan  
Economics

Zhecheng Guan  
Biotechnology

Jose Guerrero Gonzalez  
Medical Physics

Michael Lloyd Gumz  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Sruti Guntupalli  
Landscape Architecture

Fucheng Guo  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Yu Gu  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Ayush Gupta  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Shashank Gupta  
Electrical Engineering

Rosie Elizabeth Ann Gutteridge  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Annette Lynn Haas  
Social Work

Christine T. Haas  
Social Work

Billy Haber  
Business: Accounting

Daniel James Haffner  
Business: Accounting

Mikaela Ann Hagen  
Curriculum and Instruction

Sarah Lynn Hagen  
Environmental Conservation

Sarah Marie Hall  
Landscape Architecture

Sarah Jane Halls  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Jacob Bradley Hanebutt  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Yun Hang  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Mark Hannon  
Engineering

Jason Jerome Hansen  
Classics

Brittany Marie Hanson  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Elizabeth Hanson  
Social Work

Max Haraldsen  
Business: Accounting

Shawn Montgomery Harris  
Counseling

Brittany Harrison  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Kelly Marie Hartman  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Gavin Hartzog  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Breana Marquette Hashman  
Geoscience

Rebecca Anne Hatch  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Mohammed Rehman Hayat  
Biomedical Engineering

Katherine Marie Hayden  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Robert Joseph Hayes  
Portuguese

Kim Hayman  
Social Work

Melanie Hayward  
Business: General Management

Chenxi He  
Statistics

Ziyu He  
Economics

Evan Heath  
Business: General Management

Kyle Hebert  
Statistics

TJ Hedin  
Economics

Anna Heling  
Social Work

Heather Ann Helsel  
Pharmacy

Beth Marie Hennes  
Library and Information Studies

Kadin Henningsen  
Gender and Women’s Studies

Paula Henriquez  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Sheng Judy Herr  
Social Work

Amelia Hetfield  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Ana Vanessa Hidalgo del Rosario  
Spanish

Colin Taylor Higgins  
Public Affairs

Jerame Keith Hill  
Pharmacy

Ornella Jamie Hills  
Population Health

Carson William Hinkley  
Business: General Management

Tim M. Hinkley  
Pharmacy

Dana Hinske  
Business: Accounting

Javin-Machais Kenneth-Wayne Hintz  
Social Work

Jonathan Hintz  
Business: Accounting

Margaret Patricia Ho  
Social Work

Amanda Elizabeth Hocking  
Social Work

Rachel Marie Hodapp  
Social Work

Megan Hoehne  
Business: Accounting

Leah Rose Hoffman  
Social Work

Rachel Hoffmann  
Business: Accounting

John Patrick Hogan  
Electrical Engineering

Marissa Ann Hojnacke  
Social Work

Michael Williamson Hoke  
Music: Performance

Caroline Marie Holmquist  
Business: Accounting

Kunihiko Homma  
Japanese

Christina Hoo  
Business: Accounting

Alexandria Lynn Hopp  
Kinesiology

Chandana Hosamane Kabbali  
Electrical Engineering

Nathan David Houdek  
Business: General Management

Jordan Houden  
Business: Accounting

Trina Denise Howard  
Social Work

Emily Leahy Howell  
Environment and Resources

Patrick James Hruska  
Mechanical Engineering

Xiao Hu  
Statistics

Shuyu Huang  
Economics
Zhi Huang  
Economics

Darcy Rose Huffman  
Social Work

Scott Christopher Hughes  
Business: Supply Chain Management

Haley Allison Hunsicker  
Social Work

Yanan Huo  
Social Work

Nicole Huston  
Business: Accounting

Alison Anna Hyde  
Library and Information Studies

Malorie Ann Imhoff  
Environmental Conservation

Thomas Rolf Irgens  
Business: General Management

Kathryn Anne Ivancic  
Soil Science

Abigail Ann Jackson  
Urban and Regional Planning

Marcus Jackson  
Mechanical Engineering

Samantha Anne Jackson  
Library and Information Studies

Selvamani Jagannathan  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Madhur Jajoo  
Economics

Ashley Virginia Ann Jakel  
Social Work

Mona Jalal  
Computer Sciences

Michael Charles Janasik  
Business: General Management

Jaewoo Jang  
Business: Accounting

Brandon Jankowski  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Mark Japinga  
Public Affairs

Tommy J. Jasmin  
Environment and Resources

Rebekah Elizabeth Jasperson  
Social Work

Katherine Grace Jeffris  
Biomedical Engineering

Angela Christine Jenkins  
Social Work

Ian William Jentz  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Jun Hwa Jeong  
Business: Arts Administration

Kaashyapee Jha  
Computer Sciences

Xiaotong Jia  
Economics

Yuchen Jia  
Urban and Regional Planning

Han Jiang  
Economics

Kangni Jiang  
Urban and Regional Planning

Liyin Jiang  
Economics

Xiaowei Jiang  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Wei Jing  
Human Ecology

Adam Johnson  
Public Affairs

Braden Joshua Johnson  
Social Work

Dana Johnson  
Library and Information Studies

Garrett Johnson  
Public Affairs

Justin Johnson  
Business: Supply Chain Management

Katherine R. H. Johnson  
Social Work

Kathryn Susan Johnson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Michala Johnson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Ryan Dewey Johnson  
Engineering

Victor James Johnson Jr.  
Curriculum and Instruction

Olafur Jonasson  
Electrical Engineering

Amy Elizabeth Jones  
Sociology

Kayleen Mary Jones  
Library and Information Studies

Michael Jordan  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kelsey Joseph  
Social Work

Anna Ruth Julson  
Library and Information Studies

Mitchell Jung  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Cassandra Ann Muriel Jurenci  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Ousmane Kabre  
Business: Accounting

Kristin Kalpinski  
Social Work

Kassandra Kaluzniak  
Business: Accounting

Maria Kamenetsky  
Statistics

Kistine Kammers  
Business: Accounting

Jennifer Nicole Kane  
Business: Accounting

Ashley A. Kaseroff  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Joshua Willard Katt  
Engineering

Kevin Kaye  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Stacy Kazel  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Cedarose Ethel Keeley  
Social Work

Kallie Keith  
Social Work

Rebecca Shae Kelley  
Industrial Engineering

Ryan Patrick Kelly  
Business: General Management

Regan Patrick Kennedy  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Edward Fitzgerald Kent  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Elisa Marie Kersten  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Ajinkya Sanjeev Keskar  
Economics

Kasama Ketsuriyonk  
Computer Sciences

Aashish Khanna  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Irina Khitsun  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Laura Diane Kiekhofer  
Occupational Therapy

Raphael Kiesel  
Mechanical Engineering

Ryan Kildow  
Business: Supply Chain Management

Brian Lloyd Kilgour  
Russian, East European and Central Asian Studies
Hyuna Kim  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Yoona Kim  
*International Public Affairs*

Lacey Kimpel  
*Social Work*

Anna Michelle King  
*Social Work*

Felicia Mae King  
*Social Work*

Varun Joshi Kishanlal Joshi  
*Computer Sciences*

Brittany Winter Kislow  
*Social Work*

Emre Kizilarslan  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Merly Aclin Nuasizta Klaas  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Brook Klemp  
*Social Work*

Jacob Christian Klingbeil  
*Music: Performance*

Neil Anthony Klingensmith  
*Electrical Engineering*

Alyssa Grace Knoll  
*Social Work*

Maureen Knorring  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Elle Knutson  
*Social Work*

Carsten Koch  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Denys Michelle Koenigs  
*Social Work*

Takushi Kohmoto  
*Business: General Management*

Ravali Kolbai Pabbathi  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jill Marie Kolesar  
*Epidemiology*

Lisa Koller  
*Business: Accounting*

Ryan Kolln  
*Business: Accounting*

Yuwei Kong  
*Economics*

Joe Korish  
*Business: General Management*

Katherine F. Kornaus  
*Spanish*

Kaine Michael Korzekwa  
*Life Sciences Communication*

Yelena Kovalenko  
*Business: Accounting*

Jamie Kovich  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Veronica Kramm  
*Biotechnology*

Sarah Grace Kraning  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Jacek Kraszewski  
*Education Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Daniel Krebsbach  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Alyssa Marie Kreitzman  
*Social Work*

Alexander Nathaniel Kress  
*Counseling*

Anirudh Krishnakumar  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Bharadwaj Krishnamurthy  
*Electrical Engineering*

Girish Krishnan  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Michele Kroll  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Mathias Krueckeberg  
*Business: Accounting*

Bradley John Krueger  
*Business: General Management*

Meghan Ann Krueger  
*Counseling*

Stephanie Krueger  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Johanna P. Krukowski  
*Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies*

Derek Krumrei  
*Business: Accounting*

Kathleen A. Kubisiak  
*Occupational Therapy*

Nicholas Kubsch  
*Business: Accounting*

Matthew Munsil Kuester  
*Business: General Management*

Christopher Kuhn  
*Social Work*

Achin Kulshrestha  
*Computer Sciences*

Sibin Kurunthottikkal Philip  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Leah Frances Kutschke  
*Social Work*

Kristen Nicole Kwaterski  
*Occupational Therapy*

Juliane Kwon  
*Business: Accounting*

William Kwon  
*Business: Accounting*

Zachary Labs  
*Engineering*

Niraali Lad  
*Bacteriology*

Thomas Laduch  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Kendra M. LaGrange  
*Social Work*

Aaron Lewis Lamb  
*Water Resources Management*

Sami Lamine  
*African Languages and Literature*

Elizabeth Rose Lampp  
*Library and Information Studies*

Yue Lan  
*Music: Performance*

Derek Landisch  
*Business: Accounting*

Rachel Renee Langer  
*Social Work*

Nicholas John Lardinois  
*Public Affairs*

Stephen C. Larsen  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Karina Lathrop  
*Occupational Therapy*

Taylor Lau  
*Business: Accounting*

Katherine Irene Lauth  
*Social Work*

Taylor Rae Lawson  
*Social Work*

Vincent William Lease  
*Business: General Management*

Sam Robert Lebewitz  
*Business: Accounting*

Lauren Kay Leckwee  
*Environmental Conservation*

Amy Lee  
*Business: General Management*

Bao Lee  
*Counseling*

Matt Lee  
*Electrical Engineering*

Matthew David Lee  
*Business: General Management*

Pa Chee Lee  
*Social Work*

Ryan Lee  
*Business: Accounting*

April Elizabeth LeGrave  
*Occupational Therapy*

Yang Lei  
*Business: Accounting*

Joshua Lensmire  
*Bacteriology*

Nicholl Leonhard  
*Social Work*

Sarah Lessem  
*Population Health*

Matthew Fitzgerald Levenson  
*Social Work*

Chen Li  
*Statistics*

Cheng Li  
*Chinese*
Daijiang Li  
Biometry

Gefei Li  
Business: Accounting

Geng Li  
Statistics

Mingyang Li  
Economics

Qing Li  
Computer Sciences

Ruixia Li  
Statistics

Si Li  
Business: Marketing

Yuqing Li  
Mathematics

Zan Li  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Zhonglin Li  
Economics

Yifan Liang  
Biological Systems Engineering

Zhengrui Liao  
Economics

Karen Lichty  
Occupational Therapy

Wen Chiang Lim  
Educational Psychology

Allison Elizabeth Limke  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Han Lin  
Computer Engineering

Shu Lin  
Business: Accounting

Alexandra Kaye Lindstrom  
Social Work

Samantha Hirsch Link  
Library and Information Studies

Laura Zakos Lippold  
Business: General Management

Matthew Litrenta  
Business: Marketing

Qingyang Liu  
Statistics

Rongchen Liu  
Economics

Shuang Liu  
Business: Accounting

Yingxi Liu  
Business: Accounting

Yue Liu  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Zaiwei Liu  
Statistics

Clayton Thomas Livingston  
Social Work

Gregory Livingston  
Business: Marketing

Mya Lo  
Business: Accounting

Chandru Loganathan  
Electrical Engineering

Annie Lord  
Environment and Resources

Emmett Lotz  
Business: Accounting

Matt Louison  
Mechanical Engineering

Ramona Lowery  
Environment and Resources

Lunjie Lu  
Electrical Engineering

Linzi Dawn Luck  
Social Work

Jason Hugh Lunder  
Social Work

Dawn Luo  
Business: Supply Chain Management

Li Luo  
Statistics

Xingyu Luo  
Plant Pathology

Yushuang Luo  
Mathematics

Elizabeth Lynn Lupo  
Social Work

Jessica Lustman  
Business: Accounting

Thomas Lyon  
Engineering

Ke Ma  
Computer Sciences

Zhangye Ma  
Business: Accounting

Frances Louise Macaulay  
Social Work

Troy MacDonald  
Business: General Management

Sindhura Maganti  
Engineering Mechanics

Christopher Magnano  
Computer Sciences

Amrita Maheshwari  
Biotechnology

Rakesh Malhotra  
Engineering

Amy Malsch  
Occupational Therapy

Sathiya Kumaran Mani  
Computer Sciences

Daniel Mansell  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Jenay Elizabeth Manydeeds  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Tharana Maran  
Industrial Engineering

Matthew Christian Marcell  
Business: Accounting

Justin Irving Margolies  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

C. Maribel Monica  
Electrical Engineering

Jordyn Suzanne Mark  
Social Work

James Gabriel Markosian  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Joshua Lee Marris  
French Studies

Michael Sean Martin  
Kinesthetics

Rachel Nicole Massart  
Occupational Therapy

Marian Elizabeth Mateling  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Jonathan Manoj Mathews  
Electrical Engineering

Keshav Lal Mathur  
Electrical Engineering

Charles Kevin Matrosic  
Medical Physics

Michael Matter  
Biotechnology

Madison Marie Mayer  
Social Work

Molly Anne McBride  
Library and Information Studies

Kathryn Eileen McClain  
Social Work

Rachel McCormick  
Business: Accounting

Xzayvion McCoy  
Business: Accounting

Kayla Rose McDermott  
Social Work

Drew McDermott  
Public Affairs

Danielle Rolande McDonald  
Social Work

Melanie McEwen  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Tamara Sue McGinnis  
Biotechnology

Lisa Nadine McKay  
Social Work

Elease Janet McLaurin  
Industrial Engineering

Ian Christopher McLellan  
Business: General Management

Erin Ela McMahan  
Entomology

James Michael McManus  
Business: Accounting

Rachel McNally  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Tharana Maran  
Industrial Engineering

Matthew Christian Marcell  
Business: Accounting

Justin Irving Margolies  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

C. Maribel Monica  
Electrical Engineering

Jordyn Suzanne Mark  
Social Work

James Gabriel Markosian  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Joshua Lee Marris  
French Studies

Michael Sean Martin  
Kinesthetics

Rachel Nicole Massart  
Occupational Therapy

Marian Elizabeth Mateling  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Jonathan Manoj Mathews  
Electrical Engineering

Keshav Lal Mathur  
Electrical Engineering

Charles Kevin Matrosic  
Medical Physics

Michael Matter  
Biotechnology

Madison Marie Mayer  
Social Work

Molly Anne McBride  
Library and Information Studies

Kathryn Eileen McClain  
Social Work

Rachel McCormick  
Business: Accounting

Xzayvion McCoy  
Business: Accounting

Kayla Rose McDermott  
Social Work

Drew McDermott  
Public Affairs

Danielle Rolande McDonald  
Social Work

Melanie McEwen  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Tamara Sue McGinnis  
Biotechnology

Lisa Nadine McKay  
Social Work

Elease Janet McLaurin  
Industrial Engineering

Ian Christopher McLellan  
Business: General Management

Erin Ela McMahan  
Entomology

James Michael McManus  
Business: Accounting

Rachel McNally  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Elizabeth O. McNamee  
Soil Science

Ian Walter McQuistion  
German

Merrill William Mechler-Hickson  
Public Affairs

Tejasree Meka  
Electrical Engineering

Natalie Christine Mello  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Michael James Merath  
Business: General Management

Heather Ann Mersberger  
Social Work

Nirvedh Harshad Meshram  
Electrical Engineering

Jason Andrew Messer  
Business: General Management

Matt Metzger  
Engineering

Vonne Mary Meussling-Barnett  
Social Work

Meade Jennifer Meyer  
Social Work

Samantha T. Meyer  
Social Work

Snehal Jitendra Mhatre  
Electrical Engineering

Victoria Lynn Michalski  
Social Work

Christian Luke Miksanek  
Music: Performance

Ashley Anne Mikshowsky  
Dairy Science

Rachel Milani  
Library and Information Studies

Sarah Millar  
Business: Accounting

Caroline Marie Miller  
Social Work

Kristina Miller  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Nathaniel Robert Miller  
Public Affairs

Eliza Milord  
Business: Accounting

Ananda Mirilli  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Andrew Mironovich  
Computer Sciences

Achin Mishra  
Computer Sciences

Jyotiprakash Mishra  
Computer Sciences

Hannah Mitiku  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Molly Kay Mitley  
Social Work

Martin Gerald Moe III  
Industrial Engineering

Danielle Moehring  
Biototechnology

Justin Moeller  
Computer Sciences

Madeleine Moeller  
Business: Accounting

Anmol Mohanty  
Computer Sciences

Peter Montelbano  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Sunghee Moon  
Urban and Regional Planning

Sean Moore  
Curriculum and Instruction

Tammy Mootz  
Social Work

Gissel Morales Martinez  
Electrical Engineering

Joshua Allen Morey  
Social Work

Jennifer Moris  
Social Work

Chaitanya Morla  
Business: General Management

Elizabeth Mormer  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Brittany Lane Morris  
Social Work

Casey Morris  
Electrical Engineering

Matthew Duncan Moss  
Business: General Management

Maggie Michelle Mueller  
Library and Information Studies

Amel Muhamedagic  
Engineering

Michael Patrick Mulqueen  
Business: General Management

Stephanie Janet Munoz  
Social Work

Sriram Muralidharan  
Mechanical Engineering

Gene Anthony Mussel  
Business: General Management

Kamlesh Muthukumar  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Karthi Muthusamy Balusamy  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Thomas Cecil Myers  
Business: General Management

Katie Nachman  
Social Work

Nabarun Nag  
Computer Sciences

Ashwin Karthi Narayanaswamy  
Computer Sciences

Harshavardhan Nariseti  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Haidy Gerges Nasief  
Medical Physics

Prasanth Krishnan Krishnasamy  
Navaneetha Krishnan  
Computer Sciences

Naveen Neelakandam  
Computer Sciences

Jesselan Emma Nehls  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Nicholas Charles Neibergall  
Counseling

Mark Neider  
Business: General Management

Donald Winther Nelson III  
Business: General Management

Katrina Nicole Nerge  
Social Work

Peter Nestingen  
Business: General Management

Justin Robert Nettesheim  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Kaubin Wosti Neupane  
International Public Affairs

Vinh Ngo  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Alexander Nguyen  
Biomedical Engineering

Thi Kim Nguyen  
Business: Accounting

Min Nie  
Business: Marketing

Mikkel Nielsen  
Electrical Engineering

Bethany Nieuwenhuis  
Occupational Therapy

Drew Nigh  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Bjorn Vaino Niskanen  
Biotechnology

Katherine Rose Nobui  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Xin Nong  
International Public Affairs

Alexandra Marie Norpel  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Cynthia Joy Novak-Krebs  
Urban and Regional Planning Water Resources Management

Gregory Novo  
Business: Accounting

Casey A. Nugent  
Social Work
Eric Charles Oberhart  
*Public Affairs*

Amy O’Brien  
*Social Work*

Seth Thomas O’Brien  
*Business: General Management*

Tyana Shalini O’Connor  
*Musical Performance*

Herbert Ogutu  
*Biology*

Connor O’Hearn  
*Business: Accounting*

Maaren O’Keefe  
*Business: Accounting*

Kathleen Oliver  
*Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies*

Anna Ollinger  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Caitlin Ema Olson  
*Social Work*

Erin Olson  
*Social Work*

Leah Suzanne Olson  
*Social Work*

Trista K. Olson  
*Social Work*

Alexander Warner Oppermann  
*Engineering*

Lucas Oren  
*Educational Psychology*

Linda Orie  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Kasia Orlowska  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Christine Marie O’Rourke  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Miguel Orozco Vazquez  
*Economics*

Carlos A. Ortiz  
*Spanish*

Tolulope Atinuke Osemwegie  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Megan Driscoll Osowski  
*Social Work*

Joe Ostrander  
*Business: Marketing*

Miguel A. Osuna Perez  
*Engineering*

Jessie Ou  
*Biology*

Sean Owczarek  
*Educational Policy Studies*

Lea Marie Owens  
*Business: Accounting*

Matthew James Owens  
*Mechanical Engineering*

P. Krishna  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Ashley Rachael Paar  
*Social Work*

Joanna Emily Pace  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Stephanie Anne Palm  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Krysta Palmer  
*Social Work*

Nicole Lee Panella  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Tess Emilie Pankratz  
*Social Work*

Christina Marie Papageorge  
*Clinical Investigation*

Govind Parameswaran  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Jung Oh Park  
*Business: Accounting*

Young Min Park  
*Computer Sciences*

Seth Thomas Parker  
*Business: Accounting*

Jacob Clayton Parks  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Emily Parrott  
*Human Ecology*

Mihir Patil  
*Computer Sciences*

Rashmi Payyanadan  
*Industrial Engineering*

Anne Pearce  
*Water Resources Management*

Margaret Lillian Pearce  
*Computer Sciences*

Michael David Pearson  
*Public Affairs*

Carolyn L. Peddie  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Scott Peiser  
*Business: Marketing*

Whitney Peiser  
*Business: Marketing*

Angela Kay Peltzer  
*Business: Marketing*

Chen Peng  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jin Peng  
*Business: Accounting*

Stephanie Penny  
*Business: Risk Management and Insurance*

Adrian Orlando Perez  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Lisa Peters  
*Library and Information Studies*

Andrea Petersen  
*Social Work*

Ashley Jeanette Peterson  
*Social Work*

Zach Pfankuch  
*Business: Accounting*
Quinn Pham  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Elizabeth Shon Phillippi  
Botany

Sarah Lauren Phillips  
Business: Marketing

Alicia Alexandra Pineda Guerrero  
Environmental Conservation

Juan Pinzon  
Electrical Engineering

Branden Piper  
Business: General Management

Megan Elizabeth Pitts  
Social Work

Cameron R. Plantz  
Engineering Mechanics

Andrew Platta  
Business: Accounting

William Plaxico  
Electrical Engineering

Alyson Pohlman  
Biotechnology

Joanna Poinsette  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Katrina Policicchio  
Business: Accounting

Michael Polkoff  
Business: Accounting

Timothy Polom  
Mechanical Engineering

Amulya Rao Ponna Vishweshwer  
Environment and Resources

Joe Patrick Porto  
Business: Marketing

Reid Potter  
Business: Accounting

Allison Louise Prange  
Social Work

Sharath Nagendra Prasad  
Electrical Engineering

Kyle Barrett Price  
Music: Performance

Quinn Richard Probasco  
Engineering

Karissa Ann Propson  
Social Work

Liqiang Pu  
Statistics

Piotr Puchalski  
History

Mitriya Puguh  
Engineering

Kristie Lee Pulvermacher  
Business: General Management

Richard Francis Pulvermacher  
Business: Accounting

Kelley Putt  
Food Science

Theodore Thomas Pyzyk  
Business: Accounting

Fabian Qamar  
Music: Performance

Lingqiao Qin  
Industrial Engineering

Lyndon Donath Quadros  
Electrical Engineering

Christine Anne Quandt  
Business: General Management

Robin Quilling  
Business: General Management

Ravin Raatz  
Social Work

Matthew Rades  
Business: General Management

Kritika Rai  
Computer Sciences

Pushkar Raj  
Business: Marketing

Rakesh Ramananda  
Electrical Engineering

Nicole Ralph  
Business: General Management

Haleh Ramian  
Population Health

Arthur Ramirez  
Business: General Management

Marco Ramirez  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Natalie Alliese Randall  
Business: Marketing

Anilkumar Ranganagoudra  
Electrical Engineering

Arundathi Raghavendra Rao  
Counseling

Nishaad Shrinivas Rao  
Economics

Cory Grant Rappaport  
Business: Accounting

Sonali Raskar  
Business: Marketing

Anup Rathi  
Computer Sciences

Sathyar Narayanan Ravi  
Industrial Engineering

Thiruchelvi Rajagobal Reddy  
Geosciences

Hilleary Beate Reinhardt  
Social Work

Robert Lee Reinhart  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Shawna Lisa Reiter  
Social Work

Yingying Reiter  
Curriculum and Instruction

Alexander B. Remsik  
Biotechnology

Bethany Reque  
Social Work

Luke Rhyner  
Business: Accounting

Kelly Ribar  
Business: Accounting

Lisa Richardson  
Educational Psychology

Teresa Anne Rieckmann  
Library and Information Studies

Sarah Riedeman  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Jacob Riederer  
Mechanical Engineering

Jacob N. Riehl  
Library and Information Studies

Jennifer Lin Rietzler  
Medical Genetics

Roger J. Ripp  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Martina Marie Rising  
Library and Information Studies

Daniel J. Riskey  
Business: Accounting

Ron Rivera Jr.  
Social Work

Jenna Roberg  
Social Work

Wes Robertson  
Public Affairs

Rachel Alesha Rodgers  
Kinesiology

Luis Rodriguez  
Business: Accounting

Tal Roitberg  
Economics

Roney Michael  
Computer Sciences

Alexander Roos  
Business: Accounting

Rachel Rosalsky  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Maria L. Rosas  
Engineering

Jewelryana J. Rose  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Frances Rosing  
Social Work

Alison Roth  
Medical Physics

Jin Ruan  
Computer Sciences

Lara Rubinyi  
International Public Affairs

Benjamin Steven Ruffolo  
Curriculum and Instruction

Andrea June Ruiz  
Business: General Management
Erin Russ  
*Spanish*

Christopher Russell  
*International Public Affairs*

Kayla Ryan  
*Social Work*

Terrijo Saarela  
*Business: General Management*

Brittany Sabel  
*Social Work*

Jessica Sabin  
*Public Affairs*

Tomas Sadilek  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Tithy Sahu  
*Computer Sciences*

Rahul Saini  
*Business: General Management*

Mohamed Salem  
*Economics*

Anna Sallows  
*Social Work*

Elsa Samia  
*Economics*

Rachel Maria Sanabria  
*Social Work*

Angelica Maria Sanchez Mora  
*Environmental Conservation*

Andrea Sanchez Vicente  
*Spanish*

Philip Sarol  
*Business: General Management*

Kathryn Emma Sauter  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

James Frederick Sawicki  
*Electrical Engineering*

Frances Claire Sayler  
*Geoscience*

Matthew Louis Scarpelli  
*Medical Physics*

Melissa Christine Scheck  
*Library and Information Studies*

Angela Lynn Schiappacasse  
*Library and Information Studies*

Paul Schildgen  
*Business: General Management*

Matthew John Schleis  
*Engineering*

Leah Schmid  
*Business: Accounting*

Dan Schmitd  
*Engineering*

Kelly J. Schmidt  
*Business: Accounting*

Silke Schmidt  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Teresa Lorraine Schmidt  
*Library and Information Studies*

Samuel Theodore Schmitt  
*Industrial Engineering*

Jessica Jemm Schmitz  
*Kinesiology*

Brian Schneider  
*Music: Performance*

Jon Barret Schnepf  
*Business: General Management*

Caitlin Schnorbach  
*Business: Accounting*

Cheri Linn Schoenberger  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Carly Schraa  
*Social Work*

Jonathan David Schroeder  
*Computer Sciences*

Erik Scott Schubert  
*Electrical Engineering*

Heidi Schultz  
*Social Work*

Joseph Schulz  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Emily Renee Schumann  
*Public Affairs*

Darcia Ann Schweitzer  
*Biototechnology*

Nicole Schweitzer  
*Business: General Management*

Benjamin Seffrood  
*Biototechnology*

Heidi Seffrood  
*Business: General Management*

Heather Seibel  
*Social Work*

Ajay Sekar  
*Electrical Engineering*

Sean Patrick Sekelsky  
*Occupational Therapy*

Navin Senguttuvan  
*Electrical Engineering*

James Sens  
*Engineering*

María Serakos  
*Public Affairs*

Robin L. Sereno  
*Counseling*

Jan Georg Servatius  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Siddarth Seshadri  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Stephanie Severance  
*Engineering*

Christine Rae Severson  
*Business: General Management*

Yutong Sha  
*Mathematics*

Kylie Shakal  
*Social Work*

Sowmya Shankar  
*Industrial Engineering*

Lindsey Vanni Shanks  
*Geoscience*

Ezhilsivam Shannugam  
*Electrical Engineering*

Qi Shao  
*Business: Accounting*

Yi Shao  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Andrey Shchegolev  
*Environmental Conservation*

Rachel Ellen Shea  
*Social Work*

Yolanda Shelton-Morris  
*Social Work*

Luyi Shen  
*Mathematics*

Jordan Thomas Shephard  
*Kinesiology*

Kathryn Elizabeth Sheriff  
*Library and Information Studies*

Minsub Shin  
*Computer Sciences*

Rebecca Shotwell  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Madeline Carah Shovers  
*Library and Information Studies*

Sharmila Shridhar  
*Electrical Engineering*

Chang Shu  
*Mathematics*

Cong Shu  
*Business: Accounting*

Yangbo Shui  
*Industrial Engineering*

Marlee Sickinger  
*Social Work*

Rachel Marianna Siddens  
*Library and Information Studies*

Samuel Evan Siekkes  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

David Silberman  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Andre Michael Simms  
*Business: General Management*

Jesse Simpson  
*Public Affairs*

Deepinder Singh  
*Electrical Engineering*

Sukriti Singh  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Kenneth Kin-Yan Siu  
*Electrical Engineering*
Thirunavukkarasu Sivappha
  International Public Affairs
Ashley Skalitzky
  Occupational Therapy
Brian D. Skinner
  Engineering
Naomi Elizabeth Skulan
  Library and Information Studies
Erik Parnell Skulborstad
  Business: General Management
Amanda Grace Slawter
  Social Work
Jaclyn Sue Slesareva
  Social Work
Meghan Sluga
  Social Work
Cameron Small
  Counseling
Douglas James Smith
  Social Work
Jenna Lynne Smith
  Curriculum and Instruction
Kelli A. Smith
  Curriculum and Instruction
Lance Snodgrass
  Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Sasha J. Snyder
  Library and Information Studies
Caitlin Kingery Soley
  Civil and Environmental Engineering
  Water Resources Management
Hayun Song
  Economics
Jie Song
  Statistics
Yao Song
  Electrical Engineering
Zhewen Song
  Materials Science
Allison Marie Sontag
  Business: Accounting
Sarah Sosa-Acevedo
  Business: Arts Administration
Matthew Speier
  Business: General Management
Adam Mark-Kaplan Sperling
  Computer Sciences
Claudia Spicker
  Mechanical Engineering
Ari Sprung
  Business: Accounting
Andrew Sprunger
  Business: Finance, Investment and Banking
Brittany Marie St. John
  Occupational Therapy
Melissa Jane Stallowski
  Social Work
Matthew Stang
  Business: Accounting
Sarah E. Stang
  Business: Accounting
Deisha Stanke
  Business: Marketing
Kari Steck
  Educational Psychology
Brian Steele
  Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Beatrice Steinhilber
  Spanish
Andrew Stevens
  Freshwater and Marine Science
  Water Resources Management
Valerie Stevens
  Social Work
Jeanna Stadle
  Communication Sciences and Disorders
Tammy Stifter
  Social Work
Lisa Stippich
  Library and Information Studies
Haley Stoecker
  Curriculum and Instruction
Nathan Girbach Stoll
  Engineering
Kelly Arianne Strang
  Social Work
Michelle Claire Straw
  Business: Accounting
Austin Streilow
  Business: Accounting
Daniel Strong
  Business: General Management
Margo A. Stutz
  Spanish
Rohith Subramanyam
  Computer Sciences
Leah Winter Osterhaus Sugar
  Business: General Management
Paul Sukkar
  Economics
Lefei Sun
  Business: Risk Management and Insurance
Kelly M. Suralik
  Chemistry
Sumanth Suraneni
  Electrical Engineering
Natalia Susan
  Economics
Miho Suzuki
  Japanese
Kaitlin Svabek
  Library and Information Studies
Jennifer Elizabeth Swift
  Educational Psychology
Jacqueline Marie Swoyer
  Business: Marketing
Faizan Syed
  Biotechnology
Xiaolei Tang
  Rehabilitation Psychology
Saranya Tangvitoontham
  Business: General Management
Congjuan Tao
  Business: General Management
Kaitlyn Lee Teal
  Social Work
Anna Teschan
  Social Work
Leah Joy Thaldorf
  Social Work
Mahender Thangavelu
  Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Mai Chao Thao
  Social Work
Pa Thao
  Social Work
Terri Theisen
  Horticulture
Courtney Thom
  Social Work
Alnese Thomas
  Business: Marketing
Jake Thomas
  Business: Accounting
Nicholas Robert Thomas
  Business: General Management
Alan Michel Thomason
  Engineering
Robert Thompson
  Curriculum and Instruction
Ryan David Thompson
  Environmental Conservation
Michael Allan Thorsheim
  Business: Accounting
Amy Marie Throonsen
  Business: General Management
Beichen Tian
  Urban and Regional Planning
Francesca M. Tiberio
  Dairy Science
Kumalawaty Tjandrasa Wirian
  Business: General Management
Marshal Scott Tofte
  Geoscience
Robin Carol Tolochko
  Cartography and Geographic Information Systems
Siliang Tong
  Business: Marketing
Xingxing Tong
  Statistics
Catherine Mary Trenkle
  Environmental Conservation
Lucas M. Treutel
  Water Resources Management
Kim Le Truong  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Marla Elizabeth Trzeciak  
*Social Work*

Juo-han Tsay  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Erin Nicole Tuecke  
*Social Work*

Heidi Lynn Tiescher-Gille  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Nidhi Tyagi  
*Computer Sciences*

Brittini Uhlig  
*Counseling*

Michael Ullman  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Brianne Louise Unger  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Michael Arthur Unhoch  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Jessica Amaris Utterback  
*Social Work*

Jennifer Naomi Valdivia Espino  
*Population Health*

Diego Alejandro Valencia  
*Electrical Engineering*

Madeline Mae Van Cleve  
*Landscape Architecture*

Christopher Van Mullem  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Michael James Van Sistine  
*Social Work*

Jojin Van Winkle  
*Art*

Pamela Vandeberg  
*Business: General Management*

Christa Rose Vander Pas  
*Business: Accounting*

Gustavo Vargas  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Ganesh Kumar Velu Rajendran  
*Computer Sciences*

Aditya Venkataraman  
*Computer Sciences*

Shruthi Venkatesan  
*Computer Sciences*

Vaidyhanathan Venkiteswaran  
*Computer Sciences*

Rebecca Taylor Vermilyea  
*Occupational Therapy*

Nicholas James Victor  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Andrew James Vig  
*Business: Accounting*

Michael Christopher Vig  
*Business: Marketing*

Sandra Villavicencio  
*Engineering*

Belena Gay Vincetti  
*Business: General Management*

Demetri Vincze  
*Public Affairs*

Natalie N. Viscariello  
*Medical Physics*

Mason William Volk  
*Computer Sciences*

Vaibhav Vyas  
*Computer Sciences*

Risa Wada  
*Japanese*

Emily Kathryn Wagner  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Gavin Luke Waid  
*Music: Performance*

Paul Waller  
*Business: Accounting*

Jessica Ann Walowit  
*Social Work*

Kyle Walsh  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Nicholas Alexander Walters  
*Chemistry*

Xia Wan  
*Computer Sciences*

Chang Wang  
*Computer Sciences*

Danni Wang  
*Computer Sciences*

Fei Wang  
*International Public Affairs*

Juyang Wang  
*Economics*

Kang Wang  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Leiyue Wang  
*English*

Qihu Wang  
*Business: General Management*

Siyang Wang  
*Business: Accounting*

Song Wang  
*Computer Sciences*

Steve Wang  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Weitong Wang  
*Mathematics*

Yimin Wang  
*Public Affairs*

Yiran Wang  
*Computer Sciences*

Economics*

Yuqi Wang  
*Business: Accounting*

Zongyan Wang  
*Statistics*

Abigail Marie Ward  
*Library and Information Studies*

Amanda Ward  
*Public Affairs*

Kathleen Daly Ward  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Jessica C. Warmington  
*Business: Management and Human Resources*

Ian Jacob Waters  
*Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics*

Shelley-Anne Watkins  
*Business: Marketing*

Samuel David Watson  
*Library and Information Studies*

Emily Weaver  
*Animal Sciences*

Jonathan Weber  
*Business: Accounting*

Peng Wei  
*Mathematics*

Tingting Wei  
*Economics*

Rachel Weil  
*Agroecology*

Caroline Elizabeth Weir  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Kristina Weld  
*Dairy Science*

Ryan James Welle  
*Library and Information Studies*

M Max Daniel Werner  
*Business: Accounting*

Matthew John West  
*Business: General Management*

Stephanie Ann Wester  
*Environmental Conservation*

Matthew James Westlund  
*Library and Information Studies*

Emily White  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Mark White  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Scott Whitmore  
*Business: General Management*

Peter Wierenga  
*Business: Marketing*

Alysha Marie Wilbanks  
*Social Work*

Sarah Jean Wilkin  
*Occupational Therapy*

Benjamin Williams  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*
Brianna Jane Williams  
*Library and Information Studies*

Eumijah Monice Williams  
*Business: General Management*

Michael Williams  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Timothy James Williams  
*Public Affairs*

Walter Williams  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Jenna Rose Wills  
*Social Work*

Phillip Martin Windsor  
*Library and Information Studies*

Katherine Wniecki  
*Library and Information Studies*

Evan Wismans  
*Business: Accounting*

Amanda Lynn Wiza  
*Social Work*

Tatiana Marie Wolf  
*Social Work*

James Wollenburg  
*Biotechnology*

Precious Michelle Antionette Woodley  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Justin Wrighton  
*Engineering*

Lorenz Wruck  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Di Wu  
*Landscape Architecture*

Hao Wu  
*Economics*

Peiyong Xu  
*Economics*

Qihui Wu  
*Business: Accounting*

Wenbo Wu  
*Economics*

Wentao Wu  
*Computer Sciences*  
*Statistics*

Justina Lynn Wuebker  
*Library and Information Studies*

John Paul Wunderlin  
*Music: Performance*

Yi Xia  
*Business: General Management*

Xun Xiang  
*Electrical Engineering*

Nan Xiao  
*Business: Accounting*

Xihui Xie  
*Mathematics*

Aly Xiong  
*Social Work*

Sisi Xiong  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Cindy Yaosheng Xu  
*Business: Accounting*

Xiaonan Xu  
*Statistics*

Yinghan Xu  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Yuee Xu  
*Economics*

Babita Yadav  
*Electrical Engineering*

Keiko Yamamoto  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Haoyu Yan  
*Economics*

Liming Yan  
*Economics*

Chen-Ping Yang  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Shenshen Yang  
*Economics*

Weilan Yang  
*Statistics*

Zhengqing Yang  
*Economics*

Joanne Yee  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Jialin Yin  
*Business: Accounting*

Denton Yocum  
*Engineering*

Daniel Yorke  
*Business: Accounting*

Jennifer Leigh Yost  
*Soil Science*

Chaoxiang Yu  
*Statistics*

Lin Yuan  
*Engineering*

Christopher Yue  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Adam Zachary  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Casey Lee Zadoka  
*Social Work*

Eva Marie Zealy  
*Social Work*

Yafei Zhan  
*Business: Accounting*

Bin Zhang  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*  
*Statistics*

Chi Zhang  
*Electrical Engineering*

Daniel Zhang  
*Statistics*

Haojun Zhang  
*Computer Science*

Lynn Zhang  
*English*

Shengqi Zhang  
*Southeast Asian Studies*

Wen Xue Zhang  
*Statistics*

Wendan Zhang  
*Mathematics*

Xiaoyu Zhang  
*English*

Yeyu Zhang  
*Mathematics*

Ying Zhang  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yue Zhang  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Zidong Zhang  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Hangjian Zhao  
*Geoscience*  
*Water Resources Management*

Rennan Zhao  
*Business: General Management*

Yuli Zhao  
*Business: Accounting*

Zijie Zhao  
*Economics*

Zheng Zheng  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yaqi Zhou  
*Statistics*

Yaxian Zhou  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Yuqing Zhou  
*Statistics*

Yutong Zhou  
*Engineering*

Hanfu Zhuang  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Molly Jean Zich  
*Social Work*

Taylor Zimprich  
*Business: Accounting*

Darren Ziskovsky  
*Engineering*

Alan Zoellner  
*Business: General Management*

Sara Steffen Zoran  
*Medical Genetics*

Alison Zuba  
*Business: General Management*

Frieda Mercedes Zuckerberg  
*Social Work*

Emily Anne Zupan  
*Business: Marketing*

Ross Zurbuchen  
*Business: General Management*
Undergraduate Degree Candidates

This list of undergraduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar as of April 1, 2016, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

UW–Madison does not use Latin honorifics such as cum laude. Students honored for distinctive scholastic achievement have completed a minimum of 60 credits at UW–Madison and have a cumulative grade-point average placing them within the top 20 percent of graduating students in the school or college.

Selection as an honors candidate indicates participation in the Honors Program in the student’s school or college.

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences

Madeline Adam
Jacob William Adelman
James Adeyanju
Alexander Gerard Adler
Tessa Anne Ahlin
Azeemuddin Ahmed
Gautam Ajay
Enoch Oluwatemitiorun Ajayi
† Maxwell Albiero
Tyler Albright
Joshua Steven Alfonso
Elizabeth Emily Alland
Ryan Timothy Alpers
Benjamin Thomas Amann
Alexander Michael Anania
† Aaron Anderson
† Eric Raymond Anderson
† Erica Collins Anderson
Kristin Keller Anderson
† Samantha Jean Angell
Justin Matthew Angles
† Mary Christine Appleman
Matthew William Arbuckle
Cara Argus
Lauren Sophie Armbuster
Melissa Raquel Arroyo
Katherine Asendorf
Vivian Yukling Au
Lauren Elizabeth Augustine
Meghan Kathleen Baade
Marcus Moy Babcock
Emily Rose Baer
Heidi Bailey
Joni Baker
Karla Bakke
Erica Marie Ballmer
† Nicholas David Barber
Dylan Barnes
Patrick Michael Barney
Heather Baron
Satyamedha Bathula
Emma Caroline Bauer
Alecia Bauman
Brian Beal
Alexander Frederick Becker
Kristen Bednar
† Adam Beer
Carl Beglinger
Douglas Lee Beilke
† Spencer James Bell
Laura Iolanda Belmonte
† Amanda Leigh Beltrame
Derek Daniel Benidt
Brandon Eric Berens
Bradley Beschta
Savannah Cosette Beyer
Erin Elizabeth Bienesheimer
† Brenda R. Bird
† Madeline Bireley
Jourdan Blackwell
Daniel Edwin Blazewicz
Aubreia Bluhm
Katie Bock
† Robert Boehmer
Joseph Charles Boehrer
Marcus Bolles
Jabari Bolton
Quaamae Bond
Carlita Marie Bosshard
Anna Meike Bottum
Dayna Rae Braakma
Abigail Louise Bradford
Jessica Haley Brand
Matthew Braun
Therese Christine Bredemus
Shala Leigh Brehm
Jessica Breitbach
John Brennan
Angela Jean Breuer
Michelle Kathryn Breuer
† Mikaela Rae Breunig
Alexander Edward Breya
Alex Brown
Griffin Connor Brown
Martin Brubaker
Austin Gabriel Brummet
Grace Brunette
Stephanie Marie Bruno
Connor Raymond Buechler
Connor Buettgen
Courtney Mary Burke
Jennifer Burke
Matthew Ryan Busalacchi
† Hailey Bussan
† Hannah Butkiewicz
† Alexis Joy Butler
Melanie Marie Cain Faris
Delaney Cairns
Kelwyn Cameron
Rachel Sophia Campagna
Rachel Elizabeth Campbell
Kathryn Carbajal
Alexander James Carlos
Sofia Rebecka Carlson
Audrey Ellen Carr
Salvador Carranza Jr.
Samuel James Casey
Tony Castagnoli
† Taylor Marie Cesaz
Aaron Cade Chack
Connor Michael Chaffee
Alen Chang
† Nithin Charly
Santiago Chavez
Ru Chen
Austyn Scott Chervenka
† Allison Louise Childs
Isaac Chomitz
Reid Larry Christ
† Megan Trudy Christensen
† Brian Christenson
Lucas Wayne Christiansen
Grace Sun Chung
Kelley Ciesinski
Ellen Anne Clark
Jason Duplain Clark
Lindsey B. Clements

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Hunter Cochran
William Foy Collins
Nina Comiskey
Hannah Paige Conlin
Melissa Kay Conway
Julian Cooper
Katelyn Marie Cowdrey
Annaliese Rose Cramer
Cassandra Jean Cropp
Melissa Csikortas
Jacqueline Alyssa Cuellar
Margot Buckelw Cumming
Shilpa Cyriac
Leszek Czernia
Marc D’Antonio
Lorelei Christine D’Huyvetter
Abigail Jane Dabson
Bethany Margaret Dado
Carl Alexander Dahlgren
Reed William Dalebroux
Katharine Josephine Dallam
Kelly Danek
Jacob Dankert
Matthew Robert Davis
Dustin Day
Sara DeGrave
Jesse DeLap
Jordan Gustave DeLong
Martha Marie DeMeules
Libby Daisy DeGregorio
Nathan Delvaux
Trent Alan Denlinger
Jessica Elizabeth Dercks
Daniel John Desautels
Prithvia Devadas
Harleen Kaur Dhillon
Edward Scott Diamond
Lindsay Haag Dillon
Kaylee Delia Dimeo
Daniel John Desautels
Alyssa Doerfert
James Stephen Donohue
Samuel Jack Dorry
Bridget Mary Dorsey
William Doss
Kimberly Drake
Elizabeth Rachel Drenzek
Zezhong Du
Kaitlyn Marie Duchniak
Case Syerra Dunphy
Alexander Joseph Dwyer
Matthew Douglas Dysthe
Dylan Easley
Jacquelyn Jeanne Ebner
Benjamin Michael Eckburg
Carly Marie Edge
Jason Lee Edler
Dylan Edwards
William Charles Ehlen
Lindsey Ann Surma Eierman
Aaron Michael Eklund
Dina Ennab
Brianna Entringer
Carly Marie Epping
Ethan Alexander Erdmann
Alec Matthew Ernst
Jennifer Escher
Kira Lynn Eschner
Tyler Kenneth Evans
Anisa Yasmin Fadhil
Patrick Fahrenbach
Raymond James Fahrenbach
Jenna Irene Fantle
Nicole Irene Farber
Katherine Faulkner
Danielle Maya Felber
Madison Felber
Conner Feldman
Sarah Ferguson
Meghan Rae Fernholz
Joshua Michael Ferraro
Michael Anthony Fetzer
Rachael Fieweger
Alex Gabriel Figueroa
Mary L. Finedore
Daniel Fischer
Jacob Fischer
Madeleine Rose Fischer
Stephanie Rose Fischer
Allysa Galloni
Vivian Gama
Andriana Garcia
Emily Marieta Garcia
Rebecca Joy Garry
Jessica Marjorie Gartzke
Nicole Gaulino
Ruth Debebe Gebremedhin
Allyssa Jean Gehring
Emma Kate Geiduschek
Nicholas Adam Genthe
Cody Getschel
Jalil Ghorbani
Samantha Marie Gieger
Thomas Giesen
Richard Joseph Giza
Kyle Gjertson
Jeffrey Michael Glisch
Nicole Elizabeth Glowacki
Nicholas Erwin Gmeinder
Alexandra Genevieve Goetsch
James Russel Goh
Alexander Goke
Jiahui Gong
Camille Gonzalez
Louis Goodhart
Kristen Nicole Gorecki
Nicole Marie Gregorich
Aaron Gregory
Mickey John Griep
Gabe Grindrod
Katherine Elaine Griswold
Teagan Kent Grittner
Katherine Marie Gronseth
Steven Gruber
Maria Gruetzmaccher
Mikhale James Grundtner
Michael Grunst
Olivia Moran Grych
Qinlei Gu
Nicholas James Gubbins
Victoria Lynn Guerrero
Paige Nicole Gundrum
Sakshi Gupta
Emily Irene Guy
Christina Marie Hacking
Nema Hadi
Kathryn Jo Hafemann
Crystal Alexandra Hall
Timothy Darren Hall Jr.
Jordan Lawrence Hamm
John Hammel
Hamdi Ayman Bin Hamzah
Megan Marie Haney
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Daniel Richard Hanna
† Aili Hao
Martha Vivian Kay Harrell
Rachel Hartlaub
Derek Celal Hasanoglu
† Jenny Marie Hatab
Charles Allen Hauge
Evau Hauge
Rachael Haugen
† Jake Robert Hauser
Jackie Taylor Hazelwood
† Jingui He
Carolyn Heal
Michael Heard
Grace Heglund-Lohman
Mina Rae Heinen-Brown
Leah Ann Heinzelmann
Emily Ann Held
Caitlin Alyssa Hellenbrand
Lindsey Marie Hellenbrand
† Morgan Kathleen Heller
Jared Henden
Alex Martin Henkel
Jay Ardon Herman
Jose Bien Rafaelo Hernandez
J. Miguel Hernandez Ochoa
Brittney Mary Heron
Janel Lee Herrera
† Jenna Michelle Hershberger
† Tracy Marie Heyman
Jillian Claire Hickey
Aisha Hill
Jordan Alexander Hinkson
Amanda Jane Hoffman
Clare Louisa Hoffman
† Stephanie Hoker
† Claire Holdreith
Aidan Holmes
Matthew Holtz
Laura Christine Holz
Dabeen Hong
Kacey Eunha Hong
† Genevieve Mary Hoopes
Amanda Hoppe
Brock Anthony Horwath
Carly E. Hougan
Elizabeth Ann Howie
Andrew Donald Hrobar
† Matthew Lawrence Hupy
Ralph Hutchens
Maggie Lee Hutchison
Alexander Frederick Immendorf
Michael Ingalls
Aisha Jumai Inuwa
† Amanda Jablonic
Raechel Gail Jacobson
† Brad Jaeger
Rochelle Leanne Jakubek
Jakhongir Jalolov
Christopher Jon Jansen
Ryan Jeffrey Jansen
† Brent Jansen
† Amal Mansur Javid
Seok Won Jee
Alexander Clay Jenkins
Abigail Mae Jensen
† Yanrong Ji
† Fung Jiang
† Katherine Jiayan Jiang
† Paul Christopher Jobin
Leema Maria John
Kelsey Johnson
† Parker Hans Johnson
† Ryan Patrick Johnson
Emilie Johnston
Gregory Michael Jones
Jennifer Lynn Jones
Taylor Jorgensen
† Bowon Joung
Zihui Ju
Brandon Avraham Kahen
Remy Kam
Hertia Esther Kan
Sai Suraj Kundukuri
Stanley Kang
Brandon Kappel
Keaten John Kappes
Sukhwinder Kaur
Danielle Kay
Natalie Kay
Jordan Grace Kelly
Emmalee Ariella Kent
McKenna Kathleen Kent
Krista Kerlinske
Joseph Kern
Marjorie Louise Kersten
Katie Jessica Key
Tounhia Khang
Tenzin Tsetan Khangkar
† Jia Hui Khoo
Youngjin Ki
Youngmin Kim
Anna Marie Kiefer
Casey Timothy Kienert
Ki Mae Kienitz
Zachary Kies
Seung Tae Kim
Soo Gyun Kim
Woo-Jung Amber Kim
Yeonjun Kim
Margo Marie King
Ellen Nicole Kinzer
† Sierra Raven Kirby
Makenzie Ann Kirk
Jennifer Leigh Kish
Anthony Kitchen
Beth Klassen
† Brooke Klesmith
Blake Allen Klessig
Rachael Lee Klicko
Anna Klopotic
Joshua Kluever
Darcy Allison Knaack
Michael Knippen
Samantha Ruby-Anne Knudson
Allie Anne Kober
Jade Marie Kochanski
† Lauren Nicole Koenig
Steven Richard Kopet
Elizabeth Kopp
Arielle Korner
Ellisa Kosadi
Sarah Lynn Kotnik
Jennifer Kovachevich
Miranda Zoanne Kozlicki
† Samuel David Krabbenhoft
Austin Michael Kramer
Leanne Kramer
Rachel Elizabeth Kranz
Collin Paul Krejcarek
Eric Brennan Kretsch
Robert Kenneth Kretz
Alyse Joy Krueger
Joshua Krueger
Kayla Krueger
† Timothy Evin Gottlieb Krueger
† Alexandra Tiffany Kubiak
Madeline Kubica
Jennifer Lynne Kuckuk
Lindsay Anne Kuehl
Aaron Michael Kufner
Tyler Kupsky
Kevin Kutz
Andrea Suzanne Schroeder Kuzj
Jonathan Andrew Kvalheim
Thomas Labatt
Emma Beatrice Lagrimini
Olivia Ann Lampone
† Rissa Lane
† Chloe Bartelt Lang
† Alexander Ross Lange
Tyler Langford
Alexander William Larsen
Thomas Marvin Larson
† Collin Lash
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Frank Laufenberg
† Adam Joseph Lauko
Shawn Paul Laursen
Evan Lavine
Vanessa Lawrence
Julia LeCavalier
† Cara Dahae Lee
Sarah Lee
Sol Hee Lee
Yoonkyu Lee
Michael Corrington Leeson
Andrew Scott Lefeber
Michael Lefeber
Mikayla M. Leffin
Gina M. Lehner
† Hanyue Lei
Roberto Leon
† Halle Leonard
Abby Marie Lewandowski
Lingwei Li
Mingye Li
Shihao Li
Zuowei Li
Anna Lichwa
‡ Willey Lin
Christina Lindop
Michael John Linn
Elyse Lauren Linsmeier
Daniel Arthur Linton
† Kyra Anne Littel
Meridith Elaine Little
‡ Meizi Liu
Mingyang Liu
Richard Liu
Xinyi Liu
Xinyi Liu
Jacob Liu
Kelly Elizabeth Loberger
Megan Lodge
Katelyn Ann Lohr
Seth Loken
Melissa Marie Long
Shannon Riley Long
Theoren Loo
Alexander Lopez
Rebecca Kathleen Lopez
Reginald Anthony Love
† Xiaoting Lu
† Hannah Lucas
Tosha Rae Lucas
Matt Steven Luccas
Cody W. Lukes
Danielle Roth Lundstrom
Sierra Lurvey
Paige Cynthia Lyons
Crystal Danielle Maciel
† Bradley Joseph Maerz
Ha Mai
Jordan Cook Malone
† Cera Danielle Malueg
† Brandon Michael Maly
Kelly Anne Manion
Nicholas Mankowski
Sohum Mansukhani
Megan Marita
Jonathan Webster Markert
Bailey Irene Marquardt
Kyle Marquardt
Stephanie Lyn Marquez
Davin William Marta
† Julia Martien
Anna Christine Martin
Andrew Maslowski
Savannah Mathe
Nicholas Giles Mathers
Kara Marie Mathewson
Gabrielle Susan Mattson
Richard Dean Mattson
† Anna Maurer
Erik Maurer
† Aidan Mazur
Moira Jean McAdams
† Kyle McChesney
Angelina McCormick
† Johnathon Robert McCormick
Megan Jane McCoy
Emilee Rose McCullough
Kaitlin McCuskey
Erin Lee McFadden
Grady Michael McHugh
† Tyler McKeever
John McKevitt
Ansley Morgan McLeod
Kaitlyn Virginia Kai Qi McQuade
Katerina Meassick
Olivia Virginia Meehan
Linda Mei
† Troy Cameron Meikle
Bradley Thomas Meilinger
Xiomaris Mendez
Mary Helen Menhart
† Rachel Kathleen Mersberger
Kelsey Jo Messerschmidt
Andrew Wilkins Meyer
Bailey Meyer
† Kelly Jean Meyer
Trevor Meyer
Kevin Robert Meyers
† Megan Ann Mezera
Ariane Michelson
Thora Mist Middleton
Glen Ellen Belle Mihalovic
Gerald Thomas Mikel
† Adam Jeremy Miller
Beth Marie Miller
Carl Eugene Miller
Eleanor Johnson Miller
Megan Amanda Miller
Sam David Miller
Vanessa Ann Minarcik
Gillian Frances Miner
Mary Mohr
Kelsey Molski
Camille Montgomery
Michelle Marie Morgan
Kaitlin Elizabeth Bleser Morse
† Kelsey Marie Mortell
Kong Meng Moua
† William Mulhern
Ross Hayden Munce
Kyla Munoz
Alexander Tate Murphy
† Katie Murphy
Taylor Murphy
Karolina Myrda
Carrie Lan Nacht
† Allison Ellen Nakcers
† Sarah Jean Nagel
† Amanda K. Navine
Madison Katherine Nebb
Brandon Nedoma
Kelsey Nelson
Zachary Nelson
† Kelsey Marie Nemec
David Newlun
Brent Everett Newman
Colette Nickodem
Mitchell James Nitschke
Taylor Ann Norwood
Cody Novotny
Amber O’Brien
Ryan O’Donnell
Matthew O’Leary
Gina Chioma Obiakor
Kayla Oetting
Rachel Olk
Thomas Richard Ollmann
† Charles Nolan Olmsted
Erica Ann Olson

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Lucas Olson
Matthias Richard Olson
Stephanie Mary Olson
Stephanie Michelle Olson
Taylor Anne Olson
Megan Alexandria Opperman
Timilehin Oshin
† Carly Ottery
Adam Thomas Outcelt
Alexandra Parks Overman
Samantha Paddock
† Matthew Thomas Palm
Katherine E. Palmer
Erin Pankratz
Hye Rin Park
† Carly Ottery
Carly Ottery
Adam Thomas Outcelt
Alexandra Parks Overman
Samantha Paddock
† Matthew Thomas Palm
Katherine E. Palmer
Erin Pankratz
Hye Rin Park
† Viki Bhogilal Patel
† Nathaniel Patton
† Shane Patzlsberger
Anna Peacock
† Hannah Pearson
Julie Pech
Michael Pelton
Scotia Baker Penoyer
Audrey Michelle Perelshtein
Maia Persche
Logan Peter
Olivia Anne Peter
Scott A. Petri
Emily Ann Petzel
† Christine Gaby A. Philippe
M. Paula Phillips
Robert Samuel Phillips
Allen Craig Philo
Keerethana Pittala
Sarah Plummer
† Jacob Poepping
Kayden Alexander Poland
Rebecca Jane Pols
† Madeline Poranski
Hana Irene Poth
† Vincent Pozorski
Corinne Elizabeth Praska
Kristy Mary Premo
† Ryan Matthew Prestil
† Ashley Morgan Preston
Lauren Marie Preston
Demitri Nichelle Price
Amanda Rose Prom
† Ryan James Przybylski
India Lynn Pungarcher
† Julia Purnell
Rachel Puskala
‡ Yiming Qin
† Arman Ali Quraishi
Jacob Rabichev
Jacob Daniel Rademacher
‡ Nicole Rademacher
Nicole Ann Rasmussen
‡ Chinar Sonal Raul
‡ Ryan Raut
Adam Ray
† Kelsey Marjorie Rayment
Andrea Rebolledo Viveros
Silpa Reddy
Akshada Bhusan Redkar
Tyler Michael Redman
Emerald Elizabeth Reeg
† Isaiah Aaron Reeves
Molly Brynn Reimann
‡ Keighley Nicole Reisnauer
Jackson Paul Remer
† Samuel Joseph Rentmeester
Austin Jacob Reuter
Tékeim Ja’Naija Reynard
Jacob Richie
Scott Richmond
Olivia Morgan Lynn Riedel
Danielle Riese
‡ Kennedy James Ringelberg
Lia Caroline Risser
Brian Ritcher
David Carl Ritter
Dalton Jaye Roadruck
Katlynn Rose Rodgers
Melanie Jean Roemer
Maggie Louise Roovers
Marc Allan Rortvedt
Amanda Kristine Rose
Terri Marie Roth
Race Reginald Rothenbach
William Charles Rouse
Adam Rocque Roznowski
Kira Rae Ruechel
† Elizabeth Erin Rushing
Jack Tryon Russell
Lauren Rutkowski
Lucas Ryan
Zachary William Ryan
Alexandria Sabarots
Nicky Sabo
Jane Salutz
Jennifer Sanford
Praveen Sankrithi
Camber T. Sannes
Erik Sanson
Sherkhan Asimov Sauyrtayev
Jaime Sawle
Abigail Schaefer
‡ Matthew James Daniel Schallhorn
† Kyle Schehr
Raymond Nicholas Scheid
† Trevor Lee Schell
Maisy Layne Schelvan
† Caitlin Nicole Scherbert
† Nathaniel Thomas Schleif
Brandon Craig Schmidt

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Paul Schmidt
Peter Schmitz
† Ellen Elizabeth Schneider
Nathaniel Paul Schneider
Madison Schricker
Lauryn Brianne Schroeder
Michelle Ashley Schroeder
Amanda Lee Schussman
Michael August Schwanke
Robert Russel Schwartz
† Robynn Lynn Schwarzmänn
† Courtney Ann Schwebach
Analeise Laura Schwisow
Michael Joseph Seibert
Sam Mulcahy Seid
Alyssa Selk
Emily Rose Selner
Diana Catherine Semon
Madeleine Marie Severson
Anna Shaikh
Hailey Nicole Shanovich
Umair Hasanat Sharif
Prateek Sharma
Gracie Anne Shea
Becca Shertok
Lindsay Anne Shewchuk
Zuoxiao Shi
† Michael Miles Shinners
Theresa Bonita Shurn
† Cooper James Siepmann
Jenna Catherine Sieracki
Emma Sievers
Matthew Joseph Siiro
Mikayla Audrey Simons
April Elizabeth Simpson
† Sorabh Singhal
Mackenzie Leann Kathleen Sinnen
Evon Siodlarz
Samantha Sison
Erin Marie Skalitzky
Joseph Henry Skarlupka V
Benjamin Allen Slaby
Phillip James Slattery Jr.
Hana Sleiman
† Julia Slezak
Anthony David Slusser
Cory John Smid
Danielle Marie Smith
Emilee Kathleen Smith
Emma Smith
Rebecca Smith
Samantha Smith
Rachel Ellen Smitz
Jennifer Smoot
Samuel Nathan Smukowski
Taylor Jalissa Smull
Bella Abla Sobah
‡ Xiya Song
Kaitlyn Sachse Sonnentag
Yong Wei Soon
Grace Elizabeth-Jean Sowaske
Mandi Beth Speer
Amy E. Speich
Cordell Cashel Spellman
Dirk Spencer
Corinne E. Spiczenski
Madeline Jo Squier
Prakrithi Srinand
Krista Stanoch
 Lukas George Stariha
Josh John Steger
Andrew John Steinberger
† Maisie Isabel Steinbrink
‡ Olivia Joy Steinmetz
Taylor Frances Stenglein
Christina Stevenson
Kristy Stevlingson
† Alyssa Marie Stiff
Mitchell Stingl
Brian Joseph Straub
† Morgan Strauss
† Liana Streckenbach
James Robert Strelow
Chad Strupp
Michelle Elizabeth Sturdevant
Thomas Charles Sturdivant
Bryce Andrew Sulin
Patrick Richard Sullivan
Yu Sun
Colin Milton Sunde
Gabriel Surges
Vincent James Susa
† Camille Bethany Swan
† Calvin Michael Swanson
Vera Swanson
Rebecca Swearingen
Joshua Allen Tabbert
† Heang Lee Tan
Wenqin Tang
Xin Tang
Shelby Tarr
† Josh Taylor
Nicole Kathleen Terry
Erica Ann Tessmann
Ian Tham
Chou Thao
Elizabeth Marie Thomas
† Makiko Thomas Omori
Troy Thoong
‡ Praisten Tiano
† Amanda Timke
Anthony To
† Jay Tomasiewicz
Taylor Jordan Tomczak
Adela Tomsejova
Erik Toraason
Samantha Toth
† Carly Lyn Trapp
Mariella Treleven
Tyler Scott Troiola
James Trudell
† Natalie Trueman
‡ Meghan Turner
† Julia Faith Tweeten
† Anna Christine Uhing
Eric Steven Umhoefer
Carissa Lynn Unger
Elizabeth Jo Vaandeland
Anthony Michael Vaichinger
Sean Thomas Vande Watering
Madison Leigh Vandehey
Ann Kou Vang
Koua Michael Vang
Zachary VanNatta
Michael Joseph Varrige
† Lauren Margaret Vedrine
Nicholas John Vertz
Stephen Vey
Jason Victor
† Jack Vidani
† Kimberly Karin Vidmar
Jennifer Villazon
Alexis Haley Virlee
Sophia Frances Vitas
Danielle Marie Voel linger
Alyx Vogle
† Delaney Alice Wagener
Taylor Lee Wagner
Haley Jean Waldron
Angela Marie Walker
Brittany Caitlyn Walker
Teague Walsh-Felz
† Katie Lynn Walters
‡ Yui Chun Wan
Boyangqi Wang
Junyan Wang
† Yunmiao Wang
Amanda Renee Ward
† Kallie Anne Waro
Emma Taylor Watson
Samuel David Watson
Alexandra Marie Weber

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Benjamin Walter Weber
Emily Weber
Katie Lynn Weber
Kevin Wegner
Jacy R. Weissburg
Lucas Evan Wellnitz
Logan Wells
Katie Welsh
Josh Westphal
Mackenzie Whiteside
Michael Wieseckel
Dylan Wilcox
Jennifer Ann Wildes
Katherine Claire Wilhelms
† Daniel George Wilcockson
Brandon Micheal Williams
Lauren Wilmet
† Molly Madeline Wilson
† Natalie Wilson
Collin Wimmer
Cullen Winebar
Nicole Anna Winograd
Matthew Scott Winters
Joseph Wirtz
Kristin Kay Witkowski
Heather Wittrock
Ryan James Woldt
Gabrielle Wolf
Marisol Wendy Esther Wolf
† Matthew Wolf
Jacquelyn Wong
Samantha Wong
Nicholas William Woodward
Jackson Thomas Woyak
Kristin Wurm
Megan Wurster
Jing Xie
Qijing Xie
Moahkong Xiong
Xue Xiong
Yunong Xu
Chennua Yang
Zhaohui Yang
John T. Yanisch
Tyler Yanisch
† Yiyi Yao
Namika Yoshinaga
Brittany Marie Young
† Hannah Kristin Young
Megan Nicole Zainer
‡ Jocelyn Espe Zajac
Isaac Lee Zarecki
Elizabeth Linn Zars
Leonardo Alex Zavala III
Ryan Robert Zavodnik
Alina Catherine Zechlik
† Caroline Zellmer
Isadora Yixiu Zhang
Yue Zhang
† Zhuoran Zhang
‡ Yeya Zheng
Michelle Ziedonis
Jean Ziegenhorn
Jordan Ziegler
Lauren Elizabeth Ziegler
Taylor Faye Ziegler
Zoe Rose Ziegler
Catherine Zimmermann
† Laura Zimny
Philip Zimring
Jacquelyn Marie Zoeller
† Luli Zou
Lauren Christine Zuleger
Aaron Zupan
Annissa Zynida
† Micaela Erin Zywicki

School of Business

Ahmed Magdy Abdelhameed
Opula Indira Abeysekera
Max Louis Abramsky
Thomas Acomanado
Jonah Aelyon
Matthew Cooper Agin
Cecilia Cristina Alvarez
Michael Joseph Amato
Ilirian Ameti
Michelle Noelle Andrews
Amanda Applequist
Adam Argall
Ami Alexandra Arnold
Corinne M. Austin
Sarah Baker
Charles Isaac Bank
Erin Elizabeth Barbeau
† Mckensie Barmore
Claire Barnes
Jonathan Dean Barsness
Kilian Bartels
Christopher Bartlett
† Mitchell Bass
Erin Baumgarten
Devon Bavery
Brady James Beck
Jordan Beckman
† Emily Belmonte
Sarah Ben-Zvi
Jordan Paul Benson
Garrett Steven McClure Bentzler
Seth Berger
Zachary William Berger
Elise Bernier
Rachel Moss Bero
† Alexandra Beyer
Karli Bieniek
Samuel Arthur Bischmann
Cole David Bjornstad
† Tyler Blahnik
Rachel Erin Blitt
Mariel Rose Bolger
Carly McKenna Borremans
Taylor L. Boyd
Maclean Steward Brasch
Connor Braun
Zachary Mitchell Braun
Scott Gregory Bredin
Zachary Breit
John Brenner
Daniel Breuer
Spencer Andrew Brink
Adam Russell Britt
Jamie Leigh Brochtrup
Tyler Scott Brooks
Robert Broome
Eleanor Brown
Jennifer Brown
Kyle Austin Brown
Ryan Brown
Ryan Christopher Bruders
Nicholas James Burgoyne
Grace Burkard
Jillian Mae Burns
Scott Gerald Burns
Joshua James Busko
† Therese Marie Buttel
Brian Paul Callahan
Zac Anthony Campbell
† Drew Carlson
Peter Carlson
Daniel Edward Carson
Haley Lynn Carson
Colleen Cass
† Alison Castriano
Hillery Helen Chang
Alexandra Rae Chapman
Yizhe Cheah
† Hanying Chen
Jessica Chen
Muzi Chen
Xizhe Chen
Yangxiaozhan Chen
† Yangxiaozhan Chen
Jae Yeon Choi
Ning Choo
Christy Civitanova
Tyler John Cizek
Tessa Jade Coan
Andrew Colombe
Christopher Michael Colombe
† Kevin Condon
George Coogan
Patrick Ellis Cook
Ashley Marie Cooley
Peter Cooney
Alison Cottrell
Claire Coulter
Jaciolbi Courington-Meier
Craig Whalen Cox
Garrett Andrew Criden
William Tracy Crittenberger
Bryan Alexander Davia
† Cory Adam Davis
† Emma Saunders DeMane
Amanda Derdiger
Haley Rae Derge
Kyle Gordon Derleth
Dylan DesRochers
Eric Ryan Deterville
† Alexander Paul Dewane
Dane Andrew Diermeier
Jennifer Marilee Dillon
Fengyi Ding
Nicholas Andrew Docksey
Kelly Doherty
Reed Erwin Dohmen
Amber Renee Donelson
Ethan John Dowling
Jordyn Downs
Theodore Joseph Dragotta
† Jordan Elizabeth Dritz
Mingrun Du
Connor James Dura
Kelsey Eichman
Lewis Elder
Benjamin R. Emanuel
Lisa Erlauer
Laurent Jean Ezzet
† Victoria Joyce Felker
Matthew Fenza
Dylan Thomas Fiedler
Andrew Carl Fink
Savannah Rose Finney
† Brett Fishbin
Daniel M. Fisher
Grant Michael Fitzgerald
Alicia Julie Flores
Krista Fortcamp
Gabriella Marie Fortuna
† Trevor Anthony Franda
Jerome Joseph Frank
Meredith Frank
Daniel Ross Frechter
Alyssa Freh
Jianyi Fu
† David Michael Fuchs
Thomas Hegge Gabrysiak
† Ryan Gaertner
Paige Gabriela Galassini
Kelsey Gallivan
Daniel Thomas Galloy
† Mackalister Wittwer Gapinski
Meryl C. Gartzke
Timothy Michael Garvey
† Austin Gatchel
Jordan Evan Gates
Min Ge
Mackenzie Marie Gildner
Kyle Glaser
Ryan James Glynn
† Camille Goessl
Molly Goking
† Meixiao Gong
Ish Goomar
Joseph Graveline
Jacqueline Denise Greavu
Lisa Green
† Arin Rose Grossbard
Madeline Elaine Guilfoil
† Jacob Dalton Gundrum
† Xinyao Guo
Kaitlyn Huang
Matthew Paul Haen
† Peter Henry Hamilton
Stephanie Lee Han
Quay Handel
† Yvonne Hangsterfer
Sean Hanley
† Megan Leigh Hannigan
Ryan Hansen
Connor Michael Hanson
Eleni Haramaras
Rebecca Haro
† Hannah Harris
† Michael Thomas Harris
Thomas Hart
† Eddie Hartman
Barney He
† Qingyang He
Yucheng He
Zichun He
Brian Hefty
Emily Hegel
Michael Heithoff
Jacob Heitland
† Mark Robert Hendricks
Derek Herman
Zachary Hetzel
† Timothy R. Heyrman
Nicholas Hunter Hintz
Mary Kathryn Hinze
Andrew Hipke
William Hoesley
† Ryan Michael Hofmeister
Daniel Earl Holdridge
Cayla Marie Holtz
Seung Hoon Hong
† Justin Hore
Evan Harris Horn
Courtney Lynn Houdek
Sarah Christine Hovde
John M. Hoy
Wenxin Hu
† Yu-Hsi Huang
Yuchen Huang
William Irvin Huberty
Alexi Jordan Hughes
Joshua Ryan Hyatt
† Hyo Bin Im
Brandon Jaeger
Justin Jaeger
† Sam Jagodzinski
Michelle Marie Jamar
Marena Anelka Janke
Brodin Frederick Jentz
Qiuyi Jia
Jason Jonathan
Zachary Kadish
Lydia Kaminsky
† Joseph Karam
Christian Michael Karcher
Ryan Karow
† Trevor John Katzban
Jared M. Kaufman
Anusha Priya Kelshiker
Tyler Kern
Megan Elizabeth Ketterhagen
† Jessica S. Kildow
TongJun Kim
Liam Christopher King
John Wesley Kliewer
Adam John Klinger
John Paul Klister
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Chloe Koch
Marisa Koch
Lauren Kohlbeck
Kelley Marie Kollock
Ross Edward Konesky
Bo Kong
Grace Kopplin
Adam Kotin
Mollie Kozberg
Michael C. Koziol
Allison Rikki Kozulla
Hailey Morgan Kragness
Sarah Kragness
Lee Kresner
† Daniel James Kreuscher
Jeffrey David Kreutz
Lauren Kriz
Elizabeth Rose Krob
Alyssa Marie Kroneberg
Garrett Thomas Kurtzweil
Brady Kuzia
Kathryn Queen Kvas
Corinne Elise Lake
Daniel Laner
† Carolyn Lapins
Angelina Huey Yih Lau
† Colleen Laughlin
Brian James Robinette Lauscher
Dongsoo Lee
Jason Lee
Nikita Lee
Jillian Leenay
Connor Edward Leferink
Mari Elizabeth Lehman
† Michelle Lehnhoff
Beatriz Maria Lemus
Aaron Lester
Louise Margaret Levesque
† Jessica Beth Levinger
† Jaime Marie Lewis
Claire Mengqi Li
† Jiaqi Li
Silun Li
Xiang Li
† Yijia Li
Yue Li
Yuxi Li
† Zhi Li
† Fengxiang Liang
† Ben Lim
† Qiu Teng Lim
† Dane Lindholm
† Zachary Jon Linn
Ryan Anthony Listro
Qian Liu
Rufeng Liu
Yifei Liu
Zihao Liu
Zoya Logina
Robert Loke
Edgar Lopez
Jeremy Stephen Lowen
Bin Lu
Patrick Israel Lubar
† Margaret Zoe Ludwig
Kate Alexandra Luedtke
† Grace Lynch
Xiaoying Lyu
† Xinrui Ma
Saori MacInnes
Susan Nicole Machi
Reid David Magnum
Olivia Main
Brianna Marie Maki
McKenzie Malaise
Audrey Malek
Jack Mallaro
† Shane William Maloney
Nicholas Scott Malpede
Eric David Mann
Vanessa Mariscal
Shawn Markham
Chase Joseph Martin
Drew Marx
Derek Lee Masters
Christopher Mayer
† Theresa Danielle McBride
Kelsey Lee McCann
† Peter William McCann
† Claire Elizabeth McCullough
Jack Martin McIlwain
† Alana Jean McKeever
Andrew Jon McLean
Leah Claire McSteen
Emily Mei
Zhemin Meng
Thomas Reed Metcalf
† Jack Meurer
Russell Mihm
† Steven Fuller Mikel
Marshal Mikolajczak
Aaron Miller
Charles Miller
Samantha Jane Miller
Sebastian Miller
Cameron Mitchell
Kathryn Moen
Lexie Moening
Colton Mackenzie Mog
Zackary John William Moheban
Hailey Marie Molaski
Daniel Zachary Moore
Peter Morken
Benjamin A. Moy
† Meheer Mujumdar
Zachary Munns
Jared James Musel
Haneol Nam
† Olin Nelson
Cody James Neverman
Samuel Bernard Nevins
Ania Thu Minh Hang Nguyen
Zhichao Ni
Andrew Emmet Nichols
Lucas Nicholson
Michael Timothy Nieder
† Kate Elizabeth Noble
Kalista Noegroho
Sara Nonn
Colin Nugent
Bradley James O’Loughlin
Sara Oftelie
Allison Leigh Olexa
Emily Olsen
Nathan Michael Onopa
Logan K. Osberg
Jacob Padorro
† Zachary Gerald Pagel
Kevin Pagels
Michael Paolucci
Alexa-Louise Neumann Patnode
† Ellen Marie Paul
Meaghan Kathleen Pauli
Brittany A. Paxson
John Peirson
Lindsay Elizabeth Peltin
Carly Perlman
Abbey Rae Peterson
Sawyer Peterson
Kate Pettinger
Alexandria Pham
† Tyler Alan Fisher Piddington
Ellen Piechowski
Caitlin Pilgrim
Alexandra Pini
Ronald Xavier Pisano
Matthew Platz
Leslie Poole
Preston Michael Porter
Nicholas Ray Potter
Angela Prevetti
Alec Prueter

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Mary Prunty
Artur John Prusak
Ryan Jeffrey Pyrczak
TJ. Pyzyk
Yulie Baihe Qiao
Tian Qiu
† Rui Qu
Michael Jordan Quesnell
† Alexa Quinn
† Steven Quinn
Jack Rabenn
Evantal Rafael
† Madeleine Ramsey
Abby Rasmussen
Callen Hinsey Raveret
† Tyler Steven Reindl
Alex William Reinecke
Maya Elizabeth Reinholdz
Connor Revsbeck
Melanie Rose Robbins
† Samantha Roberts
Annelle Loryn Roensch
Elle Roesner
Robert Francis Romeo
Zachary Scott Rosen
Mari Rosenfeld
Joseph Cole Rosengard
† Samuel Alan Rosiejka
Eric Michael Ross
Amanda Rosso
Joshua Adam Roth
† Peter Roth
Lee Avery Roushar
Jonathan Routh
Sunny Rovitz
Zach Ruedinger
Zachary Rusch
Eric Rustad
Lucas Rytel
Armando Juan Carlos Saafir
Sonia Gauri Sabade
Evan William Sadowsky
Samuel Joseph Salileng
Andrew Salomone
Patrick Sammon
† Abhilash Sandireddy
Shengnan Sang
Nurulauni Agilah Saniman
Doron Saraf-Kashani
Megan Sarles
Luke Schafer
Jessica Lee Schell
Taylor Schlaeger
Jeffrey Schmidt
† Trevor Jon Schmitz
Grace Schneck
Austin Schneider
Mackenzie Taylor Schnell
Matthew Edward Schnell
Jacob Peter Schowalter
Lexus Schroeder
Scott Schroeder
Eric Joseph Schulze
Jill Schumann
Daniel J. Schwartz
† Jonathan Schwartz
Daniel Jeffrey Scislow
Sanjana Gurunath Segu
Laura Carolina Sepulveda
Katelyn Elizabeth Setnicar
Kevin Tyrrell Sharpe
Emma Shepard
Sterling Shepherd
Jodi Hope Sherman
Todd Jacob Sherman
Jiayu Shi
Kyle James Siemers
Kirsten Siladi
Daniel Silber
Mitchell Harrison Silver
Hannah Simons
William Simson
† Jacob Michael Sisler
Adam Sjoquist
Erica Sloan
Cody Lee Smith
Eric Matthew Smith
Jessica Smith
Amanda Lauren Snider
Sarah Snyder
Katherine Diane Sodeika
Kenny Soewondo
Won-Ki Sohn
Jacob Raymond Sojka
Eli Sonkin
Jackson Torrey Spingler
Payton MacKenzie Sprague
Shannon Marie St. Clair
† Eli Steinle
John Steinbach
Benjamin Peter Steinert
Jacob Edward Stengel
† Madalene Rose Stoneman
Sydney Storm
Tessa Rae Strack
Sarah Stringham
Samantha Stubbz
† Allison Elizabeth Stuck
Xin Su
† Yanlin Su
Sudarshan Sugumaran
Brady Sullivan
† Kiley Sullivan
Mary Sullivan
† Cong Sun
Ran Sun
Xukanghong Sun
† Yangfeiyue Sun
Zhenxu Sun
Margaret Morgan Sutton
Amanda Swan
Haley Joan Swanson
Michael Andrew Szekely
Stephanie Anne Tadje
† Wei Chean Tan
Christin Leigh Tang
† Zijian Tao
Lydia Fox Taylor
Xin Yun Tea
† Lingnan Teng
Hank J. Teran
Madeline Margaret Theisen
† Megan Marie Theodoro
† Quinn Sterling Thompson
Alexander Thounsavath
† Rebecca Anne Tiedmann
Kaitlyn Anne Tierney
Samuel Toppe
Christopher Torborg
Huy Tran
Anastasia Tripolskaya
Kyra Trybus
Margaret Turlington
Ryan David Tyrriver
Risun Udawatta
Vanessa Chinelo Ugochukwu
Austin Uline
Eric Underwood
Alex Philip Unger
Chaoert Unjaide
Brady Utinen
Benjamin Sidney Usem
Stephen VanHandel
† Alyssa Vanchena
Stefan Velickovic
Joseph John Vendel
† Joseph Walker Vergeront
Trisha Vertz
Yingjie Wang
Brent Wagner
Tyler Wagner
Elise Michelle Walker

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Logan Bentley Walovitch
Alyssa Walsh
Amy Elizabeth Walsh
† Eric Michael Walsh
Adam Walters
† Zachary Walters
† Wan Ahmad Syahir Wan Abdullah
Congyu Wang
Eden Wang
Yijiao Wang
Emily Ann Ward
Jessica Marie Wardlow
† Jennifer Marie Weber
Jaclyn Sue Wegener
Eli Harrison Weiner
Emma Katarina Weinert
Derek Weisman
Elizabeth Wellnitz
Jacob Lee Werner
Matthew Patrick West
Paul Timothy West
Dina Beth Wetchler
Reece Mathew Whitehead
Dylon Wilde
Ashley Brooke Wilson
Savannah Allison Windhorn
Brooke Marie Winter
Jessica Lynn Wirtz
Olivia Pearl Wirz
Calvin Ryan Witt
Yolanda Hanna Wojdyła
Jennifer J Wojnarowicz
Erin Wolke
† Lauren Anne Woods
Jonathan Daniel Wuest
Emylee Wulf
Lauren Wundrock
† Erin Elizabeth Wurst
Alyssa Christine Wynn
† Kimberly Xia
Yue Xia
Ziqing Xiang
Qianqian Xie
Pealee Xiong
Wanyi Xue
Sakura Yamashita
† Jiaxuan Yan
Ruobing Yang
† Jonathan William Ray Yankee
Yikai Yao
Alana Khea Yashadhana
Vincent Jeff Yeung
Qin Rui Young
† Qingyang Yu
Xinghui Yu
Ming Yuan
Abigail Yung
Sai Zhang
Daniel Jacob Zaga
Brian Zage
Lorenza Rose Zebell
† Steven Patrick Zeske
Haoda Zhang
† Jimei Zhang
Lusha Zhang
Mya Zhang
Nuan Zhang
Xinxin Zhang
Yatong Zhang
† Yukun Zhang
Yun Zhang
Zheng Zhang
† Pack Zhao
† Qiushi Zheng
† Jiuy Zhou
Rui Zhou
† Yuhua Zhou
Amanda Zilli
Jordan Bruce Zimmel
Peijing Zuo
Haley Ellen Bernas
Amanda Bird
Broxiana Simone Blue
Amelie Marie Bodziak
Macy Gayle Bolt
† Tash Sterling Bottum
Angela Boushea
Taylor James Boyd
Alix Christine Brandt
Rita Allison Breneman
† Robyn Jo Breunig
Rachel Beatrice Brodhead
Ryan Cain
Taylor Cappitelli
Hilary Carpenter
Andie Elizabeth Catterson
Christina Marie Cavagna
† Haoran Chang
† Elizabeth Ann Chapman
† Olivia Jiayu Chen
Kimberly Chernak
† Kaylin Marie Chiolino
† Joshua Alan Choe
Alexander Kimo Chu
Luke A. Cimino
Casey Leigh Coan
Katrina Ann Conde
Patricia Ann Costouros
Jinsey Catherine Cox
† Allyson Coleen Craft
Jennifer Z. Cramer
Kaitlin June Cullen
† Robert Finn Curry
Aaron James David
Wesley Duff Davison
Alyssa June Deardorff
Rose Frances DiGiulio
Karli Solveig Didrickson
Molly Doner
Diana Dorn
Katherine Douma
Caitlyn Dubester
Bridget Dunsirn
Nicoa Dusyczke
Daniel Frederick Ehrlich
† Bradley William Emmerich
Kathryn Endsley
Jared Evansen
Natalie Kristin Fay
Hannah Lea Feinstein
Kelsey Fierke
Sara Ansary Filali
Alexandra Morgan Flax
Madelyn Marie Flynn

School of Education

Danielle Sharon Abramov
† Katherine Nicole Adams
† Emily Adochio
Jayme Lynn Agranat
Ardita Ayvazi
Mikaela Ann Albright
Amani Breanna Alexander
Tærika Anandsongkit
Eric Andersen
Alexandria Natasha Anderson
Gabrielle L. Anzalone
Tätiana Elizabeth Archer
† Bruin Craig Armwald
Anna Arnold
Sarah Elisabeth Artz
Maria Arulraj
Jenna Elizabeth Ausloos
Greysen Bahr
Michael Ball
Tyson Banh
Nicole Bauer
Kelsey Elizabeth Beck
Abigail Berman

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Cassandra Fuller Formolo
Britney Jean Fredrick
Nicole Fugate
Joyce Gaffney
Maria Paz Galarce Crain
† Annie Gallagher
Samantha Jean Gannon
Sarah Ilizabeth Garr
Anna Gasperetti
† Allie Marie Geise
Allison Rose Giebel
Johanna Elaine Gimenez
Conrad Steffan Glover
Jenna Lynn Goldapske
Rebecca Ann Gongora
† Hannah Elizabeth Goninen
Jacob Robert Graboski
Anna Collins Grassman
† Megan Elizabeth Rosauer Gray
† MacKenzy Taylor Groth-Price
Zachary Mark Guckenberger
Migena Guhacaj
Sarah Gullixson
Kaitlin Isabel Hackner
Morgan Ashley Halstead
Alyssa Harp
Joseph Ransom Harris
Taylor Lauren Harris
Blake Helton
William Joseph Henderson
Thomas John Henricks
Kelly Marie Hepper
Margaret Mary Hessel
† Natalie Claire Hinahara
Olivia Hoang
Colleen Ann Hogan
† Emily Holt
† Caitlin Treacy Hottinger
Hannah Kristine Houtler
Kathryn Helen Howard
Mary Helen Huber
Kathryn Jablonsky
Anna Jacob
† Megan Jean
Ye Ji
† Luke Joseph Johnson
Megan Elizabeth Johnson
Nicole Elizabeth Johnson
† Rebecca Lynn Johnson
Emily Paige Johnsrud
† Samantha Haley Jones
† Shannon Rose Jones
† Katherine H. Jordan
† Brett Kaether
Kyle Robert Kalish
Laura Kalscheur
Amy Lynn Karcz
Amber Marie Karpinsky
Andrew Keal
Blake Kenney
Erin Marie Kenton
† Sana Khaja
Sheila Kilb
Kristin Holly Kirkegaard
Henry Klein
† Meredith Klinker
Rachel E. Knowles
Tyler James Konz
Tyler Patrick Kosiorek
† Chelsea Elizabeth Krenn
Marisa Noel Kresge
Kevin Michael Krieg
Alexander Kueck
† Keenan James Lampe
Lauren Elizabeth Lange
† Bailey Louise Lanser
Kaylie Laplante
Claire Rita Larkins
Dana Rae Laurent
Lyndsay Patricia Lewis
Kehan Liao
Julia Lindberg
Alexandra Louise Lindstrom
Katherine Y. Liu
† Meghan Lojeski
Vincent Joseph Lombardo
Kelsey Lynn Londo
Kathryn Lorraine Losniecki
Mary Rose Luchsinger
Keegan Lynch
Yiming Ma
† Kali Margaret MacIver
Jennifer Dorothy Mannes
Nicole Ann Marquart
† David Michael Marshall
Nadja Marie Lorbiecki Mataya
Katelyn Matkin
Megan McDonnell
Danielle McIntosh
Robert Medina
† Claire Elizabeth Melin
† Tiffany Merritt-Brown
Elaina Meurer
Grace Alexandra Meurer
Bethany Meyering
Ashley Kate Morales
Anna Maxine Moser
† Hallie Elizabeth Mueller
Chris Arthur Nagel
† Kanjana Namvech
Cassie Hsu Naughton
Allison Nee
Nicole Maureen Negus
Allison Nelson
Aaron Nichols
Kate Nikles
Claire Odorico
† Rachel Rose Ogi
Jessica Michelle Olson
Lars Christian Olstad
Margaret Orlowski
Ryan Owen
Chelsea Paar
† Lindsey Nicole Palasek
Sarah Marie Panzenhagen
Fiona Parcharidis
Chrystel Joy Paulson
Christopher Ryan Peroutka
Brianna Perry
Matthew Carl Peterson
Suzanne Peterson
Amanda Pisani
Jane Ann Pisaniello
Conley Mary Pitzl
Samuel Robert Prete
Libbie Rose Pribek
Laura Elizabeth Price
Katie Lynn Proietti
Erika Elizabeth Rabas
† Kylie Anne Reese
Zoe Rehr
Anais Reyes
Anastasia Katherine Rhodes
Scott Thomas Robin
Emily Aryn Rodheim
Sara Rodriguez
Cady Roedl
† Kassandra Lynn Roth
Mckenzie Roth
Jordyn Renae Rufer
William Rutter
Joshua James Rynish
Kathryn Sandoval
Raeleh Schaeffer
Isaac Matthew Schauf
Lauren Maddy Schlapman
† Lauren Theora Schonberg
Michael Schultz
† Carlin Ann Schulz
† Sarah Schwab
Jaclyn Scott
Noah Zallen Sevett
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Kaitlyn Marie Shaughnessy
† Peiying Shen
Carson David Shipley
Kymberly Nicole Sickle
Ashton Lindsey Siewert
Megan Slife
Chloe Cezanne Smith
Courtney Rose Smith
Caitlyn Socha
† Anna Stamborski
Lydia Ruth Stanley
Joanna Shay Steffen
Taylor Mae Stella
Jodi Samantha Stern
Kaleigh Christine Sullivan
Maria Patricia Swanke
† Jered Nathan Sweeney-Demezas
Zachary Thomas Sylvester
Andrew Ryan teDuits
Josh Tennyck
Moriah R. Thiry
Julie Anne Thomann
Marisa Thome
Aaron Douglas Thompson
† Michael Thomas Trainor
Jessica Lyn Trapp
Kathleen Turner
Alyssa Marie Unger
Paul Valukas
Taylor John Van De Loo
Alexander D. Van Ess
Rachelle Nkauj-Suab Vang
Tia Lane Vegemast
Heidi Wagner
Shelby Wagner
† Matthew Andrew Walczak
Jessica Lynn Walton
Laura Wefer
Ryan Daniel Weisenbeck
Hayley Wentela
Emma Whitaker
† Audra Rose Wiedholz
Taylor Lynn Wienkes
Brandon Daniel Wiley
Nicole Elise Wilson
† Kendra Wishowski
† Ariel Rosamonde Wood
Raymone James Woods
† Alyssa Woody
Kaulue Sandy Xiong
Lisa Xiong
Lue Yang
Michael Yang
Xinmeng Yu
Maria Danielle Zeise
Michael Kar’Tsun Zeng
Cassie Taylor Zielinski
Sarah R. Zylka

College of Engineering

Mitchell Thomas Abeln
Tara Abernathy
Luis A. Abrajan
† Alyssa Acker
Lida Karina Acuna Huete
David Philip Adam
Jared Adams
Michal Adamski
Sommer Yasser Ahmad
† Jehad Al-Ramahi
Adam Albers
Faisal Abdulhamid M. Alhomaidhi
Kyle Steven Alonge
Fawaz Mohammed M. Alsebaie
Fahad Saleh S. Alskait
† Muhammad Hussain Alvi
Daniel Amundson
Kelsey Marie Amundson
‡ Alec William Anderson
Alexander Anderson
Dain Anderson
Derek Anderson
† Matthew Thomas Anderson
Nicholas Anderson
Brian Alan Andryk
† Nicolaas Manuel Angenent-Mari
Brian Patrick Arnold
Corey Asma
Jose Luis Ayala
† Xiran Bai
Daniel John Baker
Katherine A. Barlow
Benjamin Randall Bauer
Joseph Walter Bauer
Emily Lillie Beane
Matthew Tyler Beard
Zachary Peter Beaudet
Stephanie Taylor Benicek
Daniel Benjamin
Megan Marie Benson
Riley Isaac Benson
Ian Matthew Berg
Jake Michael Bergal
Eric Berglund
Jacob Henry Bertram
Casey Beyers
Jiwei Bi
Jacob Biel
Rushikesh Deepak Birewar
Kori Lorraine Black
† Christopher Blanchard
† Joseph John Blommel
Taylor Olivia Bloom
† Lindsay Elizabeth Bodart
‡ Scott Richard Bonk
John Patrick Borkenhagen
Jack Edward Brady
Michael John Brill
† Dylan James Brindley
Joel Brian Brock
Jack Ronan Brody
Zachary Steven Brucker
Matthew David Brunner
Michael Warren Buccelli
† Michael Patrick Buckman
Alexander Buehler
Brett Douglas Burckhardt
Jack Buss
† Margaret Lee Butzen
Steven Bye
† Yunqian Cai
Samuel David Calmes
Owen Carey
† Emily Carroll
Patrick Cavanaugh
Xin Chai
† Liang-Hung Chen
Shidou Chen
Tianing Chen
Tina Chen
Weikang Chen
Yixuan Chen
Yushen Chen
Zhiyang Chen
Ruibin Cheng
Brandon Thomas Chic
Ho Fai Ivan Chow
Justin Christophersen
Clinton Michael Clark
† Benjamin Miles Cleppe
Matthew Norris Coe
Daniel Eduardo Cohen
Luis Contreras-Guzman
Charles Robert Cope
Alexandra Irene Cross
Keaton William Crowe
Nathan Andrew Cudworth
† Patrick Amadeus Cummings
Kendra Dahl
Matt Dallman
Colter Rylan Danekas
John Paul Daugherty
Peter James Davies
Kaiwen Deng
Matthew Dexheimer
Skyler Dhaese
Sarah Dicker
Mitchel William Dickson
Nicholas DiFranco
Drew Dillmann
Ethan Michael Dinauer
Ruinan Ding
Yuanyi Ding
† Annie Dobbins
David Neal Doellstedt
Melissa Ann Dombek
William Harold Doniger
Justin Eugene Doop
† Charles Jacob Dorn
Andrew Kenneth Dorscheid
† Erik Karl Drogemuller
† Nathan Scott Drogemuller
Liuling Du
‡ Brett Ducharme
Connor Duchow
Charles Richard Duff
Bryan Dunn
Mitchell Arthur Dworak
Grant Louis Dziuda
Blake Joseph Eason
Justin Tyler Eddy
Alexander Cameron Ehlers
Stephen George Eick
Jalila Ellefji
Erik Elton
Christopher Anders Enos
Jordan Andrew Entwisle
Thomas Patrick Erdmann
Eddie Espinoza
† Nathaniel Michael Ewanowski
Justin Tyler Faanes
Vincent T. Fabbri
John Lawrence Faletti
† Zeng Fan
Nicoletta Farabullini
Cade Thomas Federspill
Sarah Elizabeth Fernholz
Andrew Aaron Fine
Andrew Michael Fisher
Elliot Florence
Thomas Anthony Foley
Cassandra Jane Forman
Dale Forsch
Kevin Michael Frank
Douglas Fraser
Cody Frehr
Miguel Frias
Nicholas William Friedl
Brian Frino
Benjamin Nathanael Park Fritz
Kefei Fu
Samuel Clement Gagliardi
Christopher Douglas Gall
Zheng Gao
Jeffrey Tyler Garcia
† Emily Marie Gasteyer
Stephen Geiger
Sara Rose Gensler
Connor George
Margaret Anna Gigax
† Michael Kenneth Gilsdorf
Joseph John Gobis
Austin William Gohman
Kunal Gokhale
Joshua Josef Graf
Kyle C. Grieger
Daniel Joseph Grieshop
Isabella Catalina Griffay
Brianna Marie Griffin
Brent Wilke Grimm
Peter William Grimmer
Matthew Mark Grondin
† Alexander Joseph Gross
Daniel Grunsted
Bowen Guan
† Jonathan Guay
† Lorraine Carol Mescher Guerin
Jacqueline Gulczynski
Megan Ruth Gunderson
Katherine Sue Hager
Elliot Saverio Hagerl
Kevin Thomas Hannigan
Alexander Richard Cary Harris
Jeremy Robert Hart
Eric Hartig
Connor John Hartigan
Kevin Anthony Havlicek
† Cameron Nelson Hays
Yitong He
Kevin John Heaney
Michael Kristofer Heika
† Patrick Heiman
Jacob Hendrickson
Scott Hendrickson
David Hennes
† James R. Hermus
Joaquin Andres Herrera
Emily Herrmann
Beau Richard Herron
† Michael Hess
Tyler Scott Hintz
Elizabeth Marie Hoerning
Bernardino Takanobu Hoffman
Bradley John Hogan
Bat-Zion Hose
Matt Houde
Eric Andrew Howell
† Ping Hu
Fangying Huang
Heqing Huang
Conner Austin Huff
† Kortney Ann Huffman
Lucas Hurtley
Austin Reid Husband
† Joseph Illg
Matthew Stephen Irvine
Cory Jackson
Ahad Jahangir
James Robert Jahn
Nikhil Jain
† Brendan Michael Jamison
Yusupha Jatta
Thomas Mitchell Jauquet
Austin Jeffries
Evan Marvin Jellings
Cory Jonet
† Kortney Austin Huff
Sam Rolland Johnson
Cory Jonet
Evan Christopher Jorissen
† Kathryn Josephine Josephs
Karl Kabarowski
Jacob Kanack
Jack Raymond Kasprzak
Mamyrikhan Kassyymov
Josh Kasuboski
† Austin Steven Kautzer
Maria Cristina Kealey
Richard Keegan
† John Gregory Keegel
Matthew Dohn Kelliher
Mitchel Henry Keogh
Brian Michael Kerber
† Shawn Rory Kerns
† Emily Michelle Keuler
† Michael Eng Hoe Khor
Steven Kikkert
Adam Gregory Kilgas
Nam Young Kim
† Ian August Kinsella
Kara Eileen Kirchner
Matthew James Kirk
Alexander Jeffrey Kirschling
Philip Kistler
James Tod Kittel
James Klett
Michael Dennis Klimmeck
† Timothy Scott Klockziem
Tyler Jon Klos
Stephanie Kluz
Haley Knapp
† Kevin Douglas Knapp
† Katherine Joy Knutson
Kyle Koehler
Matthew Joseph Koeppe1
Cameron Berg Kofler
Nicholas Richard Konetzke
† Kelley Christine Korinek
Colin Korlesky
† Eric John Koth
† George Nick Kotsonis
† Matthew Alan Kovars
Nicholas Daniel Koxlien
Maxwell Kraft
† Benjamin Paul Kranner
Lazura Kristanova Krasteva
Kyle James Krause
Nicholas James Krebsbach
Briana Rae Krueger
Clayton Vork Kruger
Ryan Joseph Krull
Spencer Aron Kuehn
Benjamin John Kufahl
Kyle Bradley Kufalk
Thomas Charles Kuhn
Matthew Kulcyk
Susanna Kwok
Nate James Lading
Mufaddal Abbas Lakdawala
† Evan Lange
Alexander Langer
James John Langyl
† Kaitlyn Keely Laning
† Trevor Lardinois
Elliot Laudolff
Todd Le
Jerry Lee
Adam Thomas Lefevre
Seth Andrew Leinbach
† Jonathon Charles Leja
Kevin Christopher Lenz
Ryan Lepkowski
Jianheng Li
Juno Li
Qinxin Li
† Xiaqing Li
Yifan Li
Ze Li
Jiwon Lim
Yan-Feng Lim
† Jack Lindblom
Alexandra Arriola Lindholm
Russell Little
Shengyu Liu
Yunhe Liu
† Olivia Loa
Callan Douglas Loberg
Michael Paul Lohr
† Andrew Long
Francesca Rose Long
Aren Thomas Lorenson
† Manxi Lu
Tina Lu
Ziyang Lu
Joseph Theodore Luedtke
Andrew Gordon Lueneburg
Garrett Theodore Lukin
John Lundeen
Yan Luo
Yeming Luo
† Kyler Michael Lyman
Thomas John Lyneis
Yan Ma

Banners on Bascom Hill
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Samuel Solovy
Haoyu Song
In Woo Song
Abhishek Kamlesh Soni
Bradley Sovinski
Troy Andrew Spencer
Brady Spielbauer
† Matthew Glen Srygler
† Claire Elizabeth Stamborski
† Kari Lynn Stauss
Eric John Stellpflug
Joseph Howard Sterken
Ciera Nicole Stifel
† Michael Lynn Stone
Mitchell Spiering Strand
† Austin Robert Strausssner
† Aaron Robert Strawman
† Travis Jon Strom
Aaron Strouse
Cameron Lewis Studer
Sebastian Sebedino Subola
Ryan Suerte
Conor Sullivan
Anna Therese Sunderland
† Adam Joseph Susa
Erik Robert Svensson
Alex Swanson
Ian Lindsay Sweeney Smith
Tanae Christine Swenson
Bellamy Hing Ben Tang
† Bryan Adhitya Taruno
Aaron Stuart Taylor
Conner Patrick Tennesen
† Mark Tervo
Trit Thaisangsanga
Paul Michael Thomas
Wesley Fulton Thomas
Cyrus Raymond Thompson
Hildegarde Tineo Paz
† Brian Tobelmann
Kyler Brandon Tolefree
Cody Michael Tomsak
† Theodore Tracy
Jacob Michael Trotman
Scott Alexander Truitt
Brandon Timothy Tudisco
Timothy Joseph Tyrrell
Hao-Wei Ueng
Seth Austin Francis Valenziano
Carla Valle
† Alexander Van Buren
Stephanie Van Kampen
Benjamin Ray Vander Loop
† Joseph Vecchi
Tom Vermeulen
Tyler Vermey
Fernando Aurelio Villavicencio
Samuel Paul Vincent
Sarah Fay Vodovoz
Timothy James Voss
Patrick Edward Wagner
† Alison Walter
† Jesse Francis Wang
† Xinle Wang
Brady Michael Webb
† Shane Fredrick Wehler
† Yifan Wei
Taylor Weiss
Benjamin Wellens
Zachary Claude White
† Sarah Klinkert Wichman
† Martin Wickham
Nikala Wickstrom
Evan Robert Williams
Joseph Robert Williams
Kyle R. Williams
Walker Willis
† Robert Cleland Wilson IV
Samuel James Wilson
† Eric Robert Windt
Stephen Wisniewski
Andrew Witzmann
Samuel Aaron Wolcott
Devin Larry Wolff
Kathryn Wollenweber
† Joseph Raymond Worple
Benjamin Victor Wortmann
Daniel Jakub Wortmann
† Jiaxin Wu
† Saide Wu
Yuting Wu
Zhaokai Wu
† Isaac Wyland
† Vincent Xia
Laura Xu
Ziteng Xu
Lu Yang
PaNiaha Yang
Seokmin Yang
† Timothy Tiezheng Yang
Rachel Ann Yehle
Ryan Matthew Yentz
Youngkeun Yoo
† Siyuan Yu
James Peter Zavoral
Katarina Zgraja
Yinuo Zha
† Jianyuan Zhai
Jiutong Zhang
† Tianyi Zhang
† Xiaoshen Zhang
† Brian Zhou
Shiyi Zhou
† Keren Zhu
Connor Reed Zirbel
Jackson Zirbel
Damon John Zito
William David Zuba
Richard Hans Zuern

School of Human Ecology

Audrey Ackley
Amanda Ali
Jennifer Lee Allen
Sara Alvin
Brandon Andreasen
Emily Katherine Annen
Patrick Armstrong
Leah Baker
Maria Louise Bakker
† Jacqueline Jean Balgeman
Rachel Perri Berman
Bradley Bertha
Katelyn Hill Bieser
Lauren Julia Birish
Kathryn Jo Bjurstrom
Melanie Blaser
Margaret Blohm
† Kelsey Bock
† Rachel Lynn Bordeleau
Nolan Bowar
† Nicole Rose Bredt
Jared Brent
Synclair Brown
Jennifer Burnett
† Kay Burns
Jenessa Ann Buseman
† Lauren Marie Buswell
† Sarah Rose Campbell
Kelsey Miaiah Card
Andrew B. Charles
Ashley Choi
McKenzie Marie Clemons
Lilyan Sara Cohen
Kristyn Cole
Natalie Conant
Shannon Counihan
Kelsey Anne Cousland
Alex Cramer
Carley Cuta
Sarah Marie Czuprynksi
Lauren Paige Dalzin
Josh Richard Dardine
Courtney Dart
† Valerie Kay Daum
† Nicolet Davis
Shanice Latoya Davis
Sarah Michelle Denton
Zach Denton
Zoe Devorkin
Allison Rae Devorkin
Megan Donovan
Megan Marie Donovan
Ashley Lauren Dorman
† Elizabeth Anne Doyle
Dav Drewiske
Kaitlyn Dvorak
Jenna Ehrensaft
Allison Blake Eisenberg
Erica Sydney Eisenberg
† Dvorah Shoshana Elster
Emily Marie Engel
Kimberly Rae Erdmann
Maria Espino
Margo Farrell
Nadhia Fernandez
† Eleanor Fink
Alaa Fleifel
Sarah Jo Foley
† Rachel Eleanor Fox
† Annie Nicole Fularczyk
† Olivia Marie Gahm
Kayci Claire Gallaher
† Megan Elizabeth Gates
† Andie Michelle Gechtman
Rochelle Lynn Goplen
Camara Gregory
Alexandria Kathryn Grimes
Stephanie Alyson Gross
† Mackenzie Grutzner
† Nicholas Lee Gutowski
Britta Gutschenritter
Theresa Remington Hansen
Sarah Harris
† Joy Hart
Kari Lynn Hayat
Abigail Elizabeth Heckman
James Heimler
Andrea Jean Held
Tierney Taylor Henthorn
Marcelo Ricardo Heredia
Elisabeth Hersh
Zachary Steven Hidden
Kelsey Hiveley
Harrison Stone Hochfelder
Holland Hodgen
Sarah Michelle Horn
‡ Diane Hsieh
† Yiwei Huang
Vonte Jackson
Weixin Ji
† Michaela Johnke
Alexander Thomas Johnson
Taylor Johnson
† Victoria Johnson
Grace Ann Kaiser
Megan Elizabeth Kaiser
Aaryn Kennedy Kealty
Allison Nicole Kelsey
Hailey Kieltyka
Kirsten Mary Kline
Racheal Knoke
Paulina Kolavo
Brittany Lynn Komorowski
Lauren Elizabeth Koschmeder
Katherine Rose Krueger
Kristen Krueger
Jesse Kugler
† Mara Sofia Kuzmanovic
Bronson Kalani La Follette
Natalie Dawn LaPointe
† Sadie Laing
Stefani Alexia Lajeunesse
† Timothy Larson
Kyndahl Lawrence
Zoe Leeds
† Shiwen Liang
Sophie Siegel Lillie
Jennifer Lin
† Corey Michael Little
Tyladh Lodahl
Rachel Taylor Longo
Nathalie Ying-Ya Ly
James Magliocco
Janelle Maloney
Madalyn Joy Manzeck
Kimberly Jean Marchetti
Timothy John Markwell
Kimberly Susan Marshall
Amanda Blaeser Martina
Connor Martz
Mary Katherine Matoba
Lendra Maulson
Elisabeth Pamela Maurer
† Olivia Mayer
Colin Scott McBrair
Kelcie Ann McElhenie
Becky McGrath
Katherine Mary McGrath
Sorcha Mary McGrath
Courtney Ray McHugh
Megan McVenes
MacKenzie Melter
Amanda Mendelson
† Yuan Meng
Morgan Lee Menke
† Madelyne Trinier Meylor
Elizabeth Anne Meyrose
Elin Miller
Sarah Miller
Monica Gale Minor
Julia Ann Misenheimer
Kelli Janeen Montag
† Pablo Montes
† Tricia Mooney-Fogarty
Jason John Moore
Angelina Morales
Brianna Kailee Moritz
Julia Mosconi
Rita Moua
Holly Marie Mudrock
Dustin Muenchau
Emma-Lisa Murphy
Kara Rosemarie Murphy
Hadley Ann Musinsky
Katherine Christine Mydra
† Sarah Nasgowitz
Krista Rose Neerdaels
Jami Nicole Nelson
Leah Marie Nelson
Georgeanna Frances Nguyen
† Jessica Breann Nickels
Tayler Nowak
Jeremy Edward O’Brien
Allison O’Connor
Garret Payne
Tenzin Pema
† Ziqian Peng
Darouy Sisounthone Phoybanhdyt
Nicole Marie Piske
Kayla Plath
Claire Marie Prather
Kiley Eileen Quinlevan
† Gabrielle Shea Raines
Katelyn Ann Rains
Bijan Alejandro Ramirez
† Lydia Caroline Ranshaw
Claire McCormick Reardon
Brianna Lynn Reichling
Christina Rembalski
Hayley Richter

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Ryan Robert Rink
Brittany Risler
† Staci Roscizewski
‡ Hallie Greta Rosenblum
Stevie Leigh Rosenkranz
Emily Kayla Rothstein
† Catherine Havens Ruekert
Lauren Elizabeth Rumball
Stephanie Marie Ryczewicz
† Kailey Sabel
Nancy Saevang
Ashley Sarnosky
† Marissa Savitch
† Hailey Sawtelle
Bridget Schams
† Samantha Schauvaney
Heather K. Schmitz
Julie Eva Schorr
Megan Schroeder
Isabelle Selep
Haley Jennifer Selje
† Nickolas Richard Sheahan
Genevieve Campbell Shubin
Kelsey Rae Simonson
Kaylie Slowinski
Victoria Rose Smith
Lauren Kate Smyczek
Kelsey Soskel
Anna Elisabeth Spiekerman
Brooke Mackenzie Stanek
Miranda Sue Stanek
Samantha Statz
Abigail Steger
† Emily Anne Stewart
Christine Suchomel
Julia Elizabeth Sullivan
Nicole Swanson
Jenna Tabatchnick
Leah Terri Tews
Kadee Thao
Paiab Thao
† Alyssa Ann Theder
Megan Casey Thomas
Elisha Beth Thompson
Justin Charles Thompson
Austin De’Von Traylor
John J. Trepanier
Casey Anne Turro
Nicole Lynn Tutaj
Denisse Ugalde Torrijos
John Emme Vandenbroucke
Chia Vang
Lucy Vang
Tiffany Vang
Morgan Voigtlander
Elizabeth Wadle
† Caitlin Wagner
Hannah Wagner
Lily Elizabeth Walljasper
LaBreea Walsh
Jeeyoung Wang
Marta Cristina Wangard
Halie Weigel
Emily Wells
Kelly Whitley
Dakota Whyte
Amy Wielgus
Sarah Wilcox
Sarah Winter
† Lindsey Wirht
Nicole Wittkopf
Man Sin Wong
Jill Wormser
Plia Xiong
Gayoen You
Lexy A. Zaddack
† Miranda Renee Zahn
Sydney Rae Zaransky
‡ Abigail Zellner
† Kathryn Marceil Zionkowski

College of Letters and Science

† Tristan Abbott
† Khalid Amer Abd-Haleem
   Amna Hassana Abdulsalam
   Jennifer Abilmona
   Valerie Acker
   Gabriela Isabel Adams
   Kimberly Lynn Adams
   Morgan Adelman
   Lyndsey Adkins
† Sarah Jolynn Adler
   Rahul Agarwal
   Lissette Aguila
   Michelle Aguilar
   Erin O’Leary Ahern
   Rafay Ahmad
   Margaret Elizabeth Aik
   Laura Kay Aiken
   Emaan Afza Akbar
   Hannah Akbik
   Gina Justine Alagna
   Joanna Albert
† Colleen Cecelia Albrechts
† Arren Lucas Alexander
   Garen Alexander
   Oceana Noel Alexander
† Maria Pagano Alioto
   Adeline Rose Allen
   Erich Alt
   Julie Altenhofen
   Cole Altman
   Daniel Alurralde
   Martin Jose Alvarado
   Samuel Alvarado Silverman
   Abigail Louise Alvarez
   Mohammad Alwazrah
   Rawan Nadeer Alzayer
   Isaac Elgin Ama
† Marcus Lawrence Amato
   Grace Ann Ames
   Keith Robert Ammerman
   Neha Anand
   Aaron Benjamin Anderson
   Eric Peter Anderson
   Hannah Anderson
   Jennifer Jordan Anderson
† Miranda Lynn Anderson
   Philip Anderson
† Kailee Marie Andrews
   Mackenzie Jane Andropolis
   Myles Izaak Annis
   Samantha Jean Apple
   Baris Applebaum
   Cameron Taylor Ariana
   Savannah Armstrong
† Chelsea Elizabeth Arndt
   Kiera Jane Vento Arnsen
   Lilia Stephanie Arreola
   Alexandra Arriaga
† Alexander Ash
   Daniella Assing
   Ashley Marie Atkinson
   Michael Christopher Atkinson
   Victoria Rose Atkinson
   Jane Attermann
† Samuel Audley
   Kelly Louise Austin
   Nicole Austin
   Kawika Arthur Avilla
† Adam Awe
   Elif Ayar
   Emily Kay Azad
† Samantha Jane Azuma
   Rachel Babiarz
   Amanda Paige Babler
   Brett Alan Bachman
   Kegan M. Back
† Rory Michael Bade
† Sabina Rose Badola
† Heikal Badrulhisham
Alex James Baeseman
Benjamin Michael Baeten
Isaac Christian Bailey
Rebecca Nicole Bailey
Joanna Jeanne Baisch
† Sasha Nicole Baken
Amy Baker
Daniel Baker
‡ Hamza Ibrahim Bakhtiar
† Rachel Baldwin
† Ryan Ballentine
Justin Balog
Malgorzata Banach
Weston Reed Banker
Jude Barakat
† Mollie Christine Barden
Kimberly Nicole Barkhahn
Clayton Lewis Barnett
John Joseph Barrett Jr.
Marissa Marie Barrett
† Sean Alexandra Barron
Christopher Barry
Thomas Patrick Barry
Samantha Barsuli
Erin Marie Barta
Savannah Lynn Bartel
‡ Andrew Peter Bartsch
Allison Marie Bartuce
Benjamin Bartz
Brandon Basinski
Kate Bathurst
Alec Schilke Batson
† Therese Joan Battiola
‡ Sydney Baumeister
Alex Baumgartner
Natasa Baumhak
MollyJo Bauch
Ryan Baxter
Karen Baylon
Fiona Mary Beamish-Crouthamel
Juan Carlos Becerra Jr.
Zachary Beck
Benjamin Robert Becker
Michael John Becker
† Samantha Nancy Becker
Maxwell James Beckers
‡ AnaElise Rose Beckman
† Elena Grace Beckman
David Bedell
Gina Terese Bednarek
† Kate Susan Bednarke
Jacob John Beebe
† Tessa Beeler
† Jack Thomas Beise
Lucas John Belair
† Jonah Beleckis
Dominic Belmonte
Alison Jesse Benda
Brittani Marie Benner
Tate’Yanna Ariel Bennett
Nia Kenya Benton
Alex Michael Bentz
Christa Marie Berce
Brian Bergman
† Meghan Raquel Bergman
Bradley Bernarde
Alexander Samuel Bernell
Max Bernklau
Scott Andrew Berthiaume
Emme Elizabeth Bertler
Paul Manfred Bertram
† Megan Patrice Bertsche
Clay McKinley Bess
† Alexander R. Beszhak
Devon Mandrell Betts
Andrew Beulen
† Kelsey Tierra Beuning
† Thomas Robert Bewell
Divya Bhat
† Marcella Bianchi
Ali Bichler
Rebecca Lillian Patricia Biddick
Jillian Ruth Biener
† Kaitlyn Michaela Biester
† Anthony Edward Birch
Melissa Elizabeth Bird
Jeffrey Birnkrant
Erin Birschbach
Lauren Amanda Blackburn
† Brice James Blahnik
Madeleine Genna Blake
Tyler Michaels Blakeslee
† Christian Jacob Blank
Michael R. Blankenship
Robert Worland Blankenship
Maya Leah Blasberg
† Kristen Leigh Blaser
Brett Blasek
Christian Wyatt Blatner
† Ruby Gallop Blau
Paul Blazevich
Jacob Samuel Blitstein
Alec Cabot Blivas
† Laura Marie Block
† Zachary Bloomberg
† Zachary David Bloomdahl
Abigail G. Bluett
Drew Blumenthal
Zoe Louise Blumenthal
† Sarah Bochat
Angela R. Boehm
JT’ Boelter
† Mikayla Lynn Bogart
Preston Boggs
Sarah Lee Bohl
Jake Bohnsak
Dustin Edward Bolduan
Kyle Alan Bollman
Westley David Bonack
Eric Bonapace-Potvin
† Genna Bonfiglio
Emily Christine Bongiorno
† Evan Booth
† Jennifer Jean Boots
Nicole Borgerding
Lauren Boritzke
Danielle Borst
Michael Rollyn Bostwick
David Joseph Bougie
Jessica Marie Bourin-Schreiter
Austin Daniel Bovee
Samuel Bowar
Emily Marie Bowie
Paul Joseph Bowman
Aaliyah Lynn Boyd
Joseph Day Boyd
Collin David Braam
Savannah Mae Brady
Dominic Davidson Braga
Katherine Amanda Brands
† David Austin Brandt
‡ Alexander Frederic Ludwig Brauer
Haley Braun
Marissa Lynn Braun
Michael Joseph Braun
† Elizabeth Ainsley Braunreuther
Jason Braverman
Madeline Lifson Braverman
Sean Bray
Nicholas John Brazzoni
Clare Catherine Brennan
Kathleen Elizabeth Brennan
† Hayley Jole Bresina
Thomas Bresnahan
Thomas Bridenhagen
† Zackery Wyatt Briesemeister
Margaret Louise Brink
Dawn Anne Brintnall
† Emily Elizabeth Brix
Elizabeth Anne Broadbridge
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Gabriel Trees Bromley
Alexandra Elizabeth Broome
Benjamin James Brouillette
Anna Brown
Audrey Brown
Bennett Allen Brown
Brandon John Brown
Brett Michael Brown
Justin Brown
† Kendra Brown
   Samuel Brownsworth
   Tiffani Bruce
   Amaya Rebecca Bruce-Allington
   Tori Rae Bruch
   Laurine Marie Bruder
   Laurel Rae Bruesehoff
‡ Chase Patrick Bruggeman
† Megan Marie Bucher
   Emily Ann Fairchild Buck
   Ellen Terrall Buckley
   Lee Buelow
   Phillip James Buelow
‡ Sara Elizabeth Bugliosi
   Jake Bujnowski
   Emma Bukowski
   Beth Burdick
   Justine Anna Burgraff
   Jacob Michael Burke
   Martha Burke
   Nathaniel David Burke
   Shannon Marie Burke
   Haley Paige Burkhardt
   Rachel Marie Burnham
   Jacqueline Burpee
   Irene Burski
   Timothy Mark Buser
   Grace Elizabeth Buting
   Kadie Jo Butteris
‡ Calla Kay Buttke
   Jessica Button
   Brian Nathaniel Buxton
   Talia Byck
   Katherine Cable
   Ann Cacace
† Nicholas Caldwell
‡ Sophia Grace Kristine Callahan
   Sarah Katherine Calvert
   Eduardo Camacho
   Alexander John Camp
   Mayer Camille Campbell
   Emma Jane Erwin Campion
   Natalia Canas
† Rachell Kersey Caniza
   Emma Marie Cannon
   Hailey Cannoy
   Ian Ross Canovi
   Julio Cantillo
† Liwei Cao
   Mengdie Cao
   Yanjun Cao
   Yanting Cao
‡ Alina Capanna
† Lucas James Capistrant
   Rachel Caraher
   Jacob Caravello
   Douglas J. Carhuff
† Caroline G. Carlson
   Charlie Carlson
   Jennifer Carlson
† Mackenzie Erin Carlson
   Andrea Braam Carr
‡ David James Carr
   Sophie Herzog Carr
   Ebony A. Carson

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Genevieve Ann Carter
† Shannon Kay Cashin
Brady Cassidy
Jacob Dean Cassidy
Joao Vitor Pimentel de Castro
Kerbi Cavanor
† Runzhe Cen
Katie Shoshana Cera
† Nicholas Thomas Cerfus
Daniel James Cerroni
Benjamin Murray Cessine
Dixon Chan
Eldridge Chan
Alysia Chang
Benjamin Chang
Sterling James Chapin
Elana Bella Charles
† Victoria Rose Charpentier
Amy Renee Chart
Erin Elizabeth Chavez
Casey John Chemer
Anran Chen
Bingbing Chen
Chen Chen
Emi Marie Bogucki Chen
Fangming Chen
Hanyu Chen
Minne Chen
† Quyao Chen
Shishun Chen
Shu Chen
Xinyu Chen
Yelin Chen
‡ Zhilin Chen
David Kin-Wai Cheng
‡ Lixue Cheng
Emily Faith Chestler
Sumi Chi
Eric Chilson
Martin N. Chiu
Allison Nicole Chmiel
Kenneth Chng
Nelson Cho
Ji Ung Choi
† Seree Choi
Youn Ku Choi
Jue Yinn Choy
Mickey Thomas Christensen
Samuel Christensen
Trevor Charles Christenson
Kathryn Sue Christner
Simon Chudnow
Heather Chun
SungEun Chung
Lauren Darlene Chypyha
Alekander Josef Cianciara
Tessa Cichy
Megan Alyssa Cindric
Alex Ciszewski
Arthur Clark
Chasidy Kealohilani Peggy Clark
Daniel Clark
Nicole D. Clark
Taylor Clark
Timothy James Clark
† Kealey Victoria Clemens
Sam Matthew Cleveland
Tia Lynn Cleveland
Bryce Levi Clostermer
Alexander Kindel Coakley
Nathaniel Richmond Cobbett
Jacy Noel Cochran
‡ Nicolette Marie Codispoti
† Delaney Coe
Thomas Jacob Cohen
Danielle Coller
† Stephen Wolfe Colleton
Mitchell Collier
Joel Adam Collingwood
Jackson Lucas Comeau
Richard Daniel Conway
Brian Cook
Jessica Lorraine Cook
Kayla Louise Cooke
† Rebecca Ann Cooks
† Theresa Ann Cooley
† Casey Cooney
Gillian Mary Cooper
Daniel Adam Corcoran
Alec Cordero
Matthew Benjamin Corwin
† Allison Rebecca Cott
Megan Catherine Cotter
Eoin Cottrell
Casey Coulson
Chantal Cowie
Samuel Harris Cox
Tyler Cox
† Jarod Jameson Coyer
† Kasey Cragg
Caitlin Gayle Craighead
Erin Elizabeth Crain
Alexander Brian Cranfill
Anna M. Crapser
Emily Rose Craven
† Christopher Timothy Creedon
Sophia Marie Criscione
Gabriela Cristobal
David Alan Crosby
Talia Crum
† Kaylah Marie Cruz-Herrera
Elena Katherine Cueller
Julia Cullen
† Rebekah Duraine Y Cullum
† Emily Cunningham
Miranda Curry
Alex Joseph Cuskey
Kathleen Marie Cyr
Matthew Robert Cyr
Austin Andrew Czarnecki
‡ Jillian D’Arcy
Natalie Anna Dahl
Kelsey Dail
Joseph LaVern Dailey
‡ Sarah Dalgleish
Christina Dalton
Jordan Damashek
Taylor Ann Damrow
Cheyenne Winter Danbrova
Anh Phuong Dang
Chen Dang
Brandon Hanna Danial
Paul Edward Daniels
Gregory John Datka
Taylor Ann Daubenspeck
† Grant Edward Davies
† Chandler Christian Davis
Edmund Davis
† Shannon Davis
James Patrick Dayton
Lauren De Jesus
Eduardo De La Torre
† Astrid M. de la Cruz
‡ Lauren Elizabeth DeCarlo
† Joseph Frank DeGuire
Elias DeVoe
Joseph J. DeVries
Lauren Nicole DeVries
Lauren Nicole Deanes
Alexa Caressa DeBoth
Tyler Dedrick
Cody James Dei
‡ Joshua Dein
Michael Joseph DelVecchio
‡ Ashley Delacy
Marissa Marie Delain
Jeremy David Delao
Mariah Rose Deltour
Josiah Dean
Alex Delvoye
‡ Kathryn Delventhal
† Erica Michelle Deming

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Jeffrey David Dempsey
Shao Deng
Chandler Denhart
Emily Denler
† Andrew Denu
Tyler Alan Deraedt
‡ Shannon Desorcy
Kyle Adam Desrochers
Vincent Detra
Julia Marie Deutsch
Ryan Dexheimer
Reed Philip Dhein
Anthony Joseph Di Silvestro
Michelle Rose DiSilvestro
Kacie Diamond
Abigail Diamond Tumbush
Anthony Diaz
† Michael Steven Dickens
Amanda Marie Diedrich
Robert Sumner Diekelman
Julianne Dileo
‡ Michael James Dillenbeck
Joseph Robert Dillenburg
Dominic Christopher Dimmer
Derek Hunter Dinsmoor
Sam DiSalle
Jerome Donald Dixon
‡ Kevin Charles Dlugos
Linzie Linnea Dobbs
Jennifer Nicole Dobner
‡ Christopher James Doby
Jessica Sue Docken
Clara Dockter
‡ Emma Rose Doener
Randall Thomas Dohm
Bryan Dolan
† Meagan Doll
‡ Roberta Dollinger
Lindsay Janae Doman
Mary Jane Dombrowski
Sherin Dominic
Roberta Donaldson
† Lusha Dong
Xing Hang Dong
Yunshu Dong
Zheyuan Dong
Jason Patrick Donker
Kathryn Doody
Matthew Steven Dooley
‡ Megan Lauren Dooley
Kamini Doraielu
Emily Doran
Morgan Rose Dorfman
Nicole Lindsey Dorn
Elizabeth Mary Dorsey
Yonatan Dotan
Grant David Doty
Lindsey Douglass
Matthew Patrick Dove
† Garrett Dow
Sarah Dowd
† Stephanie Erin Doyle
Claire Anne Dragich
Jessica Draws
Gabrielle Draxler
† Patrick Henry Drechsler
† Erin Drees
Alyssa Nicole Dreher
Leigh Catherine Drogemuller
Haley Scott Drozdowicz
Allen Druckrey
Kyle Edward Drumm
Zachary Dubey
Sophie Dubuisson
Nicole Dudelson
Katherine Anne Dudenas
Weronika Paulina Dudkiewicz
† Sara May Duesterhoeft
Blake William Duffin
Hallie O. Duffy
Maxwell Dufresne
Connor Heward Dugan
† Richard Joshua Dulli
Erin Elizabeth Dumes
Hannah Dunke
Alex Dundas
‡ Cody Dunn
John Francis Dunn V
Caroline Dunphy
† Nathan Dupont
Elsa Rae Duranceau
Michael Joseph Duratinsky
Alexander Ray Duren
Arianna Blair Durnell
Danielle Jenae Dutelle
Eric Konrad Duwe
Kristin Marie Dwan
Nicholas Andrew Dykstra
† Izabela Dziedzic
Rebecca Florance Eastham
Raquel Ebbe
Joscelin Daniele Eberle
† Sahar Edalatpour
Kaj Andrew Edstrom
Brian Edwards
Jake Edwards
Neffatri Kanini Edwards
† John Whitman Egbert
Lilly Eggert
Nicholas Justin Eggert
Kaitlynn Egre-Contreras
‡ Alissa Ann Ehlers
† Claire Eichmann
‡ Elyse Anne Eisen
Elliot Christopher Eklund
Emma Jane Eldred
Jasmin Elhindi
Daniel James Ellestad
Nathaniel Augustine Elliott
Daniella Emanuel
† Anna Tess Emery
Jonatan Encarnacion
† Bodhi James Ender
Deanna Marie Endres
‡ Kristin Marie Enea
Daniel John Engel
Masayo Madison Engel
Matthew Stephen Engel
Victoria K. Engel
Jacob Timothy English
Enkhzaya Enkhtaiwan
Joshua Harrison Epstein
Brett Michael Erdmann
Samuel Luke Erickson
Abigail Erin Ernst
Thomas Errath
† Emily Alexandra Essex
Miguel Luis Carnece Estrada
† Pilar Isabel Estrada
Seok Hyun Stan Eun
Alana Mae Evans
Harrison Oliver Evans
Sarah Evon
Andrea Clare Ewald
Spencer Carter Ezell
Ada Victoria Ezemba
Alexandra Ezralow
† Samantha Jaye Ezrilov
† Deidra Rosemarie Fabbri
Alex J. Faber
Katherine Michelle Fadelli
† Rebecca B. Fahney
Yuqiang Fan
† Roy Fang
Shuang Fang
Tobi Fanibi
Micaiah Ian Faraj
Michael Malik Farr
Steven S. Farrell
Nicole Leigh Fasciglione
Joseph Maxwell Fassbender
Caleb Michael Fedewa

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Roman Fedysyn
Thomas Jacob Feigenson
Michelle Marie Felch
† Nora Goldie Feldman
Brendan Fellenz
Katherine Florence Caplan Fellman
Lindsey Felth
Paul Rouman Felton
Yutong Feng
† Melinda Fenn
Adelaide Fenton
Tiana Ferrick
‡ Elise Fester
† Kendra Feuling
Derek Wallace Field
Rebekah Morgan Fiers
† Mikolaj Jakub Filon
Isabel Kate Finn
Jack Gerard Finnegan
Joseph Michael Fiorita
Alexander Henry Fischer
Craig Fischer
† Cristina Lynn Fischer
Melinda Ellen Fischer
Gabrielle Leah Fishbaine
† Abigail Fisher
‡ Kelly Fisher
Matthew Jordan Fishkin
Helena Fistel
Brody Fitzpatrick
Andrew Flach
† Michael Rebekah Fleischman
‡ Jacob Fleming
Christopher Flood
Uniqua Flowers
Ashley Floyd
Katie Fluger
Caitlin Marie Flynn
Colin Flynn
Evan Flynn
Patsy Flynn
Amber Faye Foerster
Jessica Foley
† Tyler Foley
Steven William Fons
Elia Fontan
Andrew Forkey
Emma Forman
† Jonathan Gerard Formella
Peter Michael Formiller
Charles Matthew Foss
Drew Fossen
Adam Fox
† Alexander Forrest Fox
Haley Zoe Fox
Patrick Franken
Garrett Frankson
† Caleb Elliot Frandson
Molly Nicole Franz
Alexandria Frasier
Amy Meyer Freeberg
Benjamin David Freeman
† Ethan Edward Fricker
Alexander Cole Friedman
Connor Friese
Casey Rachel Frink
Chelsea Ann Fritz
Corey James Frohna
Justin Julius Froze
Nailah Frye
Siying Fu
Joseph P. Fujinaka
Anne Jacquelin Fuller
† Daniel John Funk
Elizabeth Jane Gabrielse
Brittany Gacek
Chadwick Foster Gaffney
John Ventura Gagliardi
Jordan Shafah Gaines
† Julia Barbara Gajewski
Matthew Gajewski
John Gallagher
Patricia DeOliveira Gama
Katelyn Lee Gamache
Rosanna Gambino
‡ Mia Gambucci
† Hui Gan
Brittany Ganser
Cong Gao
‡ Yannan Gao
Catherine Elaine Garcia
Gladys Jocelyn Garcia
Nicolas Garcia
Stephanie Lynn Gardner
Julia Rose Garside
† Benjamin William Garton
Emily Garton
Stephen Victor François Gaschignard
David John Gauch
Cecilia Margaret Gehred
Jessica Geise
† Lisa Geller
Timothy George
Stephanie Georgen
Alexandra Jean Gephart
Matthew Robert Gerke
Lindsay Rae Gerondale
† Laura Elizabeth Gerow
† Thomas Giardina
Alexander Gibson
Leah Joy Gilbertsen
Shani Rachel Gilboa
Nicole Belle Gile
Mackenzie Bennett Gill
Daniel Michael Gillitzer
Angela Jean Gilman
Hannah Gilmore
Andrew Joseph Gilsdorf
Madeline Jewell Gilson
Matthew Lee Giroux
Kara Jeanne Gitter
Jake Glading
Blayke Faye Gladstone
Carolyn Brooke Glaser
Bradley Jackson Glendenning
Genevieve Helene Globus
† August Gregory Glomski
Julia Anne Elizabeth Glueck
Benjamin James Godlewski
Jesse Dallis Goerl
Peter Jordan Goetsch
‡ Mckenna Goetz
Kaitlin Frances Goggin
Jordan Goggins-Bryant
† Megan Gokey
Andrew Michael Gold
Samuel Lowell Goldberg
Drew Frederick Goldfarb
Emily Davida Goldstein
Daniel Gollin
David James Golz
Arlyn Gonzalez
Ruben Gonzalez
Thomas Good
Taryn Marie Gordon
† Marie Elizabeth Gorman
Matthew Gorski
Stanley Martin Gorski II
† Marlene Gotlieb
† Sophie Honey Gotlieb
Maxwell Gottsacker
Ellen Jean Gough
† Samuel Govier
Elizabeth Christine Grabow
Emma Jean Gradian
Elizabeth Grams
Lupe Granados
† Max Grand
Erin C. Grasmick
Dana Alison Graves
Elizabeth Ann Graves
Michael Gray

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Payten Graykowski
Jack Graziano
Bridget Marie Greenaney
Christine Diane Grebe
Bailey Anne Green
† Erin Rose Green
Joshua Samuel Greenberg
Lila Suzanne Greenberg
Lydia Rachel Stoltzfus Greenberg
† William Arnold Greenberg
Jordan Greene
Sean Greene
Shelby Ann Greenwaldt
Emily Paige Greenwald
Caroline Grenis
‡ Monica Gressett
Ryan Thomas Grieser
Caisey Griffith
Miranda Leigh Griffith
Nathaniel Grill
† Kristen Grilli
Sara Grimes
Elizabeth Kirsten Grinde
Annamaria Lucia Grinis
Nelson Groeber
Jack Ryan Gross
Pamanisha Marshaen Gross
Alexander R. Grosz
Matthew-James KhongMong Groves
David Gruentzel
‡ Elizabeth Ann Gryzmala
† Xiongcheng Gu
† Anne Elizabeth Guadagnino
Sarah Lynn Gudmundson
Robert James Guerrero
‡ Jonathon Paul Gulliver
Megan Marie Gundelfinger
Emma Gunderson
‡ Haley Christa Gunderson
† Shelby Gunderson
Yanxiang Guo
Shelby Guzman
Caroline Theresa Gust
Tricia Gustin
† Taylor Ann Gutche
Melissa Guth
Brianna Nicole Gutierrez
Marvin Gutierrez
‡ Felipe Gutierrez Barragan
Griffin Gutkoska
Mitchell Douglas Haag
Kyle Glen Hadaway
† Morgan Marie Haefner
Micaela Elizabeth Haggenjos
James Edward Haider
Madeline Audrey Hailer
† Kelsey Haines
Kayla Halderson
Paul Hale
Sofia Halgren
Bradley Carl Hall
Jacob Steven Hall
† Katherine Barbara Hall
Mikayla Jo Hall
Monica Rose Hall
Morgan Elizabeth Hall
Dylan Gandolph Haller
‡ Kelly Nicole Hallowell
‡ Elizabeth Lynn Hamel
Haley Anna Hamilton
Hannah Marie Handal
Hunter Handler
Benjamin Haner
Katelyn Rebecca Marie Hanf
† Rewais Benjamin Hanna
Jane Patricia Hanneman
† Alexandra Leigh Hansen
Amy Hansen
Kristin Hansen
Robert Michael Hansen
† Ashley Elaine Hanson
Casey Hanson
Cayla Elisabet Hantzsch
Emily Elizabeth Hardcastle
Tess Hardell
Quentin Maxwell Hardt
Ailsa Bree Harju
Mitchell Pierce Harlan
Erin Elizabeth Harper
† Daniel James Harrigan
Christen Elise Harrington
Ryan Thomas Harrington
‡ Brennan Marshall Harris
Thomas Franklin Hart
Maham Hasan
Hanayo Hasegawa
Alana Hassan
Abraham Stephen Haupt
Madeleine Hausberg
‡ Cory Matthew Hawley
† Katherine Rose Hayes
Yolanda Hayes-Barnes
Riley Hays
‡ Yizeng He
Connor Lawrence Heck
Sarah Anne Heffley
Michael Heibel
Alexa Nicole Heikkinen
Annika Linnea Heilman
† Sarah Marie Hein
Nicholas Heindl
Jessica Leigh Heines
Samantha Lane Heino
Eric James Heintze
Karissa Held
Scott Hellestad
Christopher Helm
Greta Joyce Helmueller
Brooke Marie Hemze
Ariana Kathleen Henck
† Anna Louise Henckel
Emily Morgan Hendersen
Brian Andrew Hennessy
† Alex Paul Henning
Jacqueline Henning
Julian Alain Henry
† McKenzie Lee Hensen
Zachary Joseph Hepps
Mai Nou Her
Yeng John Her
† Alexander Herbert
Elizabeth Herman
Mychal Ricardo Hermida
Emily Nicole Herrmann
Katelyn Ann Hertel
Jennifer Rose Heup
Maggie Marie Heurung
‡ Sophie Angelica Heywood
Mathias Aloysius Hibbard
‡ Joshua David Hicks
‡ Margaret Ann Hietspas
Michelle Marie Hilke
† Elizabeth Ann Hill
Audrey Hilts
Aaron Paul Hiniker
Zachary Taylor Hirn
Michael Hiron
† Cassandra Elizabeth Hirsch
Shira Hirsch
Daniel Hively
Janae Frances Hochmuth
Brett Hochstaetter
† Keely Hoeve
Megan Nicole Hoffman
Charles Hoffmann
Isaac Andrew Hoffmann
Evan Levine Hofmeister
Riley Hogan
Bennett Clark Hogendorn
‡ James Holden
Katherine Mary Holland
Matthew Holland

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
‡ Ethan Lawrence Kay
Charlotte Amelita Kazlauskas
† Ellen Keal
Gregory Francis Keating
Taylor Keaton
† Kyle Ajay Keefe
Ryan Andrew Keehr
Sarah Keelan
Kelsey Keller
† Todd Keller
‡ Mikayla Kelley
Meghan Beth Kellner
Brian James Kelly
† Robert Theodore Wolfgang Kelnosky
Natalie Jean Kemp
† Kelcie Kempenich
Stephanie Rae Kempf
Elena Anne Kennedy
Nicholas Jon Kent
Connor Kepchar
Ryan Michael Kesler
Megan Kessenich
Zachary Ketzlach
Marjon Khakbaz
Asif Khan
‡ Sehr Sohail Khan
† Daniel Henry Khouri
Derek Sterling Kienbaum
Mercedes Marie Kile
Dong Woo Kim
† Doyeun Kim
Grace Kim
HyeMin Kim
Hyung Jin Kim
JeongJin Issac Kim
Jisun Kim
† Jiyeon Kim
Jong Woo Kim
Kyu Bum Kim
Stephanie Kim
Sung Ho Kim
Yoon Chul Kim
Ryan Alexander Kimbrell
Justin Jeffrey Kin
Michael Joseph Kindelin
Gabrielle King
Logan King
Rose Annalee King
† Sara Ellen King
Elizabeth Margaret Kinsella
Jordan Kinstler
Anne Forbes Kipcak
Amanda Marie Kirkland
Megan Kirley
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Edgar Joseph Kitaj
Kathleen Kivarkis
Marisa Elizabeth Joy Kjetland
James Keith Klabunde
Gabriella Margaux-Pérez Klein
Jessica Marie Klein
Michelle Nicole Kleitsch
† Courtney Elizabeth Klemme
Lauren Rose Klippel
Liesl Louise Klop
Ellen Klosterman
‡ William Frederick Kluender
Ty John Kluesner
Chelsey Mary Knapp
Trevor Kniaz
Remington Forbes Knight
Lindsey Knoll
† Rachel Elise Knudten
† Craig Knuth
‡ Alec James Koehler
John Robert Koehler
Kevin John Koenigs
Emily Anne Koethe
Olivia Rose Koivisto
Josie Kolbeck
Danielle Lee Kollpainter
Joshua Harris Konner
Seth Michael Konner
‡ Matthew Gregory Konz
‡ Lizzie S. Kopp
Laurel Kordyban
Ryan Christopher Korling
Renee Kortendick
‡ Kelsey Lanell Koss
Thomas Averill Koss
† Stefan Patrick Kostelyna
Emily Sue Kostuch
Casey Jo Kothbauer
‡ Connor Kotte
† Jake Kowalski
Katelyn Kowalsky
Madeline Ruth Krahn
Alyssa Marie Krajewski
† Kristina Kramarczuk
Ian Kraus
† Ashley Krause
Eric Krejcarek
Dakota Rae Krenz
Ayla Marie Kress
Samantha Lee Kressin
Daniel Brennan Kretsch
Michael Kreutzfeldt
Benjamin Harlyn Kreyer Jr.
† Jordan Krieger
Romana Kriskova
Anders Kristensen
Bryan Kristensen
Karl David Kristensen
‡ Benjamin Alan Krueger
Elizabeth Kathleen Krueger
Erika Ellen Krueger
Mary Paige Krueger
Spencer David Kruse
Kaitlyn Krzyzaniak
Ciara Dawn Kubesh
Phillip Adam Kubic
Nicholas Andrew Kucera
Caitlin Marie Kuckes
Scott Stephen Kuczynski
† Sarah Rae Kuelbs
† Amanda Marie Kujawa
Samantha Daisy Kumbier
Hui-Chun Kuo
Yi Kuo
‡ Kara Allyson Kurland
† Jessica Kurowski
Julia Kurt
Matthew Jon Kurth
Trevor Kurth
Stephanie Kuster
‡ Suzanna Kwa
‡ Joseph Charles L'Huillier
Eric LaGesse
† Janelle Lila LaJeunesse
Benjamin Russell LaVaque
Quinn Labowitch
Anthony Labrasca
Miranda Marie LaCroix
‡ Cody Dean LaCrosse
Elena Alena Ladanenko
‡ Spencer Lagesse
Henry David Lagrimini
Kunga Lakashak
‡ Chloe Lawrence Lake
Melissa Lakritz
Shaz Laliwala
Rachael Lynn Lallensack
Chelsea Ann Lambert
Samuel Clemente Lamers
‡ Matthew Grant Lammers
Michael Lampe
† Kathryn Grant Lammers
Michael Lampe
‡ Samuel Elizabeth Lampert
Samuel Arthur Land
Robert Frederick Landa
Emma Greer Landauer
Laura Sylvia Landgraf
† Amy Coral Lang
Nicole Maridel Lang
Jacob Terry Langer
Melissa Langhoff
Marc W. LaPierre
Peter Vincent Laraia
Joseph Larkin
† Carolina Larrain
Connor Elizabeth Larsen
† Ethan Kent Larsen
Rachel Anne Larsen
Anna Gwendolyn Larson
Connor Larson
Dean Scott Larson
† Kirsten Anne Larson
Tamar Lascelle
Rachel Elise Laseke
Ian Gray Latham
Helen Marie Lauermann
Alexander Laughlin
Haley Denise Laundrie
‡ Emily Laurence
Matthew Jay Lauritzen
Connor Scott Lauzon
Briana Marie-Doris Lawler
‡ Erin Lawrence
Alexandra Simone Lawton-Yoder
Hallie LeBell
Audra Lea
Cameron Thomas Leatham
Andrew Lebeau
Sarah Ann Lechner
Chase Stephen Lederer
Ah Hyun Lee
Dahea Lee
Gloria Goeun Lee
Hong Gee Lee
† Jae Sang Lee
Jameson Lee
Ka Nixon Lee
† Marissa Lynn Lee
Newzone Lee
Vivian Lee
Young Jun Lee
Yu Pheng Lee
James Jeffrey Lefebvre
Patrick Andreas Lehmans
Ling Lei
Steven Maxwell Leib
Brianne Evangeline Leibham
† Amanda Leighton
Megan Leineberg
Colleen Lennon
† Alissa Ray Lenz
† Maxted Michael Lenz
‡ Natalie Noelle Lenz
Alejandro Leon
Nicole Leon
† Melanie Leopold
Jayme Lynn Lepak
‡ Grace Lauren Leppanen
Jake A. Lepper
Louis Maximilien Leroy
‡ Joshua Adam Lesser
Matthew Leszcynski
James Letten
Danielle Rae Leuker
† Emma Christine Leuman
† Benjamin Jacob Leuzinger
Daniel Robert Levandoski
Jaclynn Gertrude Leveille
Joshua Miles Levin
Jacob Robert Levine
Nicole Gabrielle Levine
Adam Davis Levitt
Claire Lewis
‡ Gen Li
Guozheng Li
Jay Li
† Li Li
† Moyuan Li
Qiyung Li
† Xuuneng Li
Yimeng Li
† Zhefeng Li
Zhuoran Li
Zonghao Li
Kevin Liberman
Gavin Liesener
Paige Elizabeth Lightner
Jamie Lilburn
Kristin Lillie
Chae Hyun Lim
Fengzhi Lin
† Yuxiong Lin
† Celeste Lindstrum
† Sofia Bilger Linsenmeyer
Amanda Litchke
Calla Little
Daniel Jacob Litvak
Jiaqi Liu
‡ Jieyang Liu
Lisa Liu
Milton X. Liu
Oliver Dayun Liu
Sitong Liu
Tina Liu
† Yaoyuan Liu
Yiming Liu
† Yuanchen Liu
‡ Jolie Lizotte
Seth Llano
Dana Roxanne Locatelli
† Gillian Nicole Locke
Molly Logic
† Harper Grace Long
Elliot Christopher Loomishownd
Madeline Rose Loper
Charlie Lor
Maliya Lor
Caitlin Lee Loughran
Joseph Alan Lourigan

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Alexander Lovendahl
Devin Elizabeth Lowe
Peter Joseph Luck
Joseph Gordon Lukasik
Nicole Rae Lukens
Jordan Timothy Luker
Kellen Lund
McKenzie Kay Lund
Spencer Lund
Rose Lundy
George Luo
Nicole Christine Luoma
Matthew James Lupini
Shannon Luschen
Alexandra Christine Lusic
Anna Josephine Schmitz Ly nn
Michael Edward Lynn
Kenneth James Lyons
Kirsten LeAnn Lyons
Qianyun Ma
Ruobing Ma
Brianna Nicole Maas
Calvin Mabie
Jill Mary Macdonald
Diana Macias
Kaitlin Laine Mackes
Natalie Maczuga
Ty Madey
Monica Madrigal
Ethan Maes
Danielle Maher
Campbell Ann Maier
Nate Maier
Kareem Mahmoud Malas
Leah Malkovich
Aaron John Mallek
Quinn Joseph Mallery
Emily Rebecca Mallon
Shannon Marie Malone
Sihan Man
Steisi Manco
Mohan Mandali
Karen Mandel
Alexander Mandella
Madalyn Kaye Mandich
Carly Sarah Manger
Bhupinder Singh Manhani
Hannah Manik
Sydney Michelle Mann
Brock David Manning
Katelyn Corrine Manthei
Maxx Marcus
Alessandro Giuliano Margalli
Rachel Margis
Elizabth Lorraine Marik
Tara Damali Marko
Joseph Bruce Marks
Michael Allen Marquardt
Jayme Lynn Marsh
Kylene Marie Martens
Calla Noel Martin
Emma Lisa Martin
Samuel Allen Martin
Ruby Jorita Martinez
Haley Marzolf
Andalusia Najla Masad
Akilah Ronee Mason
Dustin Edward Mason
Ethan Massen
Ashlin Massie
Janine Rose Mathee
Luke Mathers
Taylor Rae Mathewson
Nathanial Cavanaugh Matteson
Kairlyn Matthiae
Jacob Todd Matulle
Marilyn Christine Matusky
William Kenneth Matzke
Jesse Maurit
Jonathan Benjamin Maynard
Gregory Mayzus
Andrew McAleese
Sterling Samuel McCall
Elise McCauley
Brian McComb
Brock McCord
Dana Frances McCord
John Eric McDermott
Denzel McDonald
Rachel McDonald
Taylor Ann McDonald
Tanner McEvoy
Caya Mariet Mcfalls
Anna Christine McGee
William Henry McGovern
Jordan McGowan
Emma Elizabeth Jakim McGrath
Timothy John McGuire
Jonathan Robert McHugh
Zane McInturff
Daniel Christopher McKay
Camille McKee
Caitlyn McKeLvey
Chloe McKenzie
Savannah McKinnon
Becky McLain
Andrea McLaughlin
Kristine Marie McLaughlin
Margaret Rose McLaughlin
Jenna Lynn McMiller
Charielle McMullan
Ainsley McNerney
Marissa Rose McNerney
Mitchell Jon McNett
Nicole McNulty
Brittany Marie McPherson
Sarah McQuade
Abigail Macrae McQuillan
Megan Elizabeth McCarthy
Clare Keleher Mckinley
Emily Nicole Mech
Sean Medlin
Yiming Mei
Colton Meinecke
Craig Nelson Meister
Natalie Ann Melk
Courtney Marie Mellanby
David Melsenn
Phoenix Eby Melvin
Zicheng Men
Andrew James Mendolla
David Menendez
Elaine Margaret Menigo
Phillip Christopher Meredith Jr.
Michael Metzler
Brett David Meyer
Cole Meyer
Kathryn Rose Meyer
Elis Meyer-Grimberg
Emma Elizabeth Meyering
Maxwell George Meyers
Matthew Micaletz
Ian Michael Mickelson
Ian Flynn Midgorden
Gabrielle Marie Migliozzi
Nicholas Brenton Mihalyi
Alexander Augustus Green Miller
Benjamin Douglas Miller
Colleen Rose Miller
Elizabeth Catherine Miller
Jack Miller
Kara Shannon Miller
Maya Miller
Michael Thomas Miller
Niketa Rae Miller
Zachary Miller
John Joseph Millerick IV
Corey James Millkin
Hannah Hunter Mills
Hannah Louise Miner
Natalie C. Minix

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Gabrielle Christine Minter
Rebecca Ann Mischel
Ceylan Misirli
Joseph Michael Mitch
David Kokou Mlatawou
Andrew Michael Mlynzak
Rachel Mogck
Scott Aaron Mogilevsky
Neeraja Mohan Krishna
Grant Charles Mohlman
Kathryn Nicole Moldenhauer
Marissa Alice Monett
David Money
Kathryn Monfils
Raeanna Rose Monte
Megan Catherine Montgomery
Molly Jean Moon
Sungjung Moon
Jackson Willet Moore
Zackary Lane Moore
Cailey Moran
Annastasia Grace Morgan
Christopher Jonathon Morgan
Keayra Morris
Samuel Morris
Stephanie Alita Morrison
Fallon Emma Morrissey
Hannah Rose Morth
Sean Morton
Jesse Ross Moryn
Jacquelyn Beth Moss
Emmett Mottl
Stephen Moua
John Richard Mount
Austin James Mudd
Andrew Gunther Mueller
Eric Karl Mueller
Lisa Kay Mueller
Richard Francis Muggli II
Elizabeth Marie Muhowski
Cassidy Muir
Connor Patrick Mulhern
Muir Hall Mulholland
Ekaterina Mullendore
Bill Mulligan
Olan Munson
Andrew Patrick Murdoch
Connor Murphy
Devin Kieran Murphy
Kelsey Lee Murphy
Madelyn Erin Murphy
Margaret Susan Murphy
Alexander Patrick Murray
Blake Murray
Genesha Michelle Murray
Margaret Murray
Zachary Martin Muscavitch
Cagla Muslu
Michael Thomas Muszynski
Patrick Muto
Hasan Nadeem
Nivi Nair
Asha Marie Nandihalli
Nakul Narayan
William Charles Nathanson
Rebecca Nau
Karla Kandil Nawaly
Salsabila Nazari
Adrian Salvador Nazco
Zachary Needle
Connor Neff
Breana Emily Nehls
Matthew James Neil
Emily Jane Nelson
Hannah Joy Nelson
Loren Noelle Nelson
Matthew Alan Nelson
Nicholas Norman Nelson
Nicole Nelson
Richard Charles Nelson
David Edward Nestingen-Palm
Jeni Ann Nestler
Elise K. Neuhaus
Luke Kurt Neumann
Cassidy Rae Neuville
Brad Newhouse
Andrew Hart Newman
Minh Nguyen
Adam Nichols
Mark William Nicola
Xiaojian Nie
Sophia Nielsen
Laura Niesen
Lindsay Katherine Nigh
Kyle James Nikolay
Lauren Alyse Nitsche
Claire Ann Nitschke
Ziwei Niu
Kayleigh Marie Norgord
Ian Gregory Norman
Trevor Michael Norris
Samantha Jo North
Briana Norys
Sydney Lee Notermann
Kaitlin Christine Nottestad
Robert Novak
Christina Marie Nowak
Alec Grant Nummela
Jenna Leigh Nygren
Joshua Steven Nys
Tanner Allen Nystrom
Erin O'Brien
Matthew Kenneth O'Brien
Erin O'Connor
Maarika Kristin Elizabeth O'Donnell
Kevin C. O'Flaherty
Joseph Patrick O'Grady
Brenna Anne O'Halloran
Gabrielle O'Keefe
Jesse William O'Keefe
Matthew Thomas O'Keefe
Rachel O'Keefe
Mary Margaret O'Leary
Caitlin Marsells O'Malley
Kiernan Dee O'Malley
Briana Elizabeth O'Neil
Haley O'Neil
Trace Jordan O'Rorke
James Anthony O'Rourke
Joseph Allen O'Shasky
Celine Ann O'Toole
Madison Oberg
Yutaka Obi
Tyler Elijah Odders
Lydia Marie Odegard
Bradley E. Oestreich
Rebecca Fallon Ohnona
Haley Olig
Matt R. Olkowski
Elizabeth Ann Olsen
Michael Scott Olsen
Cameron Edward Olson
Carly Olson
David Olson
Devon Michael Olson
Kaleb Monte Olson
Zachary Olson
Joseph Olver
Joel Gifford Ondercin
Emily Orals
Alexander Orchard
Norbert Ordog
Kyle Orentas
Perri Rose Oringer
Marin Alyssa Oschmann
Elizabeth Osterberger
Allison Lynn Ostert
Louis Ostrander
Bryana Ostroff
Philip Ostrov
Ronald Osuocha
Andrew James Ott
Erin Ovadal
† Christopher Pai
Emma Fay Palasz
Caroline Palm
Jenna Alice Palmer
‡ Elizabeth Anne Palumbo
Ju Pan
Emma Kathleen Pankratz
Adrian Pantel
Jonathan Michael Papacek
Elli Pappas
† Ava Paradise
‡ Neha Sunit Paranjpe
Geeyyun Park
Jee Eun Park
Ashlee Paige Parker
Katie Iris Parker
Nathaniel Thomas Parker
Rachel Parks
Jacob Louis Parmacek
Lauren Rose Parnell
Andrea Pasmsinski
Laura Anne Pasqualone
Neil Umakant Patel
Drew John Patenaude
Wyatt Paul
Victoria Marie Paulson
James Edward Payne
Nancy Catherine Payne
David Matthew Pearson
Samuel Burton Peaslee
Matthew Anthony Peck
Samantha Louise Pecore
† Courtney Sarah Peist
Courtney Jean Pelot
Eric John Peloza
Matthew Thomas Peltier
† Bradley Louis Peltin
Quentin Penn-Joiner
† Kaitlyn Pennoyer
Hannah Perelshtein
Luisangel Perez
Rocio Perez
Karen Perez Hoyos
George Joseph Perrett
Dhanesh Andre Persaud
Emile McManus Pesch
† Tyler Peterka
Elizabeth Nicolle Peters
Maria Peters
Emerald Petersen
‡ Alexander Peterson
Andrew Philip Peterson
Connor Christopher Peterson
Kody Orrin Peterson
† Margot Elizabeth Peterson
Jarek Petras
Sarah Eileen Petri
Thuy Pham
Kevin Gerald Phelan
† Brandon Neal Phillips
Dylan Phillips
† Emma Kathleen Phillips
Mitch Lee Phillips
Niko Philosophos
† Mark Pikel
Paige Pichler
† Katrina Marie Pickart
Vreni Piguorsch
Jacob Pitchchodze
Kate Elizabeth Plagenz
Camille Claire Plaisance
† Cassondra Poeske
‡ Elliot Poh
Emily Poklar
Jonathan William Polikoff
Shelby Lea Polizzi
‡ Anna Elizabeth Pollard
Max Harrison Pomerantz
Kyle Pompei
Colin David Pope
Jordan Elizabeth Pope
Jackson Hue Popelka
Elissa Rose Port
Margaret Christine Porter
Johann Fredrick Poschung
Morgan Nicole Poss
Jacob Brian Post
Sophia Postiglione
† Leah Christine Povolny
Jared Daniel Powell
Jake Powers
† Helen Powling
† Michael Prairie
† Vincent John Prange
‡ Emmeline Mae Pratte
Nicole Rae Prey
Hunter Augustin Pribyl-Huguelet
Nathan Daniel Pritzl
Marco Nicolas Prouve
Michael Pueschner
Brenna Mary Elizabeth Puestow
† Molly Jean Pugh
Amelia Puhr
Janine Puleo
† Domenic Pulito
Kimberly Jeanne Pulvermacher
Brandon Quach
Jacob Quade
† Connor Sturiale Quagliana
Rachel Ann Quamme
Grace Quiring
Ariana Marie Rabin
Daniel Radaj
† Claire Catherine Raddatz
Adam Radi
Rebecca Marie Radix
† Meghan Elizabeth Radka
† Leah Irene Rafferty
Niamh Ayesha Rahman
Andrew Worley Rahn
Shruti Rajan
Vilashini Rajaratnam
Avinash Shashikala Rajendra
Jeremy Robert Rake
Daniel Ramirez
† Virginia Ramsey
Helena Jeanne Randle
† Ian Arthur Rasch
Rachel Leigh Rasmussen
‡ Anas Rattani
Mason Ray Raube
Julia Raupp
Ella Rose Rausch
Maggie Jean Ray
Katherine Rayer
Mallory Jane Raymond
Teri Rayome
Huzaifa Razaqa
Omaid Anjum Razzaq
‡ Shannon Elizabeth Reader
Parwat Regmi
† Erik Matthew Remler
Lu Ren
Tami Ren
‡ Marie Jean Renaud
Laura Demelza Athena Reschke
Casey Resendez
Anna Cecilia Re ubish
Luke Thomas Reuteman
† Danielle Marie Revai
Lauren Nicole Revello
† Catrina Mae Revolinski
Anna Rewey
† Bradley Reynolds
Julisa Maria Ricart
Adrian Rice
‡ Phoenix Makala Rice-Johnson
Arielle Rich
Katherine Elise Richards
† Michael Richter
Noah Richter

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Jackson Rickun
Lauren Elizabeth Riegert
Ethan Edward Riemenapp
John Vincent Riggs
Beau Stephen Rigstad
† Naveen Kaur Rihal
Elizabeth Marie Rime
Emily G. Ringold
Steven Ripley
Lauren Eileen Roach
Corey Anthony Roadhouse
Matthew Robbins
Maya Roberson
Katie Marie Robertson
Meghan Robinett
Daniela Robledo
Alexander Robles
Leopoldo Rocha Ocampo
Kevin James Rodenbeck
† Samuel John Rodenberg
Jacob James Rodgers
Jessica Rodgers
Ava Rodriguez
Rachel Rodriguez
Sergio Efren Rodriguez
Steven John Rodriguez
Stephen Roe
Riley Kaye Roehl
Lindsey Ann Roehrborn
Catherine Rose Roehre
Spencer Nicolaas Roehre
Colette Rogers
Elizabeth Paige Rohlf
Katlyn A. Rohr
Rebecca Rokacz
Elaine Conner Romenesco
Chase Roossin
Tania Rosa
Steven Rosandich
Roy Rosas
Elise Kathryn Rose
Emily Kathleen Rose
Patrick Louis Rose
Grant Thomas Rosenbaum
Jamie Rosenbaum
Joseph Wallace Rosenbecker
Erica Elizabeth Rosenberg
† Joel Elliot Rosenberg
Max George Rosenberg
† Samantha Dieter Rosenbloom
Courtney Lynn Rosenfield
Alli Rebecca Rosenthal
Joshua N. Rosing
Abigail M. Ross
Annelise Ross
Lyndsey Mari Ross
Matthew Jonathan Ross
Katie Lyn Ross-McGinnis
Kathleen Roster
Marissa Roth
Benjamin Michael Rothman
† Lillian Dorothy Rotter
Dylan Rowder
Mark William Rowe
James M. Roy
† Isaiah James Rozich
† Taylor Marie Rozman
Alexis Maryn Rubenstein
Michael J. Rubin
† Leo James Rudberg
Clare Rudolph
James Ruggiero
Timothy James Ruschell Jr.
‡ Zoe Shirah Russe
Caroline Russell
Elle Dawn Russell
Griffin Isaac Russo
† Hani Rustom
Michael Rustvang
Randal Kyle Ruvalcaba
Zachary Joseph Ryder
Jane Ryu
Sophie Irene Rzechowski
Megan Jo Sabatke
‡ Rachel Sacks
Shane Dylan Saddison-Bradford
Allison Renee Safir
Nura Said
† Michael Saidak
Eve Elizabeth Salamon
Luke Salamone
John Andrew Saletta
Matthew James Saletta
Andrew Michael Salewski
Natalie Marie Salo
Lawrence Salvati
‡ Sai-Suma Keerthi Samudrala
Eribera Sanchez
Grisselle Victoria Sanchez
Mallory Sandberg
Cori Sanduski
Natasha Antonette Sanoy
Ashley Lauren Santiago
Ashley Monica Sapieja
Marni Rae Sarazen
Joseph Sardina
Samantha Sardina
Joseph Robert Sarow
Ashraf Sarsour
Stephanie Sartell
William Sass
Atle Torre Saterbak
Christopher Robert Sather
Terrence Adam Satran
† Neda Kathry Sattler
Aziza Saulebay
Kevin Sawall
Alan Jacob Sayler
Michelle Sierra Scarpino
‡ Matthew Scataggia
Sylvia Renee Schad
Olivia Carol Schaefer
Nicholas Schafer
Kimberlin A. Schaid
Colton Harrison Schara
† Griffin Schauer
Jeremy Michael Scheer
Adam Schenck
Abigail Elizabeth Schilz
‡ Neal Adam Schlavensky
Henry Schmaltz
† Kayla ThuHa Schmeling
Audrey Ann Schmid
Michael William Schmitz
† Abbey Elizabeth Schneider
Nathan Marvin Schneider
Kimberly Schnell
Jennifer Lorraine Schnelle
Ashley Lyn Schoenbeck
Tyler Schoenke
Olivia Jo Schoenoff
Andrea Schoerner
Zachary Nolan Scholl
Luke Robert School
† Matalin Cerie Schoone
Michael Joseph Schostok
Elizabeth Schounard
Andrew David Schramm
Kathleen Genevieve Schreiber
Angoli Margret Schroeder
† Michelle Elizabeth Schroeder
Samuel Schroeder
Tai Bouvier Schroeder
Zoe Schroeder
Zoey Lee Schuck
Annelise Schuler
Kali Michele Schulte
Alexander Charles Schultz
† Conner Steven Schultz
Erica Schultz

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Grace Pennington Schultz
Malory Schultz
Anna Elizabeth Schulz
Louis Schulz-Welo
Kevin Schulze
Brooke Ellyn Schumann
Lauren Rose Schwark
Ellie Schwartz
Jana Alexandra Schwartz
Nikki Ilana Schwartz
Justin Schwarz
Brad Thomas Schwarzkopf
Ashley Schwebe
Steven Gresham Schweiger
Annemarie Schweinert
† Kate Elizabeth Schwen
Jacob F. Schwid
Lydia Marie Scofield
Jillian Seabloom
Mary Noor Sedarous
† Naomi Hannah Segal
Jacqueline Rose Sehring
Eric Robert Seifriz
Brenna Marie Seitz
Brian James Sekelsky
† Joseph Alexander Seliski
† Ellen Clare Sellers
Kiah Selmer
Samantha Christine Selsky
Elizabeth Semi
Patrick Barrett Seng
† Erica Jane Servais
Stephanie Lauren Seubert
Amber Lynn Severin
Libby Bryn Severson
Charlotte Sevy
Riley Sexton
Thomas Scott Shafer
‡ Annie Shao
‡ Tianyu Shao
Yuhan Shao
Claudia Rachelle Shapiro
Jonathan Shapiro
Nivedita Sharma
Jennifer Sharpe
Peter G. Sharrow
Irina Anastasia Shavlik
Abbey Rose Shaw
† Madeline Sheehy
† Stephen Sheen
† Nicole Elizabeth Shelley
† Zhuoren Shen
Erik Shepard
Madison Claire Shepley
Casey Sheridan
Chien-Jay Sheu
Deyi Shi
Melissa Sun Shi
Renee Marie Shields
‡ Alex Moshe Shimony
Chelsea Shister
Dustin Sholly
Dania Shoukfeh
Zachariah J. Sibley
Amy Sicard
† Ramail Siddiqui
Halle Lynn Siebert
† Regina Ann Siedow
Emily Siefering
Jaynie Siegel
Scott Siegel
Annastasia Victoria Sienko
Preston Sigmon
Bari Rachel Silvershein
Jordyn Alexandria Silverstein
Patricia Simms
Michael Simon
Samantha Michelle Simon
Sara Gabrielle Simons
Austyn W. Simpson
Scott Simpson
Joel Sincaban-Angeles
Lauren Marie Sinclair
Christopher Scott Sivanich
Natalie Marie Sivilotti
Nathan David Skarie
Alison Skeels
Karryn Elizabeth Skinner
† Sara Catherine Skinner
Samantha Jordan Sklar
Katherine Anne Skornia
Emily Jean Skovran
Michael David Skrade
Patrick Slagerman
Allison Rachel Slakter
Michael Patrick Slattery
Ryan Slattery
† Amy Jane Sleep
Lyal Sleiman
† Sarah Rose Smiley
† Abigail Lee Smith
† Brittany Smith
Corey Smith
Eric Smith
Hailey Smith
Jordan Smith
Josephine Marie Smith
Margaret McKenzie Smith
Mishell Smith
Molly Danielle Smith
Rebecca Bailey Smith
Ryan Smith
Tierra Michelle Smith
† Zachary James Smith
Angela Mary Smits
† Britny Elizabeth Smuk
Cailin Sneider
Cody Alexander Snelling
Victor James Sobralske
Samuel Louis Soderberg
Erik Howard Soderholm
Brian R. Sodke II
† Erik John Sohlden
Jacqueline Paige Solie
Carly Abigail Solomon
Max Corey Solomon
Miles Solstice
Sara Katherine Sommercorn
† Yea Eun Song
† Yeon Kung Song
† Thomas Sorensen
† Elizabeth Rachel Souder
Meghan Elizabeth Sovey
Erika Katarina Sowchuk
Samantha Mary Spakowicz
Alannah Kristine Spencer
Celina Spencer
Nicholas James Spiegelhoff
Christopher David Spies
Margaret Splinter
Benjamin Daniel Stacer
Jacob Brian Stack
Quin Stack
Janina Bettina Staguhn
Paul Stamas
John James Stamos
Lane Garrett Stanford
Jessica Stanislaus
Tyler Ayrton Stanton
Evan Hunter Stanton
† Bailee Ann Stark
Dimitri Starzak
Erin Evelyn Stawicki
Jennifer Lynn Stawicki
Jacqueline Anne Stearns
Lily Stearns
† Samantha Frances Stecha
‡ Sydney Steele
‡ Claire Adeline Steffen
Jake Matthew Steinberg
† Lauren Irene Steinberg
Jaya Steinhart
John Patrick Steinle
Jeffrey Edward Steliga
Hans Joseph Stennes-Spidahl
Rhianna Stepien
† Mollie Kathleen Stevens
Laurel Stewart
Joel Conrad Stibbe
Mckayla Rae Stitz
‡ Chloë Anne Stockheimer
Rachel Elizabeth Stoebe
Brett Alan Stoeger
† Julianna Katherine Stohs
† Andrew Callan Stoiber
Adam Stokes
† Austin James Stolze
Devon Lee Storlie
‡ Samantha Noel Stowers
Amanda Marisue Strang
Jared Thomas Strauch
Michael Desotelle Streitz
† Avi David Stricker
Allison Strickman
Sarina Nicole Strnad
Emma Strode
Alexander Strong
William George Stupar
Mason Alexander Stutz
Graeme Saye Tanner Sua
Colin Suehring
Mckenzy Suhr
Tianbo Sui
‡ Kevinraj Naggan Sukumar
Duncan James Summers
Marlie Summers
Tieg Alaina Summers
Ryan Sump
Hongyi Sun
Jingyi Sun
Eun Young Sung
Abigail Eleanor Suslavich
Lauren Nicole Sutter
Brittini Ann Swanson
Nathan Swanson
Nicholas Hugh Swanson
Jordan Sweeney
Emily Sweet
Alexander Swenson
Emily Elizabeth Sykes
Jacob Jon Syndergaard
Carissa Elaine Szlosek
Helen Aino Tael
Daniel Clay Tagliarini
Ty Jacob Talafoos
‡ Alexandra Danielle Tamerius
Jen Wei Tan
Blake Tandowsky
Wenzhi Tang
Yukun Tang
Tyler John Tannis
‡ Yiqun Tao
Emma Tapper
Kaitlyn Tarala
‡ Jennifer Shana Tasse
† Rose Lauren Tatarsky
Katrina Jean Tate
Christopher Tatsuguchi
Sydney Rachel Taub
† Zazu Tauber
Nathan Joseph Teachout
Nicole Telthoester
Alexandra Elizabeth Tennant
Deena Tenzer
Kyle Devon Terry
† Alexander John Tesensky
Merone Hannah Tesfaye
Bryan Tessier
‡ Anjali Thakrar
Jacquelyn Thao
Nkao Zyoua Pa Samanatha Thao
Nuchi Thao
Megan Thayer
† Elisabeth Christine Thelen
Corey Allen Thieling
† Nicole Lynn Thoma
Ashley M. Thomas
Colleen Mary Thomas
Daniel R. Thomas
Gregory Thomas
Mitchell Alexander Thomas
Ian Patrick Thomasgard
Christopher Jon Thome
† Melissa Ann Thomey
Harold Lawrence Thompson III
Lindsey Nicole Thompson
‡ Yer Thor
‡ Jingyuan Tian
Tammy Tian
Bryan Michael Tintes
Samantha Lynn Tirz
Carrie Ann Tobias
Kayla Marie Tollefson
Hannah Tong
Yangfan Tong
Nathan Tonsager
Patricia D’Liz Toro-Pérez
‡ Jessica Anne Totsky
‡ Eric Touney
Caitlyn Tracy
† Clare Miranda Trainor
† Quy Xuan Tran
Tien Tran
Tra Le Huong Tran
Bradley Benjamin Trapp
Esther Kwong Tree
Corinne Trott
Megan Tsoumas
Tuan Syazana Tuan Ab Rashid
Jordan Alyssa Tuff
Tyler Alan Tullius
† Madison Lara Tully
Carolyn Read Turkington
† Brexton Hobright Turner
† Madigan Jesse Turnquist
Jessica L. Twitchell
John Constantinos Tzortzos
Bryanna Michelle Uhler
Thomas Ulrich
Anna Nicole Urban
Joshua Daniel Urbanek
Cesar Jonathan Urgiles
Veronica Uribe
† Mikko Rankin Utevsky
Sarah Rose Utter
Connor Douglas Uzlik
Gabriel Wolfe Valdes
Chad Van De Hey
Rachel Van Doorn
Melinda Rae Van Dyke
John M. Van Gilder
Matthew Lee Van Lysel
Clayton Van Mell
Paul Melling Van Vliet
Taylor Vande Zande
Alyssa Marie Vandenbusch
† Michael Robert Vander Zee
Hannah Vanderlaan
Mariah Kay Vanevnhoven
Joselyn Sayaovong Vang
Peng Xue Vang
Xi’a Xi’aung Vang
Milada Keotida Vannarath
† Casey Varecka
Jacob Tyler Varsos
Meghana Vasireddy
‡ Quinn Audrey Vatland
Elena Therese Vaudreuil
Lauren Elizabeth Vazquez
Megan Veach
Nicholas Robert Veling
Tejaswini Lakshmi Vemuganti
Aaron Joshua Verderosa

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Qi Xi
‡ Jinyu Xia
Yu Xia
Wenxin Xie
Xizhou Xie
Ashley Xiong
Carrie Xiong
Cherxang Xiong
Choua Xiong
Christina Mang Xiong
† Cindy Xiong
Pa Ger Xiong
He Xu
Jiqing Xu
Yongchen Xu
Zhouwenyue Xu
Yinghongmei Xue
Jonathan David Yadegar
Cory Michael Yaeger
Adam Mohamed Yafai
Keisuke Yamamoto
Anita Yang
Annie Yang
Doris Yang
† Ja Young Yang
Jackie Npauj Nyiag Yang
Jiayue Yang
Lucy Yang
Maikou Yang
‡ Mengyao Yang
Pa Nhia Yang
Padone Yang
Panghoua Yang
Tommy Yang
‡ Xiaoyi Yang
Yue Yang
Zhuohua Yang
Zidanyue Yang
Zikai Yang
Zizhao Yang
‡ Adelina Yankova
† Yunzhe Yao
Janine Michele Yeh
Ike Kai-Yu Yen
Allison Victoria Yentz
Nicholas Robert Yentz
Benjamin Yeske
Joshua Matthew Yilnen
Thomas Patrick Yonash
† Su San Yong
† Alexandra Rae Young
Christina Nicole Young
† Christopher Browne Young
† Gloria Young
† Kaitlyn Young
Timothy Jeffrey Young
Dongze Yu
‡ Han Yu
Jacky Yu
Sherman Yu
Yuandi Yu
Jiahui Yuan
Larissa Yusko
† Anna Maria Zabiega
Kayla Ann Zacharias
† Meghan Rose Zander
† Katelyn Rose Zarem
Perri Jessica Zaret
† Lucas Charles Zarling
Jaclyn Zavoral
Brianna Cecile Zawada
Madelyn Elise Zeratsky
Julia Michal Zerbe
† Fujie Zhan
Cecilia Zhang
Chongyu Zhang
† Sheng Zhang
Shihao Zhang
Xiaohan Zhang
Zihan Zhang
Ziqian Zhang
Dongrui Zhao
Luyue Zhao
Shinan Zhao
Yifei Zhao
Ziwei Zhao
† Mariela Peneva Zhelyazkova
Lillian Tingting Zheng
† Nanzi Zheng
Xiaoguang Zheng
Jia Heng Zhong
Mingxi Zhong
Shangkun Zhong
Fankai Zhou
Jiayi Zhou
Lingzi Zhou
‡ Xiaoqian Zhu
‡ Linjie Zhu
Qian Zhu
† Xiaoqian Zhu
Xinyi Zhu
Angelina Marie Ziegler
Jacob Clark Ziegler
Courtney Lee Zielieke
Zachery Anthony Ziemek
Meghan Zifra
Nathan Hastings Zimdars
Nick Zimmerman
† Samuel Zisser
Adam Ziv-El
Richard Stephan Zoellner
Miling Zou
Michelle Zuchowicki
Leah Cristine Zuckerman
Salvador Zuniga Jr.
Marilyn Zupkoff
Christina Danielle Zwarych
William Alexis Zweygher
Loran Zwiefelhofer
† Daniel John Zych

School of Nursing

Chelsea Elizabeth Adams
Tess Christine Anderson
† Jordan Danielle Armitage
Eric John Bahr
Emily Jean Baranek
Stephanie Barman
Kathryn Dawn Barrie
Karla Bartelt
Shannon Behling
Denise Belcock
† Heather Marie Bernhard
Emily Blosser
Gracia Leigh Bonesho
Brianna Marie Bower
Rebecca Marissa Breitlow
† Taylor Rae Brown
Janessa Ann Buseman
Nathan Buseman
† Alexa Anne Callahan
Krista Rania Carpenter
Jeri Jo Cassidy
Michelle Elise Castronovo
† John Eric Christianson
Andrew James Cordie
Ana Carolina Cotter
† Katie Elizabeth Dammen
Carly Marie Dickmann
Arianna Callie Dinelli
Jennifer Owen Dreyer
Cheri Renee Easton
† Meghan Eggers
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